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ABSTRACT
Pharmaceutical, commercial and academic scientific laboratories
such as genetics core laboratory generate enormous amounts of data. Whether this
• information is related to process, procedures, training, experimental design or analytical and
clinical data, keeping it safe and organized - yet available to those who need it - is a
formidable and difficult challenge.
A genetics core DNA sequencing and genetic analysis laboratory supports many research
teams within an organisation and is responsible for the cloning and characterisation of genes.
' Usually a genetics laboratory employs multi-staff managed by one manager, has multiinstruments, supports mutli-applications such as DNA sequencing, CieneScan, fingerprinting
and fluorescent mutation detection and is used by many users (scientific researchers) with
different requirements including high, medium and low throughput usage. Some projects that
uses the genetics laboratory need to be assigned higher priority for example in the case of a
gene hunt. Also it is impossible to carry out accurate auditing, billing and troubleshooting
with such a complex working model. Thus, within such a laboratory there are many real
world issues such as managerial and organisational problems and algorithmically complex
•
problems such as samples scheduling and relational database administration and maintenance.

0

The main objective of this project is to carry out the automation of the workflow within a
genetics core laboratory by firstly, determining the requirements and specification of the work
and data flow within the laboratory, then designing a multi-user, multi-tasking novel webbased client/server software and finally implementing the software using Perl CCII, C and
SQL to solve the automation problems.
The software implemented is named NetBookingLlMS (InterNet Booking Laboratory
Information Management System) and has the following main novel features:
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I) It is dynamic and flexible, thus can fully automate a laboratory with one instrument one staff or
thousands of instruments with thousands of staff.
2) It ensures through logical structure that booking, updating and running the samples is done in a
logical sequential order eliminating errors resulting from breakdown of communications between
users and staff.
3) It contains many intelligent error checking algorithms embedded within eliminating human errors
that can result in wrong sample names booked or insufficient information given.
4) It uses internal ASCII data store to store booking records information which is automatically
converted to a relational database using the SQL module to automatically produce auditing,
usage/billing and troubleshooting management reports. Thus saving the manager time and ensuring
that the managerial reports are accurate.
5) It automatically schedules the samples for the users and generates instrument compatible sample
sheets for the staff thus saving both users and staff valuable time.
6) It contains built in intelligent algorithms to modify the state of the web page according to the real
world state. For example it remembers the important information of a client (user, staff or
manager) and displays appropriate "view" according to the client's status.
7) It is designed and built using client/server, central repository and multi-tiered composite
architecture thus it can be easily ported to automate other business models.
In conclusion, NetbookingLlMS software (which can be accessed from the Web at
http://www.dcs.bbk.ac.uk/'-ahamoOl/cgi-bin/nblfrontpage.cgi) is a complex application
software that is similar to an intelligent operating system software designed to solve complex
real world problem of automating scientific laboratories by managing the efficient use of
resources within the laboratory using intelligent algorithms. The architectural design of the
software makes it easy to port and configure to solve other complex business models and its
Web-based functional design makes it very suited for use in e-business and e-commerce
applications.

CHAPTER 1- FEASIBILiTY STUDY
1.1 The Problem
• A modern scientific laboratory such as NHS (National Health Service) diagnostic
laboratory or a core genetics facility consists of many instruments and carries out many
different operations simultaneously, employs different staff and supports many different
scientific research groups (users). Thus managing the activity of such a laboratory is difficult
and very complex and many problems can occur with a manual system. Some of the problems
are as follows:
I) Papers get lost so a booking with sample sheet written on paper can be lost leading to
confusion.
•

2) Manual booking relies on users speaking to staff or write their name in a folder. Folder
can be misplaced and staff can get ill.
3) Projects have priorities and sorting out the priority is complex to staff.
4) Booking samples with staff makes everything centralised but difficult to communicate to
users. For example if a user books a fill run and deletes it, then it is difficult for staff to
advertise that this user cancelled all his run.
5) It is impossible to carry accurate auditing on the usage of each instrument, each team,
each application and each researcher per unit time.
6) Manual system will fall if the laboratory expands and buys more machines or employs
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more staff.
7) Manual system is prone to errors from many sources such as illegible handwriting of the
user (researcher) or submission of incomplete information to the staff by the user.

• Thus what is needed is an automated booking system that allows users to book individual
(atomic) lanes on a run and that can be accessed from anywhere via the network making it
platform independent. The booking system has to operate 24 hours per day 7 days per week.
The system needs to be flexible to accommodate the complex requirements of managing a
' multi-user, multi-tasking laboratory and has to be able to perform the usual routines such as
calculating the date and logging in all the booking details in a centralised data store.
Additional useful but complex features include automated error checking, automated
scheduling of samples for the users, the ability to remember the relevant client (user, staff,
manager) details and use them to tailor the software to display a relevant "view" of the
• software to the client and the ability to interrogate the booking records using a true relational
database software by linking the front end HTML forms to a backend RDBMS software such
as Oracle.
•

1.2 The Laboratory Model
In this instance the laboratory that the automation is applied to is a Gene Cloning
Laboratory which acts a core facility supplying DNA (Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid) sequence and
genetic analysis data to users (in this case scientific researchers). The laboratory in this case
has 4 ABI 377 DNA Sequencer instruments (Ref. 1) called 377_U to 377_3. Each sequencer
can carry out two main applications; DNA Sequencing to obtain the sequence of DNA in
• C,G,A and I format and GeneScan to obtain genetic analysis data such as linkage mapping to
track disease or loss of heterozygosity to look for allele loss or mutation in a gene that may
cause disease. Both applications have many subsets of applications such as fingerprinting,
mutation detection and quantitative PCR.
DNA Sequencing application can have up to 64 lanes and GeneScan up to 36 lanes per run.
Sequencing can be done either on a short run which takes 3 hours and gives a readable
sequence up to 400bp or long run taking 6.5 hours and giving 600bp of sequence. GeneScan
run takes 2.5 hours. So in a 9 to 5 working day it is possible to do one GeneScan, one short
and one long sequence runs per instrument. The laboratory in this case employs 3 staff who
can do 9 gels per day on the 4 DNA sequencers. So each day the staff carry out the runs as
shown in table I below.

rj

Instrument ID

Application

Number of Runs

377_0

GeneScan

I

377 1

GeneScan
Sequencing Long

1

377_2

GeneScan
Sequencing Short
Sequencing Long

377_3

GeneScan
Sequencing Short
I
Sequencing Long

I
I

Table 1: table showing the maximum amount of work done per da y in the laboratory

•

Table I shows that a maximum of 9 runs per day is carried out within the laboratory. The
automated management software should reflect this in an easy intuitive format.
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In this project the clients of the laboratory can be divided into three types (entities); the user
(which in this case is the scientific researcher) who carries out the scientific experiments such
as DNA extraction and PCR, the staff who is responsible for running the machine and the
•

manager who manages the laboratory and ensures the smooth running of its operations. Each
client have their own requirements and needs.
When a user of the core facility wants to book a run he asks the staff to book him in. Then the
user prepares the samples in test tubes or microtitre plates and writes his/her samples on a

• piece of paper and brings it with the test tube to the laboratory and hands it to a member of
staff who will then look for an empty space and writes the name of the user in a folder or on
another piece of paper. The staff checks that the sample names written on the tubes matches
the names on the paper and that the user did not book more than he is allowed. If there is a
problem the staff has to talk to the user and inform him. The staff then enter the sample names
manually into the instrument's software and run the user's samples on the date they booked it.
Once the run is done the staff sends the data to an agreed common file area so the user can
analyse the data.
•

S

S

S
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1.3 Search for Existing of the shelf System
Part of the feasibility study is to search for any existing of the shelf booking system
that satisfies most if not all the clients requirements. Since staff and users preferences for
computer platform varies between Macintosh OS running on Apple computer, Unix or Linux
OS running on workstation and Windows/DOS OS running on PC, it is ideal for such a
system to be completely platform independent. In order to achieve that it is best to design it as
S a Web-based system. Thus a thorough search of many institutes, NHS and academic
laboratories and pharmaceutical and commercial companies Web site was conducted to see
how they manage their workflow and whether such a system exists. There are systems similar
to the one proposed in this project however all except BioLIMS (Ref 2) are standalone and
• very difficult to integrate and use to support multi-user and multi-tasking laboratory. None
had good error checking algorithms and none had scheduling capabilities or easy migration to
RDBMS software. BioLIMS although not standalone, has many limitations including the fact
that it emaits the staff once the user booked samples and cancellation as well as other
important attributes of a LIMS (Laboratory Information Management System) are not
implemented and it is not user friendly. Sites such as Incyte Pharmaceutical (Ref 3), Oswel
(Ref. 4), MWG Biotech (Ref. 5) and institutes such as the Whitehead Institute at MIT (Ref.
6), Washington University (Ref 7), Sanger Centre (Ref. 8) and King's College (Ref 9) as
well as many others have very primitive sample booking system which culminates in the user

S

printing an Excel like table or PDF file and writing the samples himself and submitting it to
the staff. In addition, the user feedback on all the reviewed software is very poor and consists
of a "thank you" message displayed to back to the user with the information that his samples
have been booked, but it does not tell him more crucial information about the booking and all

• the software reviewed do not allow the user to cancel his booking (delete the samples). Thus
this search has shown that a smart, flexible and adaptable automated booking software such as
the one proposed in this project is novel and is needed to truly automate any laboratory that is
multi-tasking and supports many users with different requirements. The search also showed
'

that implementing such a software is technically complex and thus making the project an
ambitious one.

lu
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CHAPTER 2 - REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION AND
SPECIFICATION

S

2.1 Entity Relationship Model of a Scientific Laboratory
Project

Team Leader

Project Number
Project Name

TeamLeader Number

TeamLeader Name

works on
AutoScheduling

User (Researcher)

S

uses

User First Name
User Surname
Email

generates

- - - - --

Report
Dates
Booking Schedule

Phone

generates

'.uses

1]
Set of samples

Booking Invoice

frffefiment^elonE
Sample Sheet

Invoice DI = (emaiI me,
booking date,InstmmentlD,
run number)

S

I

Nbsampgen
software

I

Multiple Sample
Names File

I

submitted to
submitted to

Staff
Staff Name

S

Manager

- L
managed
by

responsible
for

ID
Instrument
S
executes
Run

Computer

AppletM acintosh

PC/Windows, DOS
Unix/Linux

Invoice ID (emailname,
booking date, lmenIID,
run number)

Figure 1: Entity-Relationship Model of a scientific laboratory
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I

generates I
I

Instrument

Data Analysis

Manager Name

SQL Queries
Report
SQL Query
Query Results Table

.
Figure 1 shows that there are total of 13 entities (objects) within a scientific laboratory
including the clients which are divided into 3 entities; user, staff and manager. Many users
can work on different projects and one or more projects can be supervised by one team leader.
• A user carries out a scientific experiment such as DNA extraction which generates samples
that he then books to be sent to the laboratory. If the user has a large number of samples, he
can optionally use an automated scheduling report to advice him of the best path to book his
samples and a standalone software called Nhsampgen (Net Booking Sample Generator) to
• automatically generate multiple sample sheets. A booking generates one specific invoice
which is submitted together with the specific set of samples to the staff who then downloads
the automatically generated sample sheet and execute the run on the specified instrument.
Since a user works on one or more projects, he can generate one or more invoices. When the
run is finished the staff send the user's data to a computer specified on the invoice. The
invoice primary key is a composite key made up of the email user name (i.e. before the @
symbol), date of the booking, instrument identity and the run number (1 is the AM run, 2 is
the PM run and 3 is the overnight run). This ensures that the invoice ID is unique and it
specifies on which machine the booking should be executed. In this project it is assumed that
• there is one laboratory manager who manages one or more members of staff. The manager's
job is to ensure the smooth running of the processes within the laboratory. Inevitably
problems will arise and in order to solve them the manager can optionally use the SQL
queries module of the software to interrogate the relational database for useful information
• that will help him in making informative decisions. If the laboratory is a commercial one then
the manager can use the SQL module to generate billing invoices to the users or he can use
the SQL module to generate an auditing report to his superiors.

S
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2.2 Data Flow Diagram of a Scientific Laboratory Model
2.2.1 The System Boundaries
System boundaries can be determined by defining the data flows with external entities, which
are as follows:

1. User booking sample(s)

User

> System

2. User deleting sample(s)

User

> System

3. User lookup

User

> System

4. Hooking Invoice

System

> User

Auto scheduling of samples report

System

> User

6. Instrument compatible sample sheets

System

> Staff

7. Auditing queries report generation

System

> Manager

8. Usage/billing queries report generation

System

> Manager

9. Troubleshooting queries report generation

System

> Manager

10. Samples and invoice submission

User

> Staff

5.

•

This shows that the external data source is the users who in this case are scientific researchers
and the external recipients are the staff and the manager.

Li
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2.2.2 Context Level Diagram

LA

Key

I. Book samples
2. Delete samples (cancel booking)
3. Booking Invoice
•

4. Update samples booked on specific run (lookup facility)
5. Automatic generation of instrument compatible sample sheet for run
6. Auto scheduling of samples report
7. Auditing report generation

•

8. Usage/billing report generation
9. Troubleshooting report generation
10. Experiment samples and invoice submission for a booked run

S
Figure 2: Data flow Diagram of a scientific laboratory
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2.2.3 Relationship between Level 1 Diagram and ERM for the Laborator y Model
5

Research

Office

Manager
Generate Lab Auditor
Reports

Book Samples

.sp file

1/ /
S

BOOKING RECORD

update record

.samp file
5

to record

/
(

Research Lab

a
User/
Researcher

ete Samples

Staff
4

4

Research Lab

Research Lab

Auto-scheduling
Report

Samples Update
(lookup)

4

S

10
BOOKING INVOICE
DESCRII97ION

S

4

Invoice ID

User

11

Application Description

Invoice

_

Set of
samples

I

Instrument ID
Date ofrun

Staff

User First name

S

User Surname
Project Name

lnstruman

Team Leader

I

Manager

Email address
Run

Phone Number
Sample Sheet ID
Computer were results are sent to
Add first name before samples
Lane numbers e'

WE

Figure 3: Relationshi p between
Level 1 Diagram and ERM
for a scientific laboratory

Figure 3 shows that the link between the logical structure of the laboratory shown by the
ERM (Entity-Relationship Model) and the movement of the data shown by the level I DFD
(Data Flow Diagram) is the booking invoice. Figure 3 also shows that there are 5 process
• where the data can move and two main data stores; a booking record data store where the
invoice attributes are kept and .samp file data store that consists of instrument compatible
sample sheet. Booking and deleting processes cause the creation and update of a record in the
booking record data store and .samp file. The staff obtain the relevant instrument compatible
sample sheet when they execute the run. The booking invoice description consists of all the
important attributes that makeup an invoice. The update action affects 5 booking invoice
attributes namely first name, surname, email address, phone number and the lane numbers
with their respective sample name whereas the booking action affects all except the lane
numbers attribute since in the booking record a foreign key is stored which points to the
location of the .samp file that contains the lanes and sample names for the specific run.
2.2.4 Tables for a Scientific Laboratory
•

Figure 3 shows that by carrying out the system analysis the derived booking invoice onnormalised table for the laboratory is as follows:
Booking_invoice (Invoice ID, Application Description, Instrument ID, Date of Run, User
First Name, User Surname, Project Name, Team Leader, Email, Phone Number, Sample
Sheet ID, Computer Results Sent to)
The Invoice ID is the primary key and Sample Sheet ID is foreign key that derives the lane
number and the corresponding sample name booked on a run
This can be decomposed into the following 3NF tables:
User (Invoice ID, Application, First Name, Surname, Project No., Team Leader No., Email,
Phone No., Sample Sheet ID, Results Computer)

S

Sample Sheet (Sample Sheet ID)(Lane Number, Sample Name)
Application (Sequencing, GeneScan)
Sequencing (Invoice ID, Instrument ID, Sequencing Type)
Sequencing Type (Thermosequenasell, dRhodamine, BigDye)
GeneScan (Invoice ID, Instrument ID, GeneScan Type)
GeneScan Type (Linkage, LOH, Quantitative PCR, Fingerprinting, CSGE, FMD)
Project (Proiect No., Project Name)
Team Leader (TeamLeader No., TeamLeader Name)
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2.3 Entity Life History of a Bookin g Record

1

•

I
•

•

II

Booking Record

II

*I I

II
I

I User book
I I Staff run
I User submit
I I Generate
I I User
carries I
samples and
samples
samples
and
booking invoice
out experiment
send results to
(create record)
I
I
invoice
to
staff
to user
the user
______________ ________________ _______________ _______________

Experiment
Failed

Experiment
succeeded

0

0

n
Delete samples
(delete record)

Figure 4 Diagram showing the entity life histor y of a booking record

Figure 4 shows the life history of a booking record. Usually a user books a set of one or more
samples which creates a booking record. Creation of the record creates an invoice which the
• user prints and keeps to submit with his samples. The user then carries out the experiment, if
the experiment failed, the user cancels the booking by deleting the samples booked on that run
and giving up the space on the resources to the other users. This leads to deletion of the
record. The user can then repeat the experiment. If the experiment succeeds then the user
submits the set of samples generated from the experiment with the corresponding invoice to
the staff who then run the samples and send the results back to the user.

I
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2.4 Formal Specification of the Central Bookin2 Record Data Store
tlSiflR Z
• Z is a specification language based on typed set theory, which include schemas as
specification building blocks (Ref. 10). In this case, using Z terminology, the data store can be
described as the mapping from Invoice — ID (given the name NBLIMSID) key to the booking
record.
•

The operations that are carried out on the data store are:
Book : add a new record in the data store
Delete : delete a record from data store
Update : given NBLIMSID primary key (email name, date, run, user), returns list of all
booking on that run
Using the assumptions above, the data store can specified by the following schemas.
Data StoreRecord

•

ri

Invoice ID primary key
Application Description
Instrument ID
Date of ran
User First name
User Surname
Project Name
Team Leader
Email address
Phone Number
Sample Sheet ID
Computer were results are sent to
Add first name before samples
Lane numbers

NBLIMSJD
G5, seq or both
377_x where x = 0 .. 3
DATE
first name
surname
project name
team leader / group name
email
phone
sample sheet path on drive
Mac, Windows, Unix or Linux
add first name to multiple samples
Lane numbers where samples are booked

Z schema 1: specification of data store booking record
This schema specifies the types of entities that make up the booking record of the data store.
- DataStore
DataS tore Record

in

I dstore NBLIMS

> (DatastoreRecord)

Z schema 2 specification of data store

•

indicate a partial function
{DataStoreRecord}: range of DataStore is a set of values of type DataStoreRecord
dstore : partial function from NBLIMS to DataStoreRecord
This schema specifies how invoice ID (NBLIMSID) is mapped onto a data store record.

C.
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.
- Init-DataStore
DataStore'

n

dstore' = 0
Z schema 3 : specification of the initial state of the data store
DataStore' : state of the data dictionary after initialisation
0 : represents the empty set
This schema specifies that the data store will be created with an initial empty state.
- Book—OK
A DataStore

•

record? : DataStoreRecord
key? : NBLIMSID
dstore' = dstore u {key? I

•

> record ?}

I

Z schema 4 specification of the partial booking operation on the data store
A: indicates that the Data Store state changes when this schema is applied to it
? : indicates input

S

This schema specifies that the input to when booking would be the record obtained from the
booking form and the primary key generated by the software, the record is then created and
added to the data store.

Lfl
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- Book—Error
2 DataStore
key?
NBLIMSID
proj?
: project name
ssheet? sample sheet
error!
seq char
key? e dom dstore
proj ? = 0
ssheet ? = 0
error! = "You did not enter project name or sample name(s)."

•

Z schema 5: specification of the booking operation with input errors on the data store

•

indicates that the Data Store state remains unchanged when this schema is applied to it
: indicates output
indicates not a member of
dom indicates the domain of the set (in this case dstore)
!

This schema specifies that if the user booked new samples but forgot to enter either a project
name or sample sheet then the software will display an error message.

Thus a complete definition of booking with linear schema form using the disjunction operator
is
Book Book—OK v Book—Error

S

S
14-

n

- Delete OK
A DataStore
•

j key? NSLIMSID
key? € dom dstore
dstore' = { key? }

•

4 dstore

Z schema 6 s pecification of the partial delete operation on the data store

indicates the domain subtraction operator which given a key, removes that key from the
domain of the function
This schema specifies that given the primary key for a record the attributes that are related to
the primary key are deleted thus deleting the record from the data store. Internally this only
happens if the user selects to delete all the samples he booked.
Delete—Error
DataStore
key?
error

NBLIMSID
: seq char

key? e dom dstore
error! = "You do not have samples to delete."
S
Z schema 7: specification of the delete operation with input errors on the data store
This schema specifies that given the primary key for a record, if the key is not a member of
the domain of the data store i.e. the record does not exist or already deleted then output an
error message to the user.

C
Thus a complete definition of deletion with linear schema form using the disjunction operator
is
Delete A Delete_OK v Delete—Error
S

rj
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- Update DataStore
•

key? NBLIMSID
record! DataStoreRecord
key? € dom dstore
record ! = dstore (key?)
Z schema 8 s pecification of the update operation on the data store
This schema specifies that if the primary key for a booking record exists then output the
booking record attributes.

Cl

- The_Data_Store

.

Data Store
Init-DataStore
Book
Delete
Update
Z schema 9: Data Store Specification

•

This schema specifies the booking record Data Store ASCII flat file.

S
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L.A

On the form there are two buttons, each performing a separate function:
• (I) "Delete Selected Samples" button : when the user clicks this button the software
deletes any sample(s) that the user selected with the radio button. If the user has
ticked the checkbox then the software will delete all the sample(s) booked by the
user at the current run. If the user did not book any sample then an appropriate
•

error message will be displayed to the user. A user can not view and thus delete
another user's samples.
The deletion process occurs according to the following sequence of events
(a) The software delete the samples from .sdet file by writing all the samples that
the user did not select to a temp file and renaming it. The algorithm uses the
difference in relational algebra to implement the deletion as follows
S' = S - T where 5' is the final sample file with samples deleted

S

S is the initial sample file and
T is the temp file which has all the samples that the user did
not select for deletion

•

(b) The software updates the .records data store file by deleting the record if the
user deleted all the samples booked for that record.
(2) "Return to Month Booking" button, the software returns the user to the two
dimensional dynamic table showing the month's booking and updating the user's
booking on the table.

S

LA
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CHAPTER 3 - SOFTWARE DESIGN AND
ARCHITECTURE
.

Chapter 2 dealt with the specification of the software. This chapter explains the
design of the software. It begins by explaining the currently available technologies that
influenced the design of the software, followed by an architectural design overview and a
detailed physical design strategy and finally a description of the user interface design.

3.1 Technological Issues
3.1.1 World Wide Web
The World Wide Web is a child of the Internet, a result of the reaction between the
Internet's wild growth and the users' frustrations with its limitations (Ref. II). It was
invented by Tim Berners-Lee and his colleagues at CERN in 1989 as a way to aid CERN
• scientists with the increasingly confusing task of locating information on the Internet, it was
suggested to act as a unifying force, a system that would seamlessly bind all the fragmented
information services and file protocols into a single point of access. The Internet and hence
the World Wide Web is heterogeneous. The computers connected to it range from old PCs
(Personal Computers) to Apple Macintosh to high speed Unix workstations, thus
implementing a true platform independent system.
3.1.1.1 Web Browsers and Servers
S On the World Wide Web, the client is the Web browser software which is a
standalone software such as Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer whose job is to handle
the user's requests for a document. Using the information stored in a document's URL
(Uniform Resource Locator), it connects to a Web server using HTTP language (Hypertext
Transfer Protocol) on a remote machine and sends a short request for the document. The
server responds by returning the document along with information that describes what kind of
document it is. The browser uses this information to format the document using a language
like HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) and display it on the user's screen.
• Thus during a session, as the user navigates the Web from link to link, a browser retrieves
documents from server machines scattered across the Internet. Web servers are responsible
for the other end of the connection, listening for incoming requests and transmitting the

It

I
desired document back to the browser. Web documents often correspond to real, physical files
stored on one of the server's disk drives and when a request arrives, the server finds the
corresponding document on its disk drive and sends it off.
.
3.1.1.2 CCI (Common Gateway Interface)
CU! is a protocol that specifies the format of scripts or programs that sends or
receives information from a Web server. Thus a COl script is a script written in some
programming language such as Perl that follow the CU! protocol. The CU! specification is
also accompanied by changes to HTML and HTTP to introduce a new feature known as
forms. Forms extend the capability of CU! by allowing the user to send information to the
•

CU! program or script. Forms and CU! allow true interactivity on the Internet which is
exploited in the design and implementation of this software.

3.1.1.2.1 Stateless Connection Protocol
S

The connection between the browser and the server is active only long enough for the
browser to send in the request to the server to transmit a document back. There is no
connection at all between the two pieces of software after the document has been retrieved
and the user is reading it. The advantage of this design is that the server avoids the overhead
of keeping multiple communications channels open and remembering each one's status. The
disadvantage is that the connections between browser and server are "stateless". The server
has no memory at all of the documents requested by the browser in the past; each connection
is treated as if it were the first. Thus writing a CU! script using HTTP "stateless" protocol

• slows down productivity and is a difficult challenge since each time the request reaches the
CUI program, it is a completely new instance of the program, with no connection to the
previous one as shown in figure 18.
- •

LII,

I
Figure 18 Diagram showing the stateless connection of the Web
I
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3.1.1.2.2 Pro grammin g Languages
Cal program is a code that is compiled and run natively whereas a CCI script is a
code that is interpreted thus COT programs and scripts can be written using many different
programming languages such as C, C++, Java and Pen.
C is the basis for modern programming languages and is a full-featured programming
language. C is a procedural language that uses functions as modules thus is suited for
functional design. C++ is an extension to C and its syntax is similar to C but it has the added
support for object oriented techniques such as inheritance, polymorphism and encapsulation
and is thus suited for object oriented design. Both C and C-H- program have to be compiled
and run as native programs thus CCI code written with them is more difficult to port and
S maintain across different platforms. Java is similar to C++ with the exception that it is easier
for example it does not support pointers and the developer need not worry about memory
management issues. Java program is converted to byte code which is interpreted using an
interpreter called JVM (Java Virtual Machine). JVM is relatively small in size and can thus be
• embedded within a Web browser making Java programs (applets) truly portable. However
Java programs are still very slow to run and Java itself for security reason does not allow
certain useful I/O processes such as writing to files on the server's hard drive.
Perl (Practical Extraction and Report Language) was introduced by Larry Wall in 1986 to
create reports. Nowadays Perl is used to carry out a wide variety of things including making
Web pages interactive. There are many Perl scripts for processing forms, creating guestbooks
and much more. Perl is particularly suited to Web-related tasks for three reasons. First, it is a
powerful text-manipulation tool. It can take a long stream of characters and quickly separate it
into fields and data i.e. information that can be used, compiled and stored. Second, Perl is
interpreted language and Pert interpreters for different platforms are widely available thus
Perl can be easily ported from one platform to another. A CCI Perl script written on Windows
system can be easily copied to a Unix machine with few or minor changes thus making Per!
• scripts easy to maintain and develop as well. Finally, because of the previous two advantages
Perl is currently the most popular language for writing CCI scripts and is widely used to write
CCI scripts on the Web thus it is well supported for use in writing CCI scripts. Thus it is
logical to use Perl in this project. More information on Perl including Unix and Windows
interpreters can be obtained from the Perl Web site (Ref. 12). In face, because of Perl's true
• portability between platforms, this project scripts were implemented on PC (running
Windows 95) using Perl with Microsoft Personal Web Server and then ported it onto Unix
which uses Perl with Apache Web server software as described in appendix 111, saving time
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Li
and money. Sometimes the specification can be difficult to implement using a script such as
the multiple automated sample sheet generator and thus it is better to write a separate
standalone software using a natively compiled programming language such as C and then
• linking that software to the main Perl CGI script, this is done in the case of writing
Nbsampgen the multiple sample sheet generator since Per] is limited when it comes to
writing software that has too many options and requires a lot of flexibility and user input.

3.1.13 HTML

HTML is the language in which all Web pages are written in. It allows the developer
to format text, add graphics, sound and video and save it as an ASCII format that any
computer can read. The key to HTML is in the tags, keywords are enclosed in which
indicate what kind of content is coming up, for example <B> means to output the text as bold,
cP> means to leave a paragraph space and <U> means to underline the text following this tag
and so on. The Web browser software such as Netscape and Internet Explorer parses the
S HTML and display the information accordingly. The problem is that each browser have their
own set of HTML tags and currently the HTML standard is not adhered to, thus in this project
HTML version 4 is used to output the data to the user.

S
3.1.1.4 Oracle RDMBS

Oracle is a database management system software that consists of many modules. The
lull documentation can be viewed from department's Web site (Ref. 13).
The two main components that this project needs to use are SQL Plus which provides an
interactive SQL (Structured Query Language) interface to Oracle data, and SQL Loader
software which allows the developer to convert ASCII data into relational database data.
Although Oracle S does have HTML module that allows the developer to output the query
is results in HTML format using the SET MARKUP command from SQL Plus, it is very limited
and not suited to dynamic COl script that needs to generate pages on-the-fly to the user.
Finally although there are DBD/DBI (DataBase DependantlDataBase Independent) interface
available in Perl, those are mainly used to access MySQL and mSQL databases, also the
software is designed as database independent to enhance its portability and only links up with
backend RDBMS (such as Oracle) when the correct client i.e. manager logs in and wants to
use the SQL module thus enhancing the scalability and extensibility of the software.
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3.2 Architectural Design

S

The design philosophy adopted for this software is client/server - centralised
repository - layered composite design as shown in figure 19. Client/server because it is Webbased and the distribution of data is straightforward. Centralised repository because a central
database keeps the data and the model is an efficient way to share large amount of data, easier
to backup, secure and integrating new tools into it is straightforward. Layered because it
consists of a 3-tier architecture as shown in figure 19. This design is achieved using modular
decomposition.
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Figure 19 Architectural design overview of the software
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Figure 19 shows that the software has a 3-tier architecture, a front end which is the Web
browser software such Netscape or Internet Explorer acting as client software displaying the
necessary forms in HTML, a backend which is physical relational database and data store
• designs acting as central repository to store the data and a middle layer which consists of the
main software written in Perl CGI acting as the inference engine processing the client's
request and accessing the backend database when it requires information to complete the
request. The software runs on a Web server computer which is networked to the Internet. This
composite design model makes the software robust, easy to maintain and use the resources
efficiently.
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3.3 Detailed Physical Design

S

3.3.1 Refined Design

In requirements definition and specification mentioned in section 2.5, part of the
requirement is to have an open architecture where users can view other users' bookings but
not delete them and the software presentation have to be tailored according to the type of
client accessing it, a manager should only be able to access the database but not book or
delete samples and so on. In order to design this the sub-systems are decomposed further
using procedural abstraction and stepwise refinement to arrive at a refined design shown in
figure 20.
.
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Figure 20 shows that the refined design strategy adopted for this software is a top down
functional/object oriented hybrid design where the uppermost components in the hierarchy is
decomposed level by level, followed by procedural abstraction and stepwise refinement of
• each component in the lower hierarchy taking into account which objects have access to
which methods. Chapter 2 presented the data flow diagrams, entity relationship model and
entity life history showing the top level design and decomposition of the hierarchy using
SSADM (Structured System Analysis and Design Methodology). Clients can be thought of as
• objects (entities), thus figure 20 shows the objects that have access to a function in bold
beneath the function. The arrows indicate the functional transformation with information
passed from one process to another. This allows the design of the software as "views", thus a
user can book delete and auto-schedule samples, staff can only view the bookings details and
the manager can only view the bookings details and use the SQL module to interrogate the
relational database and produce reports that helps him in making informative decisions. A
session file is created once the client passes through the security check. The session file
consists of the necessary attributes that identifies the client (object) in this case they are first
name, surname, email address, phone number and group the client belong to. The session file
• has a unique session key that is used to maintain the object's attributes as the client navigates
through the Web pages of the software. This solves the problem of the HTTP "stateless"
connection and together with Perl's hidden fields maintain the state of the web pages. This
functional design strategy is very suited to the Perl CCI script programming technique where
•

each decomposed sub-system is refined into a procedure which in the case of Perl CCI
programming is a routine.

3.3.2

.

Database Design
As figure 20 shows, the database design philosophy adopted in this case is to use an

ASCII data store to store the booking records in pipe "I" delimited flat file text format and
then to allow for the conversion and incremental update of this file into a relational database
created using Oracle RDBMS (Relational Database Management System) once the manager
accesses the SQL (Structured Query Language) module of the software. This design has
many advantages including making the software very easy to install and operate on any ISP
(Internet Service Provider) since all the software requires to run is the Perl interpreter running
on a Web server software such as the Apache software described in appendix III. In the real
world, many Web sites do not have access to databases since the ISPs that host those Web
sites will not provide them with database services due to cost, and even if they did the
administration of a database maybe more work than typical Web site owner wants to deal
with. Other advantages include providing a lightweight way of accessing simple files and
I
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sending them across the network via FTP (File Transfer Protocol), providing automatic
mapping for certain common fields such as booking record timestamp and providing an easy
migration to SQL relational database so the core CGI applications can be scaled up if needed.
I

This also makes backup and database administration and maintenance very straightforward.

3.4 Graphical User Interface Design
The GUI design for this software is carried out in intuitive fashion by designing the
Web forms with help sentences are displayed at the top to prevent unnecessary navigation and
time wastage. The forms adhere strictly to the specification. In addition the client has links to
the documentation from the main dynamic table to get more detailed help. Error forms are
I kept short and use red colour to highlight the important variables to the client. Navigation of
the Web forms are as specified in the figure 20 with SQL and Schedule results Web page
going back to their respective Web form or to the main two dimensional dynamic table Web
page. Other Web forms go back to main table Web page because they constitute one time
•

operations.
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CHAPTER 4- IMPLEMENTATION AND UNIT TESTING
4.1 Im plementation and Unit Testin! Overview
This chapter deals with the realisation of the design of the software. The software is
implemented in 3 modules. Nblfrontpage (InterNet booking Irontpage) module which deals
with the initial client authentication and display the "Welcome" page and NetBookingLiMS
S (InterNet Booking Laboratory Information Management System) module which is the main
module dealing with the implementation of the main algorithms, interfaces to the central data
store and the Pal interface to the Oracle RDMBS to interrogate the relational database using
SQL. Both modules are implemented as Perl CGI scripts. The third module is NBSampGen
• (InterNet Booking Sample sheet Generator) software which is written as a standalone
software using ANSI C language. The user has to download it and generate the sample sheets
locally then cut and paste them into the text area of the sample booking form. The overall
implementation and the connectivity of the various components of each module is shown in
figure 21.
•
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Figure 21 shows the component name at the top of the square, the script or program filename
that contains the routine is displayed in bold and the routine(s) that implement the component
is beneath it with the appendix page number next to it, thus:

I

Dynamic Booking
NetBooIdngLIMS.cgi
forni_datargcnscq') 1.17
fonn_data{sequencing') 126
fonn_datagcnescan'} 131
thrm_data{'genescm) 1.36

C
indicates that the component Display Dynamic Booking Table Form can be found in
NetBookingLlMS.cgi file and is implemented by form_data{'genseq'} which can be found in
appendix I, page 17 of the source code and so on. The code is well documented and the full
source code can be viewed in appendix I.
I
Figure 21 shows that the software uses 2 external Perl libraries CGI-Lib.pl which contains a
suite of common routines and Auth-Lib.pl which contains routines that allows for user
authentication. Both are supported by 9 other libraries. All external libraries are written by
I Steven Brenner and are freely available. They can be accessed from the department's Unix
platform at /homelahamoOl/public_www/cgi-binlLibraries, the disk enclosed or from his Web
site (Ref. 14). In addition figure 21 shows that the software uses one internal library called
Nbl-Lib.pl which contains common routines specific to this application software. Also both
• nblfrontpage.cgi and netbookinglims.cgi have nblfrontpage.conf and netbookinglims.conf
files that link into them. The idea of this is that the .conf files contains the definition of all the
common variables that the software use such as HTML, CGI and Oracle variables as well as
common arrays and data structures that the software uses. Separating those into .conf files
makes the software very easy to port and configure across various platforms.

I

I

I
BIB
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Functional description of the application software routines and subroutines is presented in
table 2 below.

LA

.

LA

Component
Name

Functional description

Module Name

GetSessionlnfo

Routine that Logs the client into the system, and registers
the client details by writing them to the users data store

Nblfrontpage.cgi

LibRequire

Routine that calls the commonly defined variables from
the .conf file

Nblfrontpage.cgi

form —data
{'genseq'}

Routine that displays both Sequencing and GeneScan in a
two dimensional dynamic table

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

form_data{seque
ncing'}

Routine that displays sequencing bookings in dynamic
table

NetbookingLlMS.cgi

form_data{'genes
can'}

Routine that displays GeneScan bookings in dynamic table

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

Form _data{'staff

Routine that displays the current dais bookings in
dynamic table to member of group staff

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

forni_data{'logou
t,

Routine that allows the user to exit the software

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

Form_data{'mont
h_bookingjipdat
e'}

Routine that displays static table of booking on a specific
run

NetflookingLlMS.cgi

Form_data{'book
ing_samples_for
m'}

Routine that displays the booking form to the user

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

Form_data{'book
pIes'

Routine that books the sample(s) specified by the user

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

Form _data{'delet
e_sample_form'}

Routine that displays the deletion form to the user

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

Form _ data {'delet
e_sample' }

Routine that deletes the sample(s) specified by user

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

Routine that displays scheduling form to the user

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

I

U

U

.

sales')

Form_data{'autos
cheduling form'}
Form _data{'sche
dule_samples' }

I

Routine that schedules the sample(s) specified by user

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

Form_data{'sql_
queries_form'}

Routine that displays SQL queries form to the manager

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

Form_data{'sql_
queries')

Routine that generates the SQL queries specified by
manager

NetBookingLlMS.cgi
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Sequencing_sub
mission—form

Subroutine that generates the sequencing form

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

seq_run_details

Subroutine that implements the sequencing run display on
the table

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

genescan_submis
sion_form

Subroutine that generates the GeneScan form

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

gs_run_details

Subroutine that implements the GeneScan run display on
the table

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

Scheduling_form

Subroutine that generates the scheduling form

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

Schedule—sample

Subroutine that implements the scheduling of the
sample(s)

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

sill form

Subroutine that generates the SQL form with a choice of 7
queries in 3 different categories

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

LibRequire

Subroutine that requires the libraries needed by the main
program

NetBookingLlMS.cgi

get_first_weekda
y

Subroutine that gets the first weekday

Nbl-lib.pl

Make—month —an
ay

Subrountine that returns array of dates of a chosen month

Nbl-lib.pl

Header

Subroutine that display the header on the browser

Nbl-lib.pl

Counter—sub

Subroutine that increment the count in the counter file
when record is added to the records datastore file

Nbl-lib.pl

file_open_error

Subroutine that handles error resulting from inability to
open file

Nbl-lib.pl

GetLockEile

Subroutine that creates a file and exclusively locks it to
allow for records to be added without deadlock

Nbl-lib.pl

ReleaseLockFile

Subroutine that releases the lock file by deleting it

Nbl-lib.pl

5

S
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Table 2 table showing detailed descri ption of the various components of the software
• Table 2 shows that NetBookingLiMS consists of 14 main routines and 8 subroutines that
form the bulk of the application software. Table 2 together with figure 21 can be used by the
reader to navigate the source code of the software available in appendix I. Testing is done in
bottom up fashion where each component is tested independently using valid and invalid data
followed by module testing using real world data. This validates the software i.e. ensures that
the software does what the user really requires and verifies it i.e. ensure the software conform
to its specification (Ref. 15).

0

4.2 Maintaining the State and Solvinu the "stateless" Connection
Problem
In order to solve the problem with the "stateless" connection of the HTTP protocol
described in section 3.1.1.2.1, the client's configurable attributes information such as first
name, surname, email address, phone number and group type is stored in a session file when
the client logs in. This file is associated with a unique session key (generated using random
number library) that is passed from page to page of the Web application software
NetBookingLiMS as shown in figure 21, providing the application with the client's
information at all times thus maintaining the state since the state of the application is always
dependent on the client's most recent action, and this information is reflected in the session
file. The session file is removed (thus the state is lost) when the client logs out.
S In addition to the session file, there are other persistent data that are needed to maintain the
state of the application e.g. information relating to the run itself such as number of lanes
available, date clicked on, application type, length type and run number. Those are passed as
hidden fields (variables) of the COl form for example
<INPUT
<INPUT
<INPUT
<INPUT
<INPUT
<INPUT
<INPUT

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

= "hidden" NAME =
= "hidden" NAME =
= "hidden" NAME =
"hidden" NAME =
"hidden" NAME =
= "hidden" NAME =
= "hidden" NAME =

"day" VALUE = "$form_dataj'day'}">
"month" VALUE = "$formdata('month'}">
"year" VALUE = "$current_year">
"run" VALUE = "$formdata{ 'run' }">
"machine" VALUE
"$formdata('machine')">
"sampav" VALUE = "$form data ('samp_av')">
"app" VALUE = "$form_data('app'}">
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4.3 Automated Scheduling Algorithm
In order to implement the algorithm, lanes on a run are viewed as resources, users'
samples are viewed as processes and samples booking is viewed as a new job. The idea of
scheduling is to complete a newly submitted job to the system (laboratory) by assigning the
resources to the processes to accomplish work (Ref. 16). The assignment of resources is a
complex problem and some of the objectives of scheduling algorithm in this case include;
• being fair by treating all processes the same and no process can suffer indefinite
postponement, maximizing throughput by attempting to service the largest possible number of
processes per unit time, enforcing priorities by favouring higher priority processes and
achieving a balance between response and utilisation by having sufficient resources available
whenever they are needed. As mentioned in section 2.5, the automated scheduling in this
software is implemented using a hybrid first in first out (FIFO) with static priority scheduling
strategy, the idea behind it is that if a user has low priority such as priority 4 he will be
scheduled in a predetermined available run. There is no point in making him wait until a
higher priority user finished and then schedule him in since this will create managerial and
"political" problems. Thus dynamic priority system would not be a good idea since a high
throughput user will complain if the software suddenly lowers his priority because he is using
the laboratory too much. This strategy eliminates any political problem and keeps all users
relatively happy by setting a newly registered user to priority four i.e. lowest priority and then
• leaving the responsibility of raising the priority solely to the manager of the laboratory. In
order to implement this strategy, the user's priorities are divided into four groups one is the
highest and four is the default and the lowest as shown in table 3 below.

•
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Group Priorities

Usage Type

Priority I (highest)

High throughput urgent projects

Priority 2

High throughput projects

Priority 3

Medium throughput projects

Priority 4 (lowest)
Default

Low throughput intermittent projects

Table 3 Description of the various static priorities of users

C
The priority is defined in the group field in the netbookinglims.users data store which is
written into a session file once the user togs in. So a priority one user would have Priority I
assigned to his group field and so on. Only the manager who will have root access can modify
• the netbookinglims.users file and change the priority. In order to give all types of users a fair
chance to access the resources within the laboratory, rules need to be set to determine the
maximum number and type of runs that can be booked per day and by whom. Table 4 shows
the rules.
•
Priority

GeneScan
Run

Sequencing
Run

I (highest)
2
3
4 (lowest)

4
3
2
I

4
3
2

Table 4 Maximum allowable runs per day according to priorities
In addition to those rules, another enforced rule in the software is that the user must specify
application type and total number of samples he needs to book in the scheduling form. Those
rules have been enforced in order to prevent deadlock where user's samples are waiting for
lanes that will never become available to them. The deadlock prevention in this case is
implemented by requiring that all the resources a process will need must be requested at once
and the system must grant them based on the priority rules shown in table 4, this is a modified
version of denying the "Wait for" condition used for deadlock prevention (Ref. 17). For
S
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example a user with priority 1 can book a maximum of 4 GeneScan and 4 Sequencing runs
per day leaving I Sequencing run available that he cannot book according to table 4 rules.
The scheduling algorithm implementation is divided into two parts. First, the priority
• scheduling is carried out by scheduling the samples on the fly taking into account the static
priority rules in table 4, then it carries out the resource allocation using first in first out (FIFO)
strategy . This can be summarised by the following pseudocode:
for (each day in a month)
for (each machine)
if (the day is a working day)
print out the date;
for (each run)
•
specify the type of run and application for run;
if (user has the correct priority to book)
schedule the samples using FIFO strategy;
else
print out "LEAVE";

S
The algorithm is embedded within netbookinglims.cgi because Perl CCI scripts executes fast
• - enough to warrant embedding algorithms within them rather than implementing them in
natively compiled language such C or C++ and then getting the CGI script to call them (Ref.
18). Testing showed that it can cope with booking small and large set of samples. Also the
algorithm is intelligent enough to skip over any lanes on a run booked in advance and will
only use the available resources but it does that on the fly in a very efficient way. The result is
a scheduling report consisting of static table showing in blue colour the best possible path to
use to complete the project within the priority constraints.

S

S
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4.4 Database Implementation
4.4.1 Data Stores Implementation
4.4.1.1 Clients Data Store Implementation
The software consists of two main data stores implemented as ASCII flat files. One
• data store file is used to store the clients' main attributes which are password, login identity,
group the user belongs to, first name, surname, email address and phone number. This file has
the extension .users so in this case it is called netbookinglims.users. The records are stored in
text format and the fields are separated by pipe "I" character. An example of the contents of
•

.

netbookinglims.users is show as follows:
staffllStaffllStafflRifatlHaxnoudilrifat@dcs.bkk.ac.uk14658
manaqerlManagerlManagerlRogerlMittonlrogelidcs.bbk.ac.uk14461
userlluserllPriorityllTomlwesterdaleltom@dcs.bbk.ac.uk14462
user2luser2jeriority2lKeithlGibsonlkeith@dcs.bbk.ac.uk14463
user3luser3lPriority3lMickjFarmerlmick@dcs.bbk.ac.uk14464
user4luser4lPriority4lKeithlMannockllnannock@dcs.bbk.ac.uk14465

This data store is used to create the session file each time a user logs into the software.
.
4.4.1.2 Central Bookin g Records Data Store Implementation
The other data store stores the booking records and has the extension .records thus in this case
it is called netbookinglims.records. It consists of the fields of the table Bookintinvoice
derived in section 2.2.4 which are Invoice ID, Application Description, Instrument ID, Date
of Run, User First Name, User Surname, Project Name, Team Leader, Email, Phone Number,
•

Sample Sheet ID and Computer Results Sent to stored in pipe "I" delimited text format. An
example of the content of netbookinglims.records is shown as follows:
keith2lo 2000 37712 I SEQ Thermosequenasell 377_li 2_l0_2000 I Keith I Gibson
ItestlTeam Leaderllkeith@dcs.bbk.ac.uk14463
/samp1es/377_1/SEQ_2_10_2000_377_1_2.sampApp1e/Macintosh
micIc2lO 2000 377 12ISEQ Thenuosequenaselll377_112_10_2000IMickI Farmer
jieriTeam Leader1lmick@dcs.bbk.ac.uk14464
/samples/377j/SEQ_2_10_2000_377_1_2.samplApple/Macintosh

•

Will

The table is implemented as un-normalised table, due to the fact that it is easier to maintain,
the amount of data that are carried out on it is small enough to query and it is more efficient
and faster if the core CGI module have to update one table rather than many tables (Ref. 19).
The primary key for a booking record is its invoice id which is implemented as composite key
consisting of the email name, date, instrument identity and run number delimited by the
underscore character "". Thus an example of the primary key Invoice_ID would be
• keith_2_I0_2000_377_1_2 which when extracted indicate that the user's email name is keith
(his full email address is available from the netbookinglims.users data store) who booked a
run on the 2M of October, 2000 on machine 377_I and the run is the second run i.e. PM run
which is a sequencing long run. Thus using composite key saves space and makes the
implementation of the database easier and more efficient.
• In order to access the sample sheet that corresponds to the booking record, the II field in the
record (Sample Sheet ID) is a foreign key that points to the physical location of the sample
file path and name. This allows the algorithm to test whether a sample sheet exists and if so
retrieve the lane's data (lane number and corresponding sample name) within it and
•

manipulate them.
In addition, to view the number of records stored in the central data store file, an associated
file called netbookinglims.counter contains the number of records stored in the central data

•

store file.
4.4.1.2.1 Central Data Store Locking
Since this is a multi-user client/server software, it is possible for two users sifting at
different computer terminals to book samples at the same time giving rise to the problem of
synchronisation of users access to the data store. Mutual exclusion is used as a way to
synchronise the access to the data store by sequentialising the users (processes) that needs to
access the data store file (critical section). Mutual exclusion is implemented in this case by
creating a file that is used to lock the access to the booking records data store preventing other
users from writing to the file and removing it, thus releasing the lock once the user's booking
details are written to the central data store. The two mutual exclusion primitives are
implemented using the cetLockFile and ReleaseLockFile subroutines in nbl-lib.pI library.

•

•
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4.4.2 Relational Database Implementation
A relational database is based on a relational model which can be thought of as a table
• (Ref. 20). A relational database needs RDBMS to create, maintain and administer it. As
mentioned in section 3.3.2, Oracle is the RDBMS used with the NetBookingLiMS software.
Oracle version 8 is used to create and maintain the relational database that is queried by the
manager to obtain useful information used in decision making. This section shows the
implementation of the relational database used in this project. Full documentation of Oracle
version 8 is available from the department's Website (Ref. 13).

4.4.2.1 Database Creation usin g Oracle

Oracle uses SQL (Structured Query Language) to create and manage relational
databases. A relational database needs to be created, in this project this is done from the SQL
Plus described later in section 4.4.2.3, using the following command

•

•

CREATE TABLE NBLIMSDB
(NBLID VARCHAR2(40) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
APPLICATION VARCHAR2 (30),
MACHINE VARCHAR2 (8),
DAY NUMBER(2),
MONTH NUMBER(3),
YEAR NUMBER(4),
FIRSTNAME VARCHAR2 (20),
SURNAME VARCHAR2 (20),
PROJNA±4E
TENILEADER VARCHAR2 (40),
EMAIL VARCHAR2 (40),
PHONE VARCHAR2(20),
SAMPLESHEET VARCHAR2 (60),
DATACOMPUTER VARCHAR2 (30));

• The SQL syntax creates a relational database which in this case is called NBLIMSDB
(NetBookingLlMS Database) with the specified booking record fields. NUMBER(3) means
that the variable is 3 digits number, VARCHAR2(8) means the variable is of variable length
string of up to 8 characters. NBLID is the primary key and thus cannot have a NULL value.
This specifies the integrity constraint on the database.

S

S
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4.4.2.2 Oracle SQL Loader
SQL Loader is used to convert the booking records from ASCII flat file text format

S

stored in the central data store to the relational database called NBLIMSDB created in section
4.2.2.1. The syntax needed for running SQL Loader is this project is:
sqlldr SILENTHEADER, FEEDBACK USERID=username/password
CONTROL=nblimsdb. ctl LO&=nblimsdb. log

where sqlldr is the command used in the department to execute SQL Loader,
SILENT=HEADER, FEEDBACK will suppress the header and feedback information since
they are not needed in this project. USERlDusername/password specifies the username and
password to access the database. CONTROL=nblimsdb.ctl specifies the name of the SQL
Loader control file that it needs to carry out the required conversion. The contents of
nblimsdb.ctl file is shown as follows:

•

LOAD DATA
INFILE • netbookinglims . sql'
APPEND
INTO TABLE NBLIMSDB
FIELDS TERMINATED BY
(NBLID, APPLICATION, MACHINE, DAY,
MONTH, YEAR, FIRSTNAME, SURNAME,
PROJNAIIE, TEAMLEADER, EMAIL,
PHONE, SAMPLESHEET, DATACOMPUTER)

• The syntax explanation is as follows. LOAD DATA is required at the beginning of the control
file. INFILE 'netbookinglims.sql' specifies that the data (to be converted) is found in a file
called netbookinglims.sql in comma delimited format. The INTO TABLE NBLIMSDB
statement is required to identify the table to be loaded into, in this case it is the relational
• database nblimsdb created in section 4.2.2.1. FIELDS TERMINATED BY "," specifies that
the data is terminated by commas which are then loaded into the relevant fields. Since
originally the data is stored in the central data store netbookinglims.records as pipe "i"
delimited format, the NetBookingLiMS software converts the data from "" to comma
delimited format and stores it in a file called netbookinglims.sql. An example of record stored
in netbookinglims.sql is
mick 10 10 2000 37723, SEQ Therniosequenasell, 3772, 10, 10, 2000, Mick, Farmer,
Testinglo,Team Leader 1, mick@dcs.bbk.ac.uk , 4464,
/samples/377 2/SEQ 10_lO 2000 37723 .samp, Apple/Macintosh

S

Each record in netbookinglims.sql is then parsed and stored in the relevant fields of the
relational database table NBLIMSDB by SQL Loader.

•
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LOGnblimsdb.log creates a log file (in this case nblimsdb.log) where feedback to the user
such as the success or otherwise of the conversion and CPU usage is written to it. If an error
occurs during data conversion, SQL Loader creates a file with extension .bad e.g.
•

netbookinglims.bad which contains the records that could not be converted and the reason for
not being able to convert them is written to the nblimsdb.log log file.

4.4.2.3 Oracle SQL Plus
SQL Plus is an Oracle product which provides an interactive SQL interface to Oracle
data. It supports not only the usual SQL data manipulation and definition statements such as
SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE and so on, but also Oracle extensions providing
extra capabilities such as for formatting reports, saving and retrieving SQL statements and
setting options affecting the SQL Plus interface.
The syntax used to load SQL Plus from Unix prompt is:
•

sqiplus -SILENT username/password @sqlquery file

SILENT is used to suppress the SQL Plus information and execute it in non-verbose mode,
username and password are needed to access the database andsqlquery_fi1e is used to load
the file that contains the SQL query into SQL Plus which then executes the query and
displays the results on the screen.

4.4.2.3.1 SQL Queries Implementation

Implementation of the queries in this project requires the SQL SELECT statement
which uses the format

•

SELECT DISTINCT <select-list>
FROM <table-list>
WHERE <conditional-expression>

SELECT DISTINCT is used to prevent duplicate data from being displayed and it selects the
relevant columns specified in the select-list, FROM specifies the relational database table to
access data from and WHERE selects the rows in that table that matches the specified
conditional-expression(s).

•
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In order to format the output result of the query into a way that Pert CGI can use, the software
uses the following SQL Plus formatting commands are used with each query executed
interactively using SQL PIUS
SET LINESIZE 1000
SET HEADING OFF
SET COLSEP I
SQL SELECT Statement;

EXIT;

SET LINESIZE 1000 is needed to display the query results one row at a time. SET
HEADING OFF suppresses the SQL Plus header since it will confuse the parsing of data.
SET COLSEP '' separates the fields of a record using the pipe 'I' symbol. This is followed by
specifying the SQL statement and then EXIT; is used to exit SQL Plus.
In this project 7 main SQL queries are implemented. Each main query choice allows the
manager to specify large number of queries. The 7 main queries can be classified into 3
• categories; audit queries to help the manager to carry out audit on the laboratory, usage
queries which the manager can use to bill the user or to check on the usage of instruments and
resources, and troubleshooting queries to help the manager in troubleshooting problems such
as instrument or booking problems. The natural language (in this case English) and SQL
implementation example of the queries are as follows:
Audit Queries
1) Find the Application(s) booked on Machine(s) between specified dates?
To query applications booked on 377_I execute the following SQL:

•

SET LINESIZE 1000
SET HEADING OFF
SET COLSEP '1'
SELECT DISTINCT application, machine, day, month, year
FROM nblimsdb
WHERE ((machine
13771') AND ((day >= 1) AND (month >= 9) AND (year >=
2000)) AND ((day <= 31) AND (month <= 11) AND (year <= 2000)));
EXIT;

To query applications booked on all machines execute the following SQL

—

SELECT DISTINCT application, machine, day, month, year
FROM nblimsdb
WHERE ((day >= 1) AND (month >= 9) AND (year >= 2000)) AND ((day < 31) AND
(month < 11) AND (year <= 2000));

L-A
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2) Count the number of Application(s) booked on Machine(s) between specified dates?

•

SELECT DISTINCT application, machine, day, month, year
FROM nblimsdb
WHERE ((day >= 1) AND (month >= 9) AND (year >= 2000)) AND ((day < 31) AND
(month <= 11) AND (year <= 2000));

Then Perl code counts the rows from the query's result.

Usage Queries
3) Find the Team Leader bookings on Machine(s) between specified dates?

5

SELECT DISTINCT teamleader, machine, day, month, year
FROM nblimsdb
WHERE ((teamleader = 'Team Leader 1') AND ((day >= 1) AND (month > 9) AND
(year >= 2000)) AND ((day <= 31) AND (month <= 11) AND (year < 2000)));

4) Find all Project names managed (supervised) by Team Leader booked on Machine(s)
between specified dates?
S

SELECT DISTINCT projname, teamleader, machine, day, month, year
FROM nblimsdb
WHERE ((teamleader = 'Team Leader 1') AND ((day >= 1) AND (month >= 1) AND
(year >= 2000)) AND ((day <= 31) AND (month <= 12) AND (year C= 2000)));

5) Find all Project names and Application(s) booked by user with Firstname and Surname
booked on Machine(s) between specified dates?
SELECT DISTINCT firstname, surname, projname, application, machine, day,
month, year
FROM nblimsdb
WHERE ((firstname = 'Nigel') AND (surname
'Martin') AND ((day >= 1) AND
(month >= 1) AND (year >= 2000)) AND ((day <= 30) AND (month <= 12) AND
(year <= 2000)));
S

Troubleshooting
6) Find all attributes of booking record with specified NBLIMS ID (Invoice ID)?
SELECT DISTINCT *
FROM nblimsdb
'alex310 2000 37722');
WHERE (nblid

7) Find all booking records on Machine(s) between specified dates?

S

SELECT DISTINCT *
FROM nblimsdb
WHERE ((day >= 1) AND (month >= 1) AND (year >= 2000)) AND ((day c= 31) AND
(month <= 12) AND (year <= 2000));

S
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4.4.2.4 Implementation of Perl Interface to Oracle
In order to execute Oracle from within Perl Clii script the Oracle environment
variables must be specified in the Perl code. For this project the Oracle environment variables
on rhea machine are specified in netbookinglims.conf and are as follows:
$rhea oracle home = "/oatlasol/app/oracle/product/B. 0.5";
$rhea oracle aid "teach";
$rheaoracletnsadmin = "/oatlasOl/app/oracle/product/8 .0.5/network/admin";
$rhea oracle two task = "teach.dcs.bbk.ac.uk ";

Those environment variables are then called from within netbookinglims.cgi Perl script as
follows:
•

•

$ENV("ORACLEHOME") = "$rhea oracle home";
$ENV{"ORACLESID"}
"$rheaoraclesid";
oracle tns admin";
$ENV { "TNS ADMIN" } "$rhea
=
$ENV ("TWO TASK" } = "$rhea oracle two task";

4.4.2.4,1 Im p lementation of Pen Interface to SQL Loader
Initially the script converts the data store netbookinglims.records which has the fields
separated by pipe symbol "i" to netbookinglims.sql which has the fields separated by comma
"," which is compatible with SQL Loader. Also, if the developer sets the incremental_update
variable value to "on" then the Perl script will delete the iietbookinglims.records
implementing incremental update of the relational database.
Next, SQL Loader command is built by the script to convert the comma delimited file called
netbookings.sql to the relational database NHLIMSDB created in the beginning. Here the
command to build is shown as follows
$command "$sqildr_conunand SILENTHEADER, FEEDBACK
USERID=$usernane\/$password CONTROL=$sqi ldr_ctrl_f lie LOG = $sqlidr log file

S
The SQL Loader command variables definition are specified in netbookinglims.conf and are
as follows

•

$sqlldr_ctrl_file = "nblimsdb.ctl";
$sqlldr log_file = "nblimsdb. log";
$sqldb = "nblimsdb";
$sqlldr command = "/oatlasol/app/oracle/product/8.0. 5/bin/sqlldr";

C
WFAM

0
Next, the directory is changed to the SQL directory where all the SQL related files are stored
and the

0

SQL Loader

command is executed using the Perl "system" keyword as follows:

chdir ("$sql_dir");
system($command);
chdir

system passes the contents

of $command

variable to Unix operating system which then

executes the command in the background since the "&" is specified in the command. This

S

causes the conversion

of the

text data to the relational database to occur automatically in the

background.

•

4.4.2.4.2 Implementation of Perl Interface to SQL Plus
Having converted the data to the relational database, the queries can now be executed
using

•

•

SQL Plus. Executing

the queries can be summarised by the following pseudocode

Identify the query choice the manager selected from the SQL form;
Use the query number to identify the query variables the manager selected;
Build the query in a variable called $sql;
Write the query including the SQL Plus formatting commands such as SET
HEADING OFF, to a file specified by the $sqlquery_file variable which is
defined in netbookinglims.conf;
Specify Oracle environment variables;
Execute SQL Plus and pass the result to defined output;
Parse the output and convert to HTML code which the Web browser displays;

Building the query in a variable called $sql can be done by concatenating the strings that form
the query. For example query

•

3 is

implemented as follows

@field_header = ("Team Leader", "Machine", "Day", "Month", "Year");
$sql = "SELECT DISTINCT teamleader, machine, day, month, year\n";
$sql .= "FROM $sqldb\n";
if ($machine eq "A")
$sql .= "WHERE ((teamleader = '$teamleader') AND ((day >= $begin_day)
AND (month >= $begin month) AND (year >= $begin year)) AND ((day <
Send day) AND (month <= $end month) AND (year <= $end_year)H;";

•

else
$sql .= "WHERE ((teamleader = '$teamleader') AND (machine = '$machine')
AND ((day >= $begin_day) AND (month >= $begin_month) AND (year >=
$begin_year)) AND ((day <= $end_day) AND (month <= $end month) AND (year <=
send_year)));";

• The implementation shows that initially the field headers are specified, then the SELECT part
is written followed by the FROM part and finally the conditions
specified as

"if" selection

statement.

.
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of the

WHERE part is

1]
Next the $sql variable together with SQL Plus formatting variables are written to a file. The
oracle environment variables are specified followed by execution of the query via SQL Plus
as follows
$sqlplus command = "/oatlasOl/app/oracle/product/B .0. 5/bin/sqiplus";
open (SQLPLUSPIPE, "$sqlplus_commanci -silent $username/$password
\@$sqlquery file I

The second statement shows that the $sqlplus_command variable is opened using the special
pipe method. Normally, opening a filename in Pert actually opens the file. However, if a pipe
symbol is appended to the end of the filename, Perl knows to execute the program instead
(Ref. 21). The output from the running program is sent back as file data to the
SQLPLUSPIPE file handle. Thus in this case the script parses the returned data which is the
SQL query results and convert it to HTML which is then displayed by the Web browser. This
is more efficient way of programming and processes the data on the fly without the need to
write them to a temporary file first then process them and remove the file. The output to the
manager will be the SQL query and a table containing the results obtained from its execution.
Testing the queries on small and medium sets of data showed the software to be accurate at
converting the data to the relational database and then executing the SQL queries on the
database.
S

S

.

.
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CHAPTER 5- OPERATION AND SYSTEM TESTING
5.1 Availability of the Software and Source Code
A hilly functional demo of the NetBookingLiMS software can be freely accessed
from the department's Website at the following URL
httw//www.dcs.bbk.ac.ukkahamoO 1/cgi-bin/nblfrontpage.cgi
.
The software consists of 133 pages of source code available as hard copy in appendix I. The
source code is well documented and freely available from the following directory within the
department's Unix platform:
•

/home/ahamoO I /www_public/cgi-bin
Also the software files is available in a folder called scripts on the disk enclosed with this
project allowing the developer to run the software locally on PC using Microsoft Personal
Web server as mentioned in appendix III. In addition, appendix H contains various tutorials
on using the software.

5.2 Installation
•

This application software takes advantage of multiple files and directories that must
work synergistically. Thus, the first step in installing these scripts is to copy them into a CCIexecutable directory on the Web server. Instructions of installing Unix and local PC Web
server software is given in appendix Ill.
The following are installed on the department's Web server home directory (in this case
/home/ahamoO I /public_www):
cgi-bin/

directory that contains the main software files
as shown in figure 22
documentation.html : file that contains the software documentation
nav_down.jpg
jpeg image file that has the download word
home.html
the main HTML file
nbsampgen.c
: the source code for nbsampgen software
pc_nbsampgen.exe
the PC executable version of nbsampgen software
unix_nbsampgen.exe : the Unix executable version of nbsantpgen

Figure 22 shows directory layout and file permissions of NetBookingLlMS software for the
current installation in cgi-bin directory on the department's Web server. Note that the file
permissions given are for the Unix group and world, the owner of the user area where the cgibin directory is can use read, write and execute permission on the files. Explanation of Unix
file permissions is described in appendix Ill.
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I egi-bin directory (read, execute) - this is the root directory for the application
I nblfrontpage.cgi (read, execute)

I

I nblfrontpage.conf(read)

I

I netbookinglims.cgi (read, execute)

I

I netbookinglims.conf(read)

I

S

I Datastores subdirectory (read, write, execute)

I

netbookinglims.counter (read)
netbookinglims.records (read)
netbookinglims.users
(read, write)
S

I Libraries subdirectory (read, write, execute)
S

.

I

auth-extra-html.pl (read, write)
auth-lib.pl
(read, write)
date.pl
(read, write)
auth-extra-lib.pl
(read, write)
auth-server-lib.pl (read, write)
(read, write)
mail-lib.pl
auth-lib-fail-htmLpl (read, write)
cgi-Iib.pl
(read, write)
nbl-lib.pl
(read, write)

I netbookinglims_ session_files subdirectory (read, write, execute)
S

I SQL subdirectory (read, write, execute)

I

nblimsdb.ctl
(read)
sql_command.sql (read, write)
netbookinglims.sql (read)
S
sample _sheets det_377_O - 377_3 subdirectories (read, write,
execute)
—

I samples subdirectory (read, write, execute)
S

I

377_0 - 377_3 subdirectories (read, write, execute)

Figure 22 Directory layout and file permissions of NetBooIdngLIMS software installation
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nblfrontpage.cgi is the frontpage Pert script for the application software, netbookingtims.cgi is
the meat of the application and contains most of the Pert code to make it run.
netbookinglims_session_fites is the subdirectory where the session files are created when a
5 user logs in. sample_sheets_det_377_0 to sample_sheets_det_377_3 are the subdirectories
that contain the .sdet files which have the sample details. The 377_0 to 377_3 subdirectories
(that are inside the samples subdirectory) contain the instrument (in this case 337 DNA
Sequencer) compatible sample sheets which the staff download via FTP to the instrument's
•

computer and import into the instrument's software directly.

5.3 Novel Features
NetBookingLIMS has many novel features. The main novel features are
S
4) It is flexible and can fully automate a laboratory with one instrument one staff or
thousands of instruments with thousands of staff.
5) It is dynamic software and shows updates of booking details dynamically. Also it shows
one month's in advance bookings and is date sensitive i.e. the booking dates are updated
automatically.
• 6) It ensures through logical structure that booking, updating and running the samples is
done in a logical sequential order eliminating errors resulting from breakdown of
communications between users and staff.
7) It contains has many intelligent error checking algorithms embedded within, eliminating
human errors that can result in wrong sample names booked or insufficient information
given.
8) It uses internal ASCII data store to store booking records information which is
• automatically converted to a relational database using the SQL module to automatically
produce auditing, usage/billing and troubleshooting management reports. Thus saving the
manager time and ensuring that the managerial reports are accurate.
9) It automatically schedules the samples for the users and generates instrument compatible
sample sheets for the staff thus saving both users and staff valuable time.
10)It contains built in intelligent algorithms to modify the state of the Web page according to
the real world state. For example it remembers the important information of a client (user,
•
staff or manager) and displays the appropriate "view" according to the client's status.
II) It allows the user to cancel his booking.
12) It maintains the state of the Web page using session key and hidden variables.
13)Its open architecture eliminates political problems. For example user can see who is
booked on the same run and can email the other users to ask for space if he need it.
14) It gives the user the option to add his first name to the samples automatically making
•
them unique.
15) It is build using client/server, central repository and multi-tiered composite architecture
thus it can be easily ported to automate other business models.
Some of those features are shown in the tutorials in appendix II.
S

S
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5.4 System Testing
The various tutorials in appendix II, represent integration and top down system
• testing to validate and verify the complete system prior to delivery and usage (Ref. 22). Thus
the testing strategy for this software consisting of bottom up testing which is done on the
various components of the software as described in section 4. 1, and top down testing is done
on the whole system before it is installed and used by clients of the laboratory.
•

L4

C,

S
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CHAPTER 6- CONCLUSION
Despite the project specifications being very ambitious within the time given, all the
• requirements including the advanced features such as database and automated scheduling
capabilities have been successfully implemented and tested. The product is a fully functional
novel Web-based client/server application software used to automate and manage the
workflow within a scientific laboratory. The project generally went smoothly despite the
many technical challenges. The main problem that slightly delayed the installation, operation
and overall testing of the software is the porting of the software to the department's Unix
platform. The problems stemmed from the fact that the development was done on Unix
platform as root and porting the software to a platform that does not give root access meant
modifying the code and reconfiguring it including setting the correct environment variables to
work on that platform.

The software is used to automate the workflow in a genetics core laboratory that act as
support to other research groups with a great deal of success. It has managed to eliminate a lot
S of the managerial problems and to organise the day to day activity within the laboratory. It
has managed to save the users and staff a lot of time thus increasing productivity and its SQL
query facility helped the manager in troubleshooting problems that occurred due to
instrumentation error. Also it has eliminated all source of human errors and any
communication breakdown by implementing a formal system for tracking samples booked
and communicating those effectively to both staff and users. In addition its open architecture
and scheduling capabilities has eliminated any political problems resulting from one user or
group of users not being able to use the system. Thus overall it has been well received and
saved all its clients valuable time and increased the productivity and the efficiency of
managing a laboratory.

The architecture of the software makes it very flexible and easily scaled to cope with larger
number of instruments, users, and even managers. Also it is possible to take specific modules
• such as scheduling, adaptive behavior or database from it and easily apply it to other problems
in e-business and e-commerce to enhance productivity or efficiently organise a business. In
addition the whole software can be easily applied to automate real world applications such as
automating a course modules room allocation and students booking system and manage
business applications such as hotel or hospital management, airline booking system,
supermarkets, restaurants are good examples where most currently available software give
poor feedback to the customer culminating in a message acknowledging the booking made
but not giving information on the execution of the booking e.g. in airline booking system it is
LA
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.
possible with this software to visually represent two dimensional plan of the seats on the
plane and then update that as customers book seats.
• Splitting the common variables into separate well documented files and the fact that the
software is written purely in Perl and does not rely on any other module or third party
software such as Perllk, ODBC or JDBC interface makes it truly platform independent and
thus extremely easy to configure and port from one platform to another. The fact that it works
with an ASCII data store file which can then be converted via Oracle to a relational database
makes it very easy to migrate onto any other RDBMS software such as Sybase and MySQL
provided that the RDBMS software is properly installed and configured on the platform.

S

El

S

S
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CHAPTER 7- FURTHER WORK
As mentioned in chapter 6, all the users' requirements have been met to produce a
fully functional application software. Further development on this project falls into three
categories.
Firstly, the software can be used to automate and manage other business applications or some
of its components can be used in e-business or e-commerce applications. In order to achieve
that SSADM techniques need to be applied to the business to extract the requirements similar
to the way it was carried out in this project and then only minor modifications and fine tuning
need to be made on this software to implement the business requirements.
• Secondly, the refined design of the software can be modified to a purely object oriented
design. This is more complex but allows for code reusability and even looser coupling e.g. the
design can be split into an application, an interface, drivers and helper applications.
• Finally, more development can be made on the software. This could be adding more
functionality to it for example a modify (or replace) facility can be added to it to allow the
user to modify the details of his booking, a transfer facility to transfer the booking from one
instrument to another can be added and implementing the priority scheduling in the dynamic
booking table can be added making it a rigid system of preventing low priority users from
booking more than they should thus enforcing the static priority rules. Alternatively more
difficult development can be done on it which would be any of the following. Implementing
Nbsampgen software code within the main CGI module to allow users to book multiple
sample sheets from within the main CGI module, and adding a facility to upload sample
• sheets in ASCII format so that the users can reuse them saving even more time. Redesigning
the software so that it uses the 3NF tables described in section 2.2.4 and then rewriting the
modules so that it updates many tables rather than the single booking records data store that it
uses currently. Of course this will add more complexity to the software but will make it cope
• with huge amount of data and will enhance its capability. Another major development would
be to implement a natural language interface to the SQL module to allow the manager to ask
questions in a natural language such as English, the software will then pick up key words and
convert those into an SQL query and execute it. Although the software's form based SQL
query is very intuitive and user friendly, a natural language interface will give the manager
• further flexibility in querying the database. This software facilitates the dynamic visualisation
of data flow within a system thus a more ambitious development would be to use this
software to analyse the behavior of a business model and to validate the model, furthermore
•
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the analysis data can be stored and downloaded onto other software which can be used for
data mining and extracting useful trends within the model e.g. the geographical location and
characteristics of users who are booking or ordering specific product over a certain period of
•

time.

•

•
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Appendix I - Software Source Code
.
It! /usr/local/bin/perl

It
NBLFRONTPAGE . CONF

It
It
•

it
* Author
# Course Project
It Date
It Date Last Modified

Rifat Hamoudi
M.Sc. Computing Science
1/7/2000
: 27/9/2000

It

It Purpose : To separate the common variable identifiers that the front page
It booking software NBLFRONTPAGE.CGI needs in order to make the configuration,
It portability, debugging and installation of the software easier.
It

It
The variables must be set by the web administrator relative to the
It Notes
It server environment or customization needs.

S

You should also create a sub directory called netbookinglims session files/
It which should be readable, writable and executable by the web server. This
It directory should be left empty and will be filled with the script
These files will be
It with session files of users who use the system.
It used to keep track of users and manage security.
It

It

It

The NBLFRONTPAGE.CGI will also need the following external library files

•
cgi-lib.pl
will be used to interpret form data
date.pl
: will be used to manipulate dates.
auth-lib.pl
will be used to authenticate users
auth-extra-lib.pl
supports auth-lib.pl
auth-extra-html.pl
: also supports auth-lib.pl
auth-lib-fail-html.pl
also supports auth-lib.pl
auth-server-lib.pl
: also supports auth-lib.pl (For server based security
instead of CCI based security)
mail-lib.pl
is a library which handles the mailing of authorized
users to the sysadmin when the email option is
turned on

It

It
It
It
It
It

•

It

*
It
It
It
It

It*#ItIt*It#ItItItItItItItIt*ItItIt*ItItItItItItItItIt*ItItItItItIt*It#It*##*ItItIt*ItItIt*It**ItItIt*#ItIt*ItItIt*ItItIt*ItItIt*ItItItIt
* $auth default group is the default group that you want all users set to
It
It

You can create different priority levels by manually
when they register.
editing the .users file. The default is set to the lowest priority 4

$auth default group =
It

•

$lib

"Priority4";

Shows the path for where the library and the cgi are stored
= ".
Libraries";"
/

$this script url = "nblfrontpage . cgi";

•

- LI -

S

S

# $authlib is a variable that is needed for authentication. Since it is
# the same as $lib, there is no need to change it.
$authlib =

5

#
#
#
#
#
#

$auth server askes whether or not you are using server-based security or
CGI based security. If you do not have root access then
you are most likely dealing with CGI-based security. Server based
security would deal with SNV{'REMOTEUSER'} and you would be using the
servers config files, CGI-based security creates its own
authentication routines.

$auth server
=
$auth_cgi
=
$auth user file =

"off";
"on";
"./Datastores/$netbookinglimstype/netbookinglims.users";

# $auth_ alt _user file is a file that you can use to store registered users
# before you add them to the user datastore if you are not allowing users
# to add themselves instantaneously.
$auth alt user file =

U

S

# if $auth add register is on then the users will be added directly to the
user datastore. If it is off, they won't. if $auth email_register is on,
# you will be emailed when people register so that you can add them
it yourself. Thus, at least one of the next two must be set to on.
$auth add register =
$auth email_register =

"off";

# $auth admin from address is the address of who the mail should come
from.

it

$auth admin from address =

.

it
it

$auth admin email - address is the email of the admin who is to receive
- notes if the option is switched on
registration

$auth admin email address =
it
it

S

0

"rifat\@dcs.bbk.ac.uk ";

$auth_ session _length is the number of days that you want session files
to be kept for before they are deleted. Default is 1 day.

$auth session length = 1;
it
it
it
it

S

"ahamoOl\@dcs.bbk.ac.uk ";

$auth session dir is the location of the directory which will
temporarily hold session files. These session files will be used
to validate users and to keep track of their information should we
need it.

$auth session dir = ". /netbookinglims session files";
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S

# Below are the http hyper link definitions to tell the frontpage where to
# look for the main booking software and where the documentation and other
# html files are stored on the server
$cgi link
"http://www.dcs.bbk.ac.uk/-ahamoOl/cgi-bin ";
$html link = "http://www.dcs.bbk.ac.uk/-ahamoOl ";

5

Ii $auth register message is the message that you want to appear when the
users are registered.

$auth
and pas
$ auth
$auth
$auth
S
$auth
$auth

_register message
3wOrd.";
-use — clear text
allow register
allow search
generate pas sword
check duplicates

"Thanks, you may now logon with your new username
"on";
"on";
"on";
"Off";
"on";

# This is the array that stores all the relevant user attributes needed to
# identify the user automatically when they login. The attributes are first
# name, surname, email and phone extension
S

@auth_extra—fields = ("authfirstname", "auth_last_name", "auth_email",
"auth_phone");
@auth extra desc = ("First Name", "Surname", "Email", "Phone Extension");

S

L.4

S
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4$! /usr/local/bin/perl
•
4$

NBLFRONTPAGE CGI

4$
4$
4$

Author
Course Project
4$ Date
4$ Date Last Modified
4$

•

4$

Rifat Hamoudi
: M.Sc. Computing Science
: 1/7/2000
: 27/9/2000

4$

Purpose : To provide a front page with Welcome message to the automated
1$ booking software.
4$
4$
•

.

This page has links to the followings
* (1) documentation of the software
4$ (2) the main module NETBOOKINGLIMS.CGI
4$ (3) the auxilliary automatic sample generator PC software PC_NBSAMPGEN
4$
(ver 1.5)
4$ (4) the auxilliary automatic sample generator UNIX software UNIX NBSANPGEN
(ver 1.5)
4$
4$
* Main subroutines
4$

4$

4$
1$

GetSessionlnfo : Logs the user into the system, and registers the user
LibRequire
: Calls the commonly defined variables from the conf file

4$

S
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n";
&LibRequire("nblfrontpage.conf");

4$

4$

needed for html

get common variables from the conf file

&Libaequire("$lib/cgi-lib.pl", "$lib/auth-lib.pl "); if call relevant libraries

S

&ReadParse(*form data);

4$

parse the user input

It

if

Implement User Authentication

4$
•
4$

This checks to see if the client is a user who is authorized to use
this script. I have used the web routines in the library
if file session-lib.pl to do the following:
ft

if
ft

ft
ft

•

ft
ft
ft

0

(1) Ask the user to submit a userid and password.
(2) Check that userid/password pair against the information in
$user file.
(3) If the information is invalid, deny enterence and provide a
routine for the user to apply for an account.

-IA-

.

•

# (4) If the information is valid, send back to this script a "session
file id" corresponding to a session file which will have been created
by session-lib.pl and which will contain the users personal
information. This script will then pass along the session id as a
hidden variable throught in order to make sure that the user is
if
valid.
if
if

•

($session file, $sessionusername, $session group, $session first name,
$session last name, $session_email, $session_phone) =
&Getsessionlnfo($session file, $this script un, *form data);

I

Tells the software to output HTML

print <<"end_html";

S

<i

Get the HTML header and setup background colour to gray

i>

<HTML>
<BODY BGCOLOR = " # BFBFBF">
<!-- This is the welcome page --I>
<Hl>Welcome to the Virtual Gene Cloning Laboratory</Hl>
<H2>Booking has now been automated via NetflookingLlMS Software<P>
Rifat Hamoudi, M.Sc. Computing Science project, 2000.<1H2>
Author
<HR size=5>
<H3>

•

<H- Link to the documentation page -H>
Click <A HREF = "$html link/documentation.html">here</A> to consult the software
documentation.
Email all feedback or comments to Rifat at ahamoOl\@dcs.bbk.ac.uk <BR>
<P>
•

<!-- Link to the main module netbookinglims.cgi --I>
Click <A HREF =
"$cgilink/netbookinglims.cgi?sessionfile=$sessionfile">here</A> to book a run
using the software.<P>

•

S

•

i>
C-- Links to nbsampgen.exe software
<B>NBSAMPGEN is a standalone software that generates sample sheets automatically
which you can cut and paste into NetBookingLlMs.<B><P>
Click <A HREF = "$html link/pc nbsampgen.exe"><img SRC =
"$html link/nav down.jpg" ALT = "download autosamp" height=20 width=80></A>
to obtain the standalone PC version of NBSAI4PGEN software ( y en 1.5)
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S

•

S

<p>
Click <A HREF "$html link/unix nbsampgen.exe"><img SRC =
"$html_link/nav_down.jpg" ALT = "download autosamp" height = 20 width=80></A>
to obtain the standalone UNIX version of NBSAMPGEN software (ver 1.5).

c/BODY>
c/HTML>
end_html

LibRequire

# This subroutine checks if the library file exists and has the correct
* permissions. This subroutine is needed to provide feedback to the developer
* when trying to access libraries that are outside this script file.

S

* Input parameters are
*
4t @require_libs : array that contains the libraries to require

sub LibRequire
local (I?requirelibs) =

S
* Check to see if the library file exists and has the correct permissions
* if so then require it, otherwise print an error message that helps in
* debugging the script.
foreach $lib file (@require_libs)

S

if (-e "$lib file" && -r "$lib file")
require "$lib_file";
else

L.A

print "Sorry, I was not able to
$lib file exists and has
exit;

open $lib file. Please check that
the correct permissions?";

S

•
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.

it! /usr/local/bin/perl
#sitit#sititsitit#sitit#ititititititititititititit#itititititititititsitit#itititsitititit#it#ititsitititititititsitit#sititsitit#5itit
•

it

NETBOOKINGLIMS . CONF

it
it

itit ititit it its sit its sit its it ititit ititit it ititit ititit itititit ititit #55 it #5*5 #55 #55 it ititit #55 it #5*5 ititS it #55 it #55 #555
it

it
it

•

it

it

Author
Course Project
Date
Date Last Modified

: Rifat Hamoudi
M.Sc. Computing Science
: 5/7/2000
27/9/2000

it

it

Purpose : To separate the common variable identifiers that the main

5 booking software NETBOOKINGLIMS.CGI needs in order to make the configuration,
it

portability, debugging and installation of the software easier.

it
•

it
it
it
it
it

Notes : The variables must be set by the web administrator relative to the
server environment or customization needs. This conf file accompanies
netbookinglirns.cgi.
If you are installing the script on to your own server, this is the file which
you want to edit.

it

itititititititititititititititititititititititititititititititititititititititititititititit#ititititititsititititititsitititititititsitititss#itsit

S
itit#ititSitititit#itititit#itSitititSititSitit#itit4tititititititit#itit#ititit#Sitit*ititititititititititititititititititit5itititititititit
it

it

Detailed information

it

#itititititititititit#itititititititsit#itit4titititititititititititit#ititititit##ititit#itititititititititit#ititititititit##itS#ititSSitit
it
•

it

Accompanying the NETBOOKINGLIMS.CGI script should be the following four files:

it

it

it

(1) netbookinglims.counter (with a single 0 entered on a line) - This file
will be used by the main script to keep track of unique datastore rows.

it

it
it

(2) netbookinglims.records (which should initially be empty) - This file will
contain the database of netbookinglims records that are entered by users.

•

5 (3) netbookinglims.users (which should initially be empty) - This file
it
it

will contain the list of all the registered users and their personal
information.

it

•

it
it
it
it

(4) netbookinglims.conf (this file) - This file will set all of the server
specific
variable definitions and personalize the netbookinglims for your own
needs.

it

it
it
it
it

•

•

All four of these files should be readable and writable by the web
server, if you are using Unix web server then use chmod 666 to set the
permission

it You should also create a sub directory called netbookinglims session files!
5 which should be readable, writable and executable by the web server. This
it directory should be left empty and will be filled with the script
These files will be
it with session files of users who use the system.
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# used to keep track of users and manage security.
41

•

41 The NETBOOKINGLIMS.CGI will need the following library file
1$
nbl-lib.pl
will be used for various routines like the counter
#
routine and the lock file routine.
41
41

•

41 The NETBOOKINGLIMS.CGI will also need the
41
cgi-lib.pl
: will be used to
41
date.pl
will be used to
#
auth-lib.pl
will be used to
41

following external library files
interpret form data
manipulate dates.
authenticate users

41

S

#414141 #44414*4144* *44*41 #41*04*414* #0 #41* #41#0#*######## #4*41441*41 41 41 #41 #4141 #41*41 #4*41 #440 #4*0

Application Variables

4
41

.

41 %APP is the associative array that associate the user's choice
# with the value @app_values array.
41 @app_values is array that contains information on the main
41 applications in the lab in this case they are Sequencing and CeneScan.
%APP = ('appi', 'Sequencing', 'app2', 'GeneScan');
@app_values = ("appl", "app2")
%APP SQL = ('both','Both Seq & GS','appl','Sequencing','app2','Genescan');
@app_sql_values

("both", "app].", "app2")

41 associative array and array containg details of the various
it Sequencing methods available in the lab

•

%SEQAPP =
('seqi', 'SEQ Thermosequenasell', 'seq2', 'SEQ dRhodamine', 'seq3', 'SEQ BigDye');
@seqapp_values

41

•

41

("seql", "seq2", "seq3")

associative array and array containg details of the various GeneScan methods
available in the lab

%GSAPP = ('gsl', 'GS_Linkage_TET', 'gs2', 'GS_Linkage_NED', 'gs3', 'GS LOW,
'gs4', 'CS QuantitativePCR', 'gs5', 'GS Fingerprinting', 'gs6', 'CS CSGE', 'gs7', 'CS_F
MD');
@gsapp_values = ("gsl " , 11gs2 ' , gs3", "gs4" "gsS" "gsG" "gs7")
•

•
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S
* associative array and array containg details of the team leaders that
* use the lab
•

•

%TEANLEADER = ('tll','Team Leader l','tl2','Team Leader 2','tl3','Team Leader
3','tl4','Team Leader 4','tl5','Team Leader 5','tl6','Team Leader 6','t17','Team
Leader 7 1 ,'tl8','Team Leader 8','tl9','Team Leader 9','tllO','Team Leader
10','tlll','Team Leader 11','tll2', 'Team Leader 12','t113', 'Others (email
sysadmin at rifat@dcs.bbk.ac.uk )');
@teamleader values =
"tl2", "tl3", "tl4", "t15", "t16", "t17", "tl8", "t19", "tllO", "till", "tll2", "tll

* associative array and array containg details of which computer platform the
* data from the lab is sent to
•

%COMPUTER =
'Unix/Linux');

( ' Cl',

'Apple/Macintosh ', 'c2', 'PC/Windows', 'c3',

@computer values = ("cl", "c2", "c3")

# associative array and array containg details of whether the user wants the
if software to add his name before his samples or not
%INSERT NAME = ('choicel', 'No', 'choice2', 'Yes');
@insert name_values = ("choicel", "choice2")

# @day_names is an array containing the names of the weekdays.
@day_names = ("Sunday", "Monday", "Tuesday", "Wednesday", "Thursday",
"Friday", "Saturday");
If @month_names is array containing the month names
("January", "February", "March", "April", "May", "June",
@month_names
"July", "August", "September", "October", "November", "December");

* %WEEKDAY ARRAY is an associative array which pairs day numbers with
* their names.
%WEEKDAY ARRAY = ('0', 'Sunday', '1', 'Monday', '2', 'Tuesday', '3',
'Wednesday', '4', 'Thursday', 1 5 1 , 'Friday', '6 1 , 'Saturday');
•
If

WAY ARRAY is an associative array which pairs day numbers with their names.

% DAY ARRAY
'15',
•

0

'27'

'21',
'28', '28'

10',
11
'16', '17', '17', '18'
4'
•4
'29', '29', '30', '30', '31'
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'12', '12', '13', '13', '14',
'19', '19', '20',
26T, '27',
'31');

.

TU3T

@ day values

"13", "14"

, "17",

T4I I fl5'T I "W',
,
fl3T)
I

n'I -8-,

flg!

nil"

$

"12"

S
# %MONTH ARRAY is an associative array which pairs month names with
it their numbers.
('1', 'January', '2', 'February', '3', 'March', '4',
%MONTH ARRAY
'April', 1 5 1 , ' May', 1 6', 'June', '7', 'July', '8', 'August', 1 9 1 , ' September',
1 10',
'October', '11', 'November', '12', 'December');
•
@monthvalues =

"2", "3" 1 "4" I

I

"6",

I

I

"11",

I

"12")

it
it

•

%YEAR ARRAY is an associative array which pairs month names with
their numbers.

%YEAR ARRAY = ('1', 1 2000', 1 2 1 , 1 2001 1 , 1 3 1 , 1 2002'
1 4'
2007 1 , '9', '2008'
1 5 1 , 1 2004 1 , 1 6 1 , 1 2005 1 , 1 7 1 , 1 2006 1 , 1 8 1 ,
'2009', 1 11 1 , 120101);
@ year_values = (''1", "2", "3", "4", "5",, "7" I "8', "0"

it

120031,
'10'
"11");

Instruments definitions

$machineo = "3770",
"377 111,
$machinei
$machine2 = "37712";
$machine3 = "3773",
Ømachines = ($machineo, $machinel, $machine2, $machine3);
%MACHINE SQL ARRAY
'377_3');
'3',

('A', 'All', '0', '3770', '1', '3771', '2', '377_2',

@machines_sql_values = ("A" "0", "1", "2" "3")

•

•

it %FIELD ARRAY is an associative array which associates datastore field names
It with their variable names.
%FIELD ARRAY = ('NBLIMSID', 'nblimsid', 'Application', 'application',
'ABlMachine', 'abimachine', 'Date of Run', 'date _of_run', 'First Name',
'user_first _name', 'Surname', 'user surname', 'Project Name', 'project_name',
'Team Leader', 'team leader', 'Email', 'email', 'Phone Extension',
'phone _extension', 'Sample Sheet', 'sample -sheet', 'Computer', 'computer',
'Individual or multi sampsheet', 'indmult');
It @field_names is the list of datastore fields
@field_names = ("NELIt1SID", "Application", "ABlMachine", "Date of Run", "First
Name", "Surname", "Project Name", "Team Leader", "Email", "Phone Extension",
"Sample Sheet", "Computer", "indmult")

•
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* @field values is the list of the variable names associated with the
* databse fields in @field_names.
•

@field_values = ("nblimsid", "application", "abimachineT', "date _of_run",
"project _name", "team — leader", "email",
"first name", "user
71
"phone extension", "sample_sheet",
"Computer", "indmult");
* the field used to sort the table in this case it is the 3rd one i.e. date
$sort field = "3";

•
* this field is used to identify the last field in a record used when
* converting data to SQL Loader compatible format
$last field = "11";

•

.

*
*
*

SQL Variables

* to turn off deleting the datastore file after it is converting to RDBMS
* if it is on then the software will delete the file after it is converting
* leading to incremental updates
$deletedatastore = "off";
* Directoies where the comma delimited datastore file and the sql command
It query file are stored

•

it directory where all SQL files exists
$sql_dir =
It Needed for sqlplus software

•

"$sqldir/netbookinglims.sql";
$sqldata file
$sqlquery file = "$sql dir/sql command.sql";
It

it
it

comma delimited file
sql query file

username and password to use to access sqlplus and sqlldr

$username = "ops\\\$ahamoOl";
$password = "ahamoOl";
•

It

sqlldr file definitions

$sqlldr ctrl file = "nblimsdb.ctl";
$sqlldr log file = "nblimsdb.log";
it

definition of the name of the RDMBS in this case it is called nblimsdb

$sqldb = "nblimsdb";
•
it

•

SQL software definition

$sqlldr_command = "/oatlasuil/app/oracle/productl8.0.5lbin/sqlldr";
$sqlplus command = "/oatlasOl/app/oracle/product/S .0.5/bin/sqiplus";
# Oracle/SQL environment variables
# Rhea environment where web server is at
$rhea
$rhea
$rhea
$rhea

•

Birkbeck

oracle home = "/oatlasOl/app/oracle/product/8.0.5";
oracle sid = "teach';
oracle tns admin = "/oatlasOl/app/oracle/product/8.0.5/network/admin";
oracle two task = "teach.dcs.bbk.ac.uk ";

# Hermes environment if needed at later date

•

*
$
*
*

$hermes_oracle
$hermes oracle
$hermes oracle
$hermes oracle

_home = "/oraoneOl/app/oracle/product/8 1611;
sid
"teach";
tns admin = "/oraoneOl/app/oracle/product/8.1. 6/network/admin";
two task = "teach.dcs.bbk.ac.uk ";

$
$

Directory Variables

$lib = "./Libraries"; # Library files path
$this script url = "netbookinglims.cgi"; * script link
$ Where the cgi scripts and html documents are stored
$cgi link = "http://www.dcs.bbk.ac.uk/-ahamoOl/cgi-bin ";
$html link = "http://www.dcs.bbk.ac.uk/ahamoO1 ";
$datastore file
$counter file

"./Datastores/netbookinglims records";
"./Datastores/netbookinglims.counter";

* to store actual sample sheets in instrument readable format
$sample sheet dir = "./samples/";
* to store the common details of samples booked used in display
•

$sample sheet det dir = "./sample_sheets_det";
$ $auth session dir is the location of the directory which will
$ temporarily hold session files. These session files will be used
if to validate users and to keep track of their information should we
$ need it.
$auth session dir = "./netbookinglims session files";

•
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# $temp file is a file that we'll use to temporarily
# store various data at various times.
•

$temp file = "$auth sessiondir/netbookinglims temp. file";
*
*
*
*

•

$lock file is used to implement a deadlock solution that can occur
when two users try to access the main datastore at the same time.
Netbookinglims will place a lock file on the datastore and
delete it when one user finished booking his samples

$lock file = "$auth sessiondir/netbookinglims lock. file";

* file that contains all the user's fields in this case they are
* password, login ID, first name, surname, email and phone nubmer
$auth_user_file =

"./Datastores/netbookinglims.users";

•

I

•
•
•
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#1 /usr/local/bin/perl
ftftftftftftft#ftft#ftft##ftft#ftft#ftft#ftftft#ftft#ftft#ftftft#ftft#ftftftfrftftftftftftftftft##ftftft##ft%#ftftftfrftft#ftftft4f4
•

NETBOOKINGLIMS . CGI

ft
ft

ftft#ftft##ftft#ftft#ltftft##ft###ft##ft##ft##ftft##ft##ftft##ftft#ft##ftft##ftft##ft##ftft#lt#ft#ftftft##ft##ftftft#
ft
ft

•

Author

: Rifat Hamoudi
M.Sc. Computing Science

ft Course Project
ft Date

1/7/2000

Date Last Modified
ft Version
ft

:

27/9/2000

1.0

ft
ft

ft

Purpose

This is the main module of the software. It contains the code for
the full functionality of the software.

ft

•

#ftftftftft##ftft#ftftft#ftftft#ftftftftftft#ftftftftftft##ft#ftftft#ftftft#ftft#ftft##ftft#ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft
ftftftftftftft#ftft##ft##ftft##ftft#ftft##ftft#ftftft#ftft#ftftftftftft#ftftft#ftftftftftft#ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft#ftftftft
ft

Detailed information

ft
ft

ftft#ftftft#ftftftftftft##ftft#ftftft#ftft#ftftft#ftft##ftft#ftftft#ftft#ftftft##ftft##ft##ftft##ftft#ftftftftftftft#ftftftftftftftft

S

ft The software needs the following libraries
ft
nbl-lib.pl
ft
will be used for various routines like the counter
ft
routine and the lock file routine.
ft

ft

The software needs the following external libraries
cgi-lib.pl
date.pl
auth-lib.pl

will be used to interpret form data
: will be used to manipulate dates.
: will be used to authenticate users

The software consists of the following modules

S

(1) form data{'genseq'} : display both Sequencing and GeneScan in dynamic
table.
(2) form_data{'sequencing'}
(3) form_data{'genescan'}
(4) form data{'staff'}
(5) form_data('logout'}

S

display sequencing in dynamic table.
display GeneScan in dynamic table.

display the current day's booking in dynamic table
allow the user to exit the software

(6) form data{'month booking update'}

display static table of booking on
a specific run

(7) form data{'booking samples form'}

display the booking form to the user

(8) form data{'book samples T } : book the sample(s) specified by the user
(9) form data{'delete sample form'}

•

display the deletion form to the user

#

(10) form data{'delete sample')

: delete the sample(s)

specified by user

it
•

it

(11) form data{'autoscheduling form'}

it
*

(12) form data{'schedule samples')

: schedule the sample(s) specified by user

it
it

(13) form_data{'sql_queries_form'}

: display SQL queries form to the user

it

(14) form data{'sql queries'}

it
*
it

The software consists of the following subroutines

it

(1) &sequencing submission form : generates the sequencing form

display scheduling form to the user

it

: generate the SQL queries specified by user

•

it

it

(2) &seq run details : implements the sequencing run display on the table

4

(3) &genescan_submission_form

•

generates the Genescan form

it

4

(4) &gs run details : implements the GeneScan run display on the table

it

•

4
it

(5) &scheduling form

it
it

(6) &schedule samples : implements the scheduling of the sample(s)

4

(7) &sql form : generates the SQL form with a choice of 7 queries in 3
different categories

it

generates the scheduling form

it
it
it

(8) &LibRequire : requires the libraries needed by the main program

it#it*it#*it#**it#**it#**it#*it#**##**##*it#**#**it#**##**it#**#it*it#**##**it#**##**it#**##*itit

it Needed to output HTML code
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n";

#it#ltitit##itit#itit###itit##it##it##itit###it##it#####lt#it##it##itit##itit#itlt$#it###it#$#####it###
it

*

Get the common variables and call the necessary libraries for the

software to use.
it
it
#itit#itit#it*it#itit##**it#itit#it*it#itit##*it#itit#it*it#it*##itit#it*it#itit##itit##it*it#ititit#itit##ititit#
it Get the common variables
&LibRequire ("netbookinglims conf")

it Call the necessary libraries
•

•

&LibRequire("$lib/cgi-lib.pl ", "$lib/auth-lib.pl ", "$lib/date.pl ", "$lib/nbllib.pl");
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I
# Use the subroutine ReadParse defined in CGI-LIB.PL library to go through the
it read the form variables into an associative array called %form data
•

&ReadParse(*form data);

In order to implement some intelligence into the software to remember the
user attributes, the session file created on entry is opened and the relevant
it attributes in this case, login name, group privilage, first name, surname,
# email and phone number are assigned from the file into $session variables
it

if ($form data('session file') ne ")
$session file
$formdata{ 'session_file');
$session filename = "$authsessiondir/$sessionfile.dat";

•

open(SESSION, "$session filename")
&file open error ($session filename);
while (<SESSION>)

I

($sessionusername, $session_group, $session first name,
$session last name, $session email, $session phone) = split(/\I/, $j;
close (SESSION);
•

it

Get the necessary dates to display the booking table

it

Get the current year

$today_julian_day = &today;
($month, $day, $year, $weekday) = &jdate($today julian day);
$current year = "$year";
it
it
it

Get the current month and next month since the
booking table has to display a month booking in
advance and updates that automatically

@mymonth = &make month array(&today);
$current month name
&monthname ($currentmonth);
$next month — name $currentmonth + 1;
$next —month name = &monthname($next month name);

•

•

•

C

#
Display both GeneScan and Sequencing on dynamic booking table

It Print out the dynamically generated booking table. The dynamic booking
It table need to show all bookings upto one month from the current date
It skipping the weekends i.e. Saturday and Sundays.
It

•

It The display is needed in two cases
It

It (1) If the user wants to see a display of both GeneScan and Sequencing
applications; ($form_data('genseq'} ne Dfl) takes care of that
it
* (2) If the user has already been moving through various pages and has asked
to view the dynamic booking table again;
It
($formdata{'showbookingtable'} ne ") takes care of that
It
It

•

It

**ItIt**#It*It****#**ItIt*ItIt**ItItIt44*ItIt**ItIt#*ItIt*ItItIt**It**It#**ItIt**ItItHItIt*It#**#ItIt
if ($formdata{ 'showbooking_table' } ne "" 11 $formdata{ 'genseq' } ne I'll
$ENV{'REQUESTMETHOD'_} eq "GET" && $form_data{'day') eq "")
it

Print out the HTML booking table header

&header ("NetBookingLlMS
Rifat Automated Booking Software
$current month name/$next month name $current year");
print <<"
•

end of_html";

<N--- Get the HTML header and setup background colour to gray --!>
<HTML>
<BODY BGCOLOR = "*BFBFBF">

•

•

<CENTER>
<H2>$current month name/$next month name - $currentyear</H2>
<H3>NetBookingLlMS Software (Ver 1.0)</H3>
<H4><P>Author Rifat Hamoudi<BR><BR>M.Sc. Computing Science project.
2000</H4>
C/CENTER>
<HR>
<TABLE BORDER = "2" CELLPADDING = "4" CELLSPACING = "4">
<TR>
end_of_html

it
it

S

•

Initialise the laboratory booking array with the necessary information
to appear as column names in the dynamic booking table

@lab_booking header = ("Day", "Date", "$machineO AM", "$machinel AM",
"$machinel 0/N", "$machine2 AM", "$machine2 PM", "$machine2 0/N",
"$machine3 AM", "$machine3 PM", "$machine3 0/N");
@runs = ("Runl", "Run2", "Run3");
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S
foreach $tabheader (@lab booking header)

S

print "<TH>$tabheader</TH>";
print "C/PR>";

# Get the necessary dates

•

$todayjul = &todayQ;
($month now, $day now, $year now, $weekday now) = &jdate($todayjul);
$firstweekday = &get first weekday(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $currentyear));
$days of month = pop(@mymonth);
$weekday = $firstweekday - 1;

#
•

S

#

This is the main loop that goes through all days of the month and
at each day displays the relevant booking information for each machine
in the cell of the dynamic booking table.

#

In this case the lab does the following runs per day

# Machine
--------3770

#

Application

------------

No. of Runs

GeneScan

1

------------

#

3771

GeneScan
Sequencing

1
1

#

3772

GeneScan
Sequencing

1
2

3773

GeneScan
Sequencing

1
2

iF
•

iF
iF

IF
IF
IF

•

IF
IF
IF

The algorithm uses nested loops to implement the dynamic table.
It loops through all the days in the month and at each day it loops
through all machines, at each machine it loops through all the specified
runs and displays link to the booking form by calling the relevant
subroutine.
If it is a GeneScan run then it calls

IF
IF

&gs_run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,

$currentyear, $machine);

IF

IF

If it is a Sequencing run then it calls

IF

&seq run details($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine, $length);

•
IF
IF

for ($day number = 1; $day number <= $days of month; $daynumber++)

•

IF

increment weekdays until you reach Sunday i.e. 7th day

$weekday++;

•
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if ($weekday > 6)
$weekday = 0;

•

foreach $machine (@machines)
if ($machine eq "3770")

# Here just 1 Genescan

# The IF condition is used to eliminated the weekends i.e Sunday (0)
# and Saturday (6) . Also it checks that the current day has not
# exceeded the days of the month so that this section of the dynamic
it table ends with the current month
if (($weekday 1 = 0) && ($weekday != 6) && ($day now C $day number))
print "<TD>$WEEKDAYARRAY{ $weekday} <TD>$daynumber</TD>";
foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")
•

&gs run details($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine);
it end if run
it end foreach

I
it

•

eq
run

it end if day
end if machine

if ($machine eq "3771")

it

Here 1 GeneScan and 1 Sequencing

if (($weekday 1 = 0) && ($weekday

6) && ($day now C $day number))

foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Runl")
•
&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine);

if ($run eq "Run2")
•
$length = "Long";
&seq run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);
it end if run
it end foreach run
it end if day
it end if machine
•
if ($machine eq "3772")

•

It Here 1 GeneScan and 2 Sequencing
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.

if (($weekday N 0)
•

&& ($weekday N 6) && ($day now C $day_number))

foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Runl")
&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine)

•
if ($run eq "Run2")

$currentyear,
•

$length = "Short";
&seqjun details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$machine, $length);

if ($run eq "Run3")

$currentyear,

$length = "Long";
&seq_run_details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$machine, $length);

} # end if run
I end foreach run
I end if day
I end if machine

•

if ($machine eq "3773")

I Here 1 Genescan and 2 Sequencing

if (($weekday V 0) && ($weekday K 6) && ($day now C $day_number))
foreach $run (@runs)
if ($run eq "Runl")

&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
•

$machine);

if ($run eq "Run2")

•

$length = "Short";
&seq run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);

if ($run eq "Run3")

•

•

$length = "Long";
&seq run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);
} l end if run
I end foreach run
I end if day
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.

# end if machine
It

I
It

end foreach machine

HTML <TABLE> attributes TR = Table Row and TD = Table Data

print "</TR>";
print "</TD>\n";
if ($weekday == 0)

•

print I!</TR>\nuI;

It

end of main for loop; for ($day number

S
It

Now display the dynamic table for the next month dates

It

It Get the necessary dates and initialise the necessary variables
@nextmonth = &make month array(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $currentyear));
$currentmonth++;
$firstweekday = &get first weekday(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $currentyear));
$days of month = pop(@nextmonth);
$weekday = $firstweekday - 1;
$runno = 0;
$max lanes = 0;
for ($day_number = 1; $day number <= $day now; $daynumber++)
$weekday++;
if ($weekday >
•

6)

$weekday = 0;

foreach $machine(@machines)
if ($machine eq 113770")
if (($weekday

•

0) && ($weekday

6))

print "<TD>$WEEKDAYARRAY{ $weekday} <TD>$daynumber</TD>";
foreach $run (@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")
•

&gs run details($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine);

0
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LA

if ($machine eq "3771")
if (($weekday

0) && ($weekday

6))

foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq 'TRunl")

&gs run details ($run, $day_number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine)

S

if ($run eq "Run2")
$length = "Long";
&seq run details ($run, $day_number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);

•

if ($machine eq "3772")
if (($weekday

0) && ($weekday

6))

foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")
&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine);
•
if ($run eq "Run29
$length = "Short";
&seq run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);

S
if ($run eq "Run3")
$length = "Long";
&seqjun details ($run,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);
•

$day_number,

$currentmonth,

.

if ($machine eq "3773")
if (($weekday

I

0) && ($weekday 1= 6))

foreach $run (@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")
&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine);
•
if ($run eq "Run2")
$length = "Short";
&seq run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);
•
if ($run eq "Run3")
$length = "Long";
&seq run details ($run, $daynuxnber, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);

S
# end foreach machine
print "</TR>";
print "</TD>\n",
if ($weekday == 0)
print "</TR>\n";

S
it Now display the buttons at the top of the dynamic table form making sure
it you take into account the relevant functionality according to the user
it privilages defined by his $session_group attribute
it
it

The privilages are

it

•

* (1) Manager has access to LabReports and Update modules only
it (2) Staff
: has access to Staff and Update module only
it (3) user X
has access to booking, deleting and automated scheduling
X defines the user priority. The default priority is 4
it
which is the lowest
it
it

if ($session group eq "Manager")
it

•

Display buttons then at the top short help messages

print <C"
end of html";
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "sql_queries_form" VALUE =
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME
"logout" VALUE = " EXIT ">

Lab Reports ">

•

•

The numbers indicate the availability of the lanes within a run e.g. GS 36/36
means there are 36 lanes available out of a total of 36.<BR>
Click on a highlighted item to book a run or the appropriate button above.<BR>
GS = CeneScan and SEQ = Sequencing application.CBR>
For more information click <A HREF = "$html link/documentation.html">here</A> to
consult the software documentation.
<F,>
</TABLE>
</F0RN>
C/BODY>
C/HTML>
end_of_html
elsiE ($session group eq "Staff")
print <C"
<INPUT
<INPUT
<INPUT
<INPUT
<INPUT

a
-

•

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

end_of_html";
=
=
=
=
=

"submit"
"submit"
"submit"
"submit"
"submit"

NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME

=
=
=
=
=

"genseq" VALUE = " Sequencing & GeneScan ">
"genescan" VALUE = " GeneScan ">
"sequencing" VALUE = " Sequencing ">
"staff" VALUE = " Staff ">
"logout" VALUE = " EXIT ">

The numbers indicate the availability of the lanes within a run e.g. GS 36/36
means there are 36 lanes available out of a total of 36.<BR>
Click on a highlighted item to book a run or the appropriate button above.CBR>
GS = GeneScan and SEQ = Sequencing application.<BR>
For more information click <A HREF = "$html link/documentation.html">here</A> to
consult the software documentation.<P>
</TABLE>
C/FORM>
</80 DY>
C/HTML>
end of html

•
else
print <C"

•

•

end_of_html";

<INPUT TYPE = "submit"
<INPUT TYPE
"submit"
<INPUT TYPE = "submit"
<INPUT TYPE = "submit"
AutoScheduling Report ">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit"

NAME
"genseq" VALUE = " Sequencing & GeneScan ">
NAME = "genescan" VALUE = " GeneScan ">
NAME = "sequencing" VALUE
" Sequencing ">
NAME = "autoscheduling form" VALUE =
NAME = "logout" VALUE

" EXIT ">

The numbers indicate the availability of the lanes within a run e.g. GS 36/36
means there are 36 lanes available out of a total of 36.<BR>
Click on a highlighted item to book a run or the appropriate button above.CBR>
GS = GeneScan and SEQ = Sequencing application.<BR>
For more information click <A HREF = "$htrnl link/documentation.html">here</A> to
consult the software documentation.
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C/TABLE>
C/FORM>
C/BODY>
C/HTML>
end_of_html

S

# end of module
exit;
# end of genseq form module

S

'-4

S

'-4

S

0

.

Display Sequencing applications on dynamic booking table
•

If Similar to genseq but this module displays the sequencing applications only.
If

•

if ($formdata{'sequencing'} ne "")
If Now print out the HTML calendar
&header ("NetBookingLlMS Rifat Automated Booking Software
$current month name/$next month name $current year");

•

S

print <<"
end_of_html";
<CENTER>
<H2>$current month name/$next month name - $currentyear</H2>
<H3>NetBookingLlMS Software (Ver 1.0)</H3>
<H4><P>Author Rifat HamoudicBR><BR>M.Sc. Computing Science project.
2000</H4>
</CENTER>
<HR>
<TABLE BORDER
11 2" CELLPADDINC = "4" CELLSPACING = "4">
<TR>
end_of_html
$todayjul = &todayQ;
($month now, $day now, $year now, $weekday now)

&jdate($todayjul);

@lab booking header = ("Day", "Date", "$machinel 0/N", "$machine2 PM",
"$machine2 0/N", "$machine3 PM", "$machine3 0/N");
@runs = ("Runi", "Run2", "Run3");
foreach $tabheader (@lab booking_header)
print "<TH>$tabheader</TH>";
print "</TR>";
$firstweekday = &get first weekday(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $current_year));

S

$days_of month = pop(@mymonth);
$weekday = $firstweekday - 1;
If

get the days

for ($day number = 1; $day number <= $days of month; $daynumber++)
$weekday++;
if ($weekday > 6)
•
$weekday = 0;

0
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foreach $machine (@machines)
•

if ($machine eq "3771")
if (($weekday

0) && ($weekday

6) && ($day now C $day_number))

print "<TD>$WEEIcDAYARRAY{$weekday} <TD>$daynumberC/TD>";
foreach $run (@runs)
•
if ($run eq "Run2")
$length = "Long";
&se trun details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);
•

if ($machine eq "3772")
if (($weekday 1= 0) && ($weekday

6) && ($day now C $day number))

foreach $run(@runs)

if ($run eq "Run2")
$length = "Short";
&seq run details ($run, $day_number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine, $length)

if ($run eq "Run3")
•

$length = "Long";
&seq run details($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine, $length);

•
if ($machine eq "3773")
if (($weekday

0) && ($weekday 1= 6) && ($day now C $day number))

foreach $run(@runs)
•

if ($run eq "Run2")
$length = "Short";

•

.

&seq run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine, $lenqth);
.
if ($run eq "Run3")
$length = "Long";
&seq run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine, $length);

print "</TR>"
print "</TID>\n",

•

if ($weekday == 0)
print "</TR>\n";

•

I
# for next month first day

.

@nextmonth = &make month array(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $current_year));
$currentmonth++;
$firstweekday = &get first weekday(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $current year));
$days of month = pop(@nextmonth);
$weekday = $firstweekday - 1;
$runno = 0;
$max lanes = 0;
for ($day number = 1; $day number <= $day now; $daynumber++)

•

$weekday++;
if ($weekday > 6)
$weekday = 0;

•

foreach $machine(@machines)
if ($machine eq "3771")
if (($weekday

0) && ($weekday

6))

print "<TD>$WEEKDAYARRAY{ $weekday} <TD>$daynumberc/TD>";
•

foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Run2")

•
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•

$length = "Long";
&seq run cletails($run, $day number, $currentnionth, $currentyear,
$raachine, $length);

if ($machine eq "3772")
•
if (($weekday

0) && ($weekday

6))

foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Run2")
•

$length
"Short";
&seq run details ($run, $day_number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machirie, $length);
if ($run eq "Run3")

•

$length = "Long";
&seq run details($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine, $length);

if ($machine eq "3773")
if (($weekday 1 = 0) && ($weekday

6))

foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Run2")
•

$length = "Short";
&seq_run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine, $length);
if ($run eq "Run3")

•

$length = "Long";
&seq run details($run, $day_number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine, $length);

•
print "</TR>";
print "<ITD>\n'"

•
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if ($weekday == 0)

I

print "</TR>\n";

print <C"

•

end of htmlt';

<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "genseq" VALUE
" Sequencing & GeneScan ">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "genescan" VALUE = " GeneScan Only ">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "logout" VALUE = " EXIT "><P>
The numbers indicate the availability of the lanes within a run e.g. CS 36/36
means there are 36 lanes available out of a total of 36.<BR>
Click on a highlighted item to book a run or the appropriate button above.CBR>
CS = GeneScan and SEQ = Sequencing application.<BR>
For more information click <A HREF = "$html link/documentation.html">here</A> to
consult the software documentation.
<P>
</TABLE>
</FORM>
C/BODY>
C/HTML>
end_of_html
exit;

S

S

S

S

•
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Display GeneScan applications on dynamic booking table

# Similar to genseq but this module displays the GeneScan applications only.

•

if ($formdata{'genescan') ne ")
# Now print out the HTML calendar
&header ("NetBookingLlMS Rifat Automated Booking Software
$current month name/$next month name $current year");

•

S

print <<"
end_of_html";
<CENTER>
<H2>$current month name/$next month name - $currentyear</H2>
<H3>NetaookingLlMS Software (Ver 1.0)C/H3>
<H4><P>Author Rifat Hamoudi<BR><BR>M.Sc. Computing Science project.
2000</H4>
</CENTER>
<BR>
<TABLE BORDER = "2" CELLPADDING = "4" CELLSPACING = "4">
<TR>
end_of_html
$todayjul = &today;
($month now, $day now, $year now, $weekday now) = &jdate($today_jul);
@lab booking header = ("Day", "Date", "$machineO AM", "$machinel AM",
"$machine2 AM", "$machine3 AM")
@runs = ("Runl", "Run2", "Run3");
foreach $tabheader (@lab booking header)
print "<TH>$tabheader</TH>";
print "</TR>";
$firstweekday = &get first weekday(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $current_year));

S

$days of month = pop(@mymonth);
$weekday = $firstweekday - 1;
iF get the days
for ($day number = 1; $day number <= $days of month; $day_number++)
$weekday++;
if ($weekday > 6)

•
$weekday = 0;

0
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foreach $machine (@machines)

S

if ($machine eq "3770")
if (($weekday

0) && ($weekday

6) && ($day now C $day number))

print "<TD>$WEEKDAY_ARRAY{ $weekday} <TD>$daynuinberC/TD>";
foreach $run(@runs)
•
if ($run eq "Runi")
&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine);

•

if ($machine eq "377_1")
if (($weekday 1 = 0) && ($weekday

6) && ($day now C $day number))

foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")
&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine);

I
if Machine eq "3772")
if (($weekday

0) && (Weekday 1 = 6) && ($day now < $day number))

foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Runl")
&gs run details ($run, $daynuniber, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine)
•

if ($machine eq "3773")
if (($weekday N 0) && ($weekday N 6) && ($day now C $day number))
foreach $run(@runs)

•
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if ($run eq "Runi")
&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
•

•

$rrtachine);

print "</TR>";
print TI</TD>\nTI;
if ($weekday == 0)
print "C/TR>\n";

I
# for next month first day

•

@nextmonth = &make month array(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $currentyear));
$currentmonth++;
$firstweekday = &get first weekday(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $current_year));
$days of month = pop(@nextmonth);
$weekday = $firstweekday - 1;
$runno = 0;
$max lanes = 0;
for ($day number = 1; $day number <= $day_now; $daynumber+-1-)
$weekday++;
if ($weekday > 6)
$weekday = 0;

•

foreach $machine(Ømachines)
if ($machine eq "3770")
if (($weekday != 0) && ($weekday != 6))
print "<TD>$WEEKDAYARRAY{ $weekday) <TD>$daynumber</TD>";

•
foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Runl")
&gs run details ($run, $daynurnber, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine);

0

if ($machine eq "377-1")
•
if (($weekday

0) && ($weekday

6))

foreach $run (Øruns)
if ($run eq "Runi")
&gs run details($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,

•
$rnachine)

if ($machine eq "377_2")

if (($weekday 1= 0) && ($weekday

6))

foreach $run (@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")
&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine);

S
if ($machine eq "3773")

if (($weekday

0) && ($weekday

6))

foreach $run(@runs)
•

if ($run eq "Runi")

&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine);

•

print "</TR>";
print "</TD>\n";

S

if ($weekday == 0)
print "</TR>\n";

•
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•

# print footer
print <C"

•

•

end of html";

<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "genseq" VALUE = " Sequencing & GeneScan ">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "sequencing" VALUE = " Sequencing Only ">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "logout" VALUE = " EXIT "><P)
The numbers indicate the availability of the lanes within a run e.g. CS 36/36
means there are 36 lanes available out of a total of 36.CBR>
Click on a highlighted item to book a run or the appropriate button above.CBR>
CS = GeneScan and SEQ = Sequencing application.<BR>
For more information click <A HREF = "$html link/clocumentation.html">herec/A> to
consult the software documentation.
<P>
</TABLE>
C/FORM>
C/BODY>
C/HTML>
end_of_html
exit;

LA

•

•
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Staff only; display the booking of the current day as well

•

# Staff need to see what is booked on the current day to plan their day but
* users should not be able to see it because the logical structure does not
* allow the user to book gels on the current day.
•
if ($formdata{'staff'} ne "")

&header ("NetBookingLlMS
Rifat Automated Booking Software
$current month name/$next month name $current year");
n

U

S

print <C"
end_of_html";
<CENTER>
CH2>$current month name/$next month name - $current_year</H2>
<H3>NetflookingLlMS Software (Ver 1.0)</H3>
<H4><P>Author Rifat Hamoudi<BR><BR>M.Sc.
Computing Science project.
2000</H4>
</CENTER>
<HR>
<TABLE BORDER = "2" CELLPADDING = T14fl CELLSPACING = "4">
<TR>
end_of_html
$todayjul = &todayQ;
($month now, $day now, $year now, $weekday now) = &jdate($todayjul);
@lab_booking_header
("Day", "Date", "$machineO AM", "$machinel AM",
"$machinel 0/N", "$machine2 AM", "$machine2 PM", "$machine2 0/N",
"$machine3 AM", "$machine3 PM", "$machine3 0/N");
@runs = ("Runi", "Run2", "Run3");

ri
U

foreach $tabheader (@lab booking header)
print "<TH>$tabheader</TH>";
print "</TR>";
$firstweekday = &get first weekday(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $current_year));

.

$days of month = pop(@mymonth);
$weekday = $firstweekday - 1;
It get the days
for ($day number = 1; $day number <= $days_of_month; $daynumber++)

n

$weekday++;

if ($weekday > 6)

•
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I
$weekday = 0;
ri

L.A

foreach $machine (@machines)
if ($machine eq "3770")
if (($weekday != 0) && ($weekday 1 = 6) && ($day now <= $day number))
print "<TD>$WEEKDAYARRAY{ $weekday} <TD>$day_number</TD>";

•

foreach $run (@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")
&gs_run_details ($run, $daynurnber, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
•

$machine);

if ($machine eq "3771")
if (($weekday 1 = 0) && ($weekday 1 = 6) && ($day now <= $day_number))
foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")
&gs run details ($run, $day_number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
•

$machine);

if ($run eq "Run29

•

$iength = "Long";
&se trun details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);

if ($machine eq "377_2")

•

if (($weekday 1= 0) && ($weekday != 6) && ($day now <= $day number))
foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")
•

&gs run details($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine);

0
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if ($run eq "Run2")
•

$length = "Short";
&seqrun details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);

if ($run eq "Run3")

•

$length = "Long";
&seq run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);

if ($machine eq "377_3")
if (($weekday 1= 0) && ($weekday N 6) && ($day now <= $day number))
foreach $run (@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")

&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine)

if ($run eq "Run2")

is

I
$length = "Short";
&seq run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);

if ($run eq "Run3")
•
$length
"Long";
&seq run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);

•
}
print "</TR>";
print "</TD>\n",
•
if ($weekday == 0)

•
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print "</TR>\n";
r

# get next month first day

•

@nextmonth = &make month array(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $currentyear));
$currentmonth+-1-;
$firstweekday = &get first weekday(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $currentyear));
$days of month = pop(@nextmonth);
$weekday = $firstweekday - 1;
$runno
0;
$max lanes = 0;
for ($day number = 1; $day number c= $day now; $day_nurnber++)

•

$weekday++;
if ($weekday > 6)
$weekday

0;

foreach $machine (@machines)
if ($machine eq 113770")
if (($weekday 1= 0) && ($weekday 1= 6))
print "<TD>$WEEKDAYARRAY{ $weekclay} <T0>$daynumber</TD>";
foreach $run (@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")
&gs run details ($run

S

$day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,

$machine);

if ($machine eq "3771")
if (($weekday

•

0) && ($weekday = 6))

foreach $run (Øruns)
if ($run eq "Runi")
&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine);
•
if ($run eq "Run2")

•

I

S

$length = "Long";
&seq run details ($run, $daynuxnber, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);

if Machine eq "3772")
if (($weekday 1= 0) && (Weekday K 6))
foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")

•

&gs run details($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
$machine);

if (Arun eq "Run2")

•

$length
"Short";
&seq run details($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $rnachine, $length);

if ($run eq "Run3")

S

$length = "Long";
&seq run details($run, $daynurnber, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);

if ($machine eq "3773")

•
if (($weekday != 0) && Weekday 1= 6))
foreach $run (@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")

S
&gs run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear,
Machine);

if ($run eq "Run2")

•

0

$lenqth = "Short";
&seq_run_details($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);
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if ($run eq "Run3")
$length = "Long";
&seq run details ($run, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $machine, $length);

S
print "</TR>";
print "</TD>\n";
if ($weekday == 0)
print "</TR>\n";

S

S

S

II print footer
print <<"

end_of_html"

<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME
"genseq" VALUE = " Sequencing & CeneScan "><P>
The numbers indicate the availability of the lanes within a run e.g. CS 36/36
means there are 36 lanes available out of a total of 36.<BR>
Click on a highlighted item to book a run or the appropriate button above.<BR>
CS = GeneScan and SEQ = Sequencing application.<ER>
For more information click <A BREF = "$html link/documentation.html">here</A> to
consult the software documentation.

</TAELE>
c/FORM>
</30 DY>
c/HTML>
endo f_html
exit;

S
0
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Logout : this module is executed when user clicks EXIT button

•

#
#
*
*
*
*
*

This module is activated when user clicks the EXIT button, it first
deletes the $session file containg the user attributes and then displays
page with a link back to the main front page.
You can customise this link so that it goes to another application if you
like. I left it here to show how to link this module with others if needed.

if ($form_data{'logout'} ne "')
•

•

unlink($session filename);
print <<"end html';
<CENTER>
<H2>Thank you for using NetBookingLlMs software.
<P>Click on <A HREF = "$cgilink/nblfrontpage.cgi">logout</A> to exit
completely.</H2>
</CENTER>
end_html
exit;

S

S

S

•

S

Month Booking Update
S
it

it This module is activated when the user clicks on the hyperlink in a particular
it cell in the dynamic table, the software then displays an update of the booking
it for that date and shows the book and delete buttons to users only.
it
•

if ($formdata{ 'month_booking_update' } eq "on")
$scount = 0;
$current month name = &monthname ($form data{ 'month' });
&header ("$form_data{ 'day' }, $current month name, $current year");
it Display header

•

print <C"
end_of_html";
<CENTER>
<H2>$formdata{ 'day' }, $current month name, $currentyear</H2>
<H3>Machine = $formdata{'machine'}, Run Number =
$formdata{'run'}</H3>
<H4>NetBookingLlMS (Ver 1.0) Software<P>Author
Rifat Hamoudi</H4>
</CENTER>
<ER>
<TABLE BORDER = "2" CELLPADDING = "4" CELLSPACING = "4">
<TR>
endo f_html

•
* Display the update table header
it

•

print
print
print
print
print
print
print

"<TH>Lane No.";
"<TH>First Name";
"<TH>Surname";
"<TH>Email";
"<TE>Phone Extension</TH>";
"<TH>Sample Name</TH></TR>";

* Get the relevant information by accessing the %form data associative
it array
•
$max no lanes = $formdata{ 'max_no_lanes' };
$runno = $formdata{'run'};
$machine = $formdata('machine');
$cdate = "$formdata{ 'day' } $formdata{ 'month' } $formdata{ 'year' }";

it
•

•

it
it
it

if the user booked anything on the day that is clicked then build the
sample sheet name from the various attributes and check to see if this
sample sheet exists in the datastore file. If it exists then parse the
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# file .sdet (sample details) file into a static table

•

open (DATASTORE, "$datastore file") II &file open error($datastore file);
while (<DATASTORE>)
($nblimsid, $application, $abimachine, $date of run,
$user first name, $user surname, $project name, $team leader, $email,
$phone extension, $sample sheet name, $computer)
split

•

$sheet_name = "$sample_sheet_det_dir\_$machine\/";
if ($formdata(app} eq "gs")
$sheet name .= "GS $cdate\ $machine\ $runno\ .sdet';

•

if ($formdata{'app'} eq "seq")
$sheet name .= "SEQ $cdate\ $machine\ $runno\ .sdet";

$sample sheet name =- s/samp$/sdet/;
•

$sample_sheet_name =-

sI\ . \/ samples\//\.

\/sample_sheets_det_/;

$scount = 0;
* if the sample sheet name exists in the data store then parse
* the data from the .sdet file into static table
if ($sample sheet_name eq $sheet_name)
open (SAMPLE, $sample sheet name) II
&f ile open error ( $sample sheet name )
while (<SAMPLE>)

•

•

($samplename, $first, $last, $email, $ext) = split(/\I/, $);
$scount++;
print "<TD>$scount";
print "<TD>$first";
print "<TD>$last";
print "<TD>$email";
print "<TD>$ext</TD>";
print "<TD>$samplename</TD>";
print "</TR>";

*
it Get the number of available samples if none exist then
* set a marker. This will be displayed to the user to update
it him with number of samples available.
it
•
$formdata{'samp_av'} = $max_no_lanes - $scount;
$no samp available = $form_data{ 'samp av' };

•
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if ($no samp available == 0)
$sample available = "no";

.

close (SAMPLE);
last;
else
$form_data{ 'samp_av' } = $max_no_lanes;
$no samp available = $formdata{ 'samp av' };

.

It End of while (<DATASTORE>)
close (DATASTORE);
if ($scount

0)

$forindata{ 'samp a v ' } = $max no lanes;
$no samp available
$max no lanes;

It for Manager and Staff they can only see the update so display the

It relevant text for them
if ( ($session group eq "Staff")

11

($session_group eq "Manager"))

if ($session group eq "Manager")
print "<Font size = 4>Manager can only view the booking
updates</Font>";
else
print "<Font size = 4>Staff can only view the booking
updates</Font>";

It

Display the buttons

print <<"

•

•

•

end_of_html";

<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE
"hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
"$formdata{ 'max_no_lanes' }">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit"
Month Booking">
</TABLE>

NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME

=
=
=
=
=
=

"day" VALUE = "$form_data{'day'}">
"month" VALUE = "$forrndata{'month'}">
"year" VALUE = "$current_year">
"run" VALUE = "$formdata{'run'}">
"machine" VALUE = "$formdata{'machine')">
"sampav" VALUE = "$formdata{'sampav'}">
"app" VALUE = "$form_data{'app'}">
= "max — no — lanes" VALUE =

NAME = "show_booking_table" VALUE = "Return to
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</FORM>
C/BODY>
</HTML>
• end_of_html
exit;

S

# if there are no samples available then display a message and hide
# the Book Samples button.

if ($sample_available eq "no")
print "<Font size = 4>This run is full. Try another run or another date.
C/Font>";
print <C"
•

•

•

end_of_html";

<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden"
"$formdata{ 'max_no_lanes' }">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit"
Month Booking">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit"
Sample">
</TABLE>
</FORM>
</BODY>
</HTML>
end_of_html
exit;

NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

"day" VALUE = "$form_data('day')">
"month" VALUE = "$formdata{'month'}">
"year" VALUE = "$current year">
"run" VALUE = "$formdata{'run'}">
"machine" VALUE = "$formdata{'machine'}">
"sampav" VALUE = "$formdata{'sampav'}">
"app" VALUE = "$formdata{'app'}">
"max —no — lanes" VALUE =

NAME = "show booking table" VALUE = "Return to
NAME = "delete_sample_form" VALUE = "Delete

else
•
print "<Font size = 4>This run has $no_samp_available space(s) left on it.
</Font>";

•

•

•

print <<"
<P>
<INPUT TYPE
<INPUT TYPE
<INPUT TYPE
<INPUT TYPE
<INPUT TYPE
<INPUT TYPE
<INPUT TYPE
<INPUT TYPE
"$formdata{ 'max
<INPUT TYPE
Booking">
<INPUT TYPE

end_of_html";
"hidden" NAME
"hidden" NAME
"hidden" NAME
"hidden" NAME
"hidden" NAME
"hidden" NAME
"hidden" NAME
"hidden" NAME
no lanes' }">
"submit" NAME
"submit" NAME

"day" VALUE = "$formdata{'day'}">
"month" VALUE
"$formdata{ 'month' }">
"Year" VALUE = "$current year">
"run" VALUE = "$formdata{ 'run')">
"machine" VALUE = "$formdata{ 'machine')">
"sampav" VALUE = "$formdata{ 'sampav'}">
"app" VALUE = "$formdata{'app'}">
"max— no — lanes" VALUE =
"show_booking_table" VALUE = "Return to Month
"booking_samples_form" VALUE = "Book Samples">
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•

<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "delete sample arm" VALUE = "Delete Sample">
</TABLE>
C/FORM>
C/BODY>
</HTML>
end_of_html
exit;

•
Book Sample Form

•

•

# This module is activated when the user clicks on the Book Samples button
# form the update menu. It presents the appropriate booking form to the user
* by calling the appropriate subroutine.

if ($formdata('bookingsamp l es_fo rm '} ne

TIfl)

&header ("Add an Item to Rifat's Booking Demo");
$appl = $fromdata{'app'};
* Check which application the user select and display the appropriate
#form
if ($formdata{'app'} eq "gs")
$session file = $formdata{ 'session_file' H
$session filename = "$authsessiondir/$sessionfile.dat";
&genescansubmission_form("$session_filename");

if ($formdata{'app'} eq "seg")
_file'
$session file = $form data{'session};
$session filename = "$authsessiondir/$sessionfile.dat";
&sequencingsubmission_form("$session_filename");

$ Display the relevant buttons at the bottom of the form and quit
$ The hidden variables are used to maintain the state of the web
$ page and pass information from one page to another

•

•

print CC"
end_of_html";
<CENTER>
CP>
"day" VALUE = "$formdata{'day'}">
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "month" VALUE = "$formdata{'month'}">
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "year" VALUE = "$current_year">
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•

•

<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "run" VALUE = "$formdata{'run')">
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "machine" VALUE = "$formdata{'machine')">
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "sampav" VALUE = "$formdata{'sampav')">
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "app" VALUE = "$form_data('app'}">
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "max - no — lanes"
VALUE =
"$formdata{ 'max_no_lanes')">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "book_samples" VALUE = "Book Samples">
<INPUT TYPE = "reset" VALUE = "Cancel">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "show_booking_table" VALUE = "Display Month
Booking">
</CENTER></BODY></HTML>
end_of html
exit;

•

Book Samples

* This module contains the algorithm used to carry out the processes that
* occur when the user books samples.
* The module takes the information for the Booking Form, parses the data
* and creates sample files that are compatible with the instruments.
It Then adds it to the centralised datastore followed by sorting it.
It

if ($formdata{ 'book — samples') ne "")
S

&header ("Rifat Hamoudi NetBookingLlMS Software Invoice");
* Implement error checking by first getting all the variables in the
It %form data associative array into the array @form_data. This will
It give us all the variables whether they are empty or not
@form_data

It
It
It
It

•

keys (%form data);

For every element in the @form data array, check to see if the
associated value in %form data has value.
If not, then display the error message page and quit. The user
can return to the form by clicking the back button on the browser.

foreach $variable name (@form data)
if ($formdata{$variablename} eq "")
print <<"

•

•

end_of_html";

<CENTER><Hl>Book Samples Error</H1></CENTER>
<BR>
<BLOCKQUOTE><FONT SIZE = "+3">
Sorry but you must enter something in the

<FONT COLOR=red> <B>$variable name</B></FONT> input
box. <BR><BR>
•

Please click the back button on your browser and try again.
</BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML>
end_of_html
exit;

# Get the max number of lanes for the chosen run
$max no lanes = $formdata{ 'max_no_lanes' };
$scount = 0;

•

a

# Parse the sample names entered by the user eliminate all funny
# characters like (", ;, & ..etc). The algorithm replaces those with
which is compatible with all platforms.
# the underscore character
$formdata{'samplesheet'}
$form_data{ 'sample_sheet' }
$formdata{'samplesheet'}
$form_data{ 'sample_sheet' }
$form_data{ 'sample_sheet' }
$form_data{'sample_sheet'}
$formdata{'samplesheet'}
$formdata{ 'sample_sheet' }

=sI\s/IIg;

=- s/\I\I\lI/g;
=-. s/\I\I/\n/g;
=- s/\ I
=- s/(\, \'I\"I&i\/I\\I\:I\;i\(I\H/_/g;
=-.=- sI\n\n//g;

# Count the number of samples entered
•

$sample_sheet = "$formdata{ 'sample_sheet' }";
$tempfile = "$auth_session_dir/temp_$session_file.txt";
open (TEMP, ">$tempfile") II &file_openerror($tempfile)
print TEMP "$sample sheet";
close (TEMP);

•

open (TEMP, "$tempfile") II &file open error($tempfile);
while (<TEMP>)
$scount++;
close (TEMP);
unlink ("$tempfile")

S
* If the number of samples entered is more than the maximum allowed
* then display the appropriate error message page and exit. Tell the
* user how many samples he has booked and how much is available on this
it run and how many samples to delete.
$savail = $formdata('sampav'};
•

if ($scount > $savail)
$samples to delete = $scount - $savail;

•
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end of html";
print <C'
<CENTER><H1>Book Samples Error</H1></CENTER>
<BR>
<BLOCK000TE><FONT SIZE = 11+311>
You booked <FONT COLOR=red><B>$scount sample(s)</B></FONT>, but the
maximum you can book on this run = <FONT COLOR=red><B>$savail
<BR><BR>
sample(s) </B></FONT>.
Please click the back button on your browser and delete
<FONT COLOR=red><B>$samples_to_delete sample(s) </B></FONT> from your
sample sheet.
</BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML>
end_of_html
exit;

•

*

•

# Now I need to enter the user booking details from the form into the
# records file in this case called netbookinglims.records
It Get a lock because we are going to add the user details to the datastore
&GetLockFile ("$lock file");

•

It Call the counter subroutine to increment the number of counts when we
It add the user details
&countersub($counter file)
It

•

Add the user's booking details to centralized Datastore file

open (DATASTORE, ">>$datastore_file")
&file_open_error($datastore_file);
It

Get rid of any funny characters

foreach $value (I3field values)

.

$formdata{$value) =- s/\nI<BR>/g;
$form_data{$value}
sI\r\r/<P>/g;
$form_data($valuej =- s/\I/:/g;
$formdata{$value} =

It Get the correct names for the application

•

($namenblimsid, $temp) = split(/@/, $session_email);
$application_temp = "$formdata{ 'application' }";
if ($formdata{'app'} eq "gs")
$application = $GSAPP{ "$application_temp" };

•

if ($form_data{'app'} eq "seq")
$application = $SEQAPP { "$application temp" U

•

LA

•

•

•

It Get the date information, machine, make up the primary key nblimsid,
It user first and surname, project name, email, phone, team leader and
It the computer where the user requested the data to be sent to.
$curday
"$formdata{ 'day' }";
$curmonth = "$formdata{ 'month' }";
$date of run = "$curday\$curmonth\$currentyear";
$runnuxnber = $formdata{'run'};
$machine = $formdata{'machine'};
$nblimsid = "$namenblimsid\$dateofrun\$machine\$runnuinber";
$user first name = "$session first name";
$user surname = "$session last name";
$projectnarne = "$formdata{ 'project_name' }";
$email = "$session email";
$phone_extension = "$session phone";
chop($phone_extension);
steam_leader — temp = "$formdata{ 'team_leader' }";
steam— leader = $TEAP4LEADER{ "$team_leader_temp" };
$computer temp = "$formdata{ 'computer' }";
$COMPUTER{ "$computer temp" };
$computer
$application_name = "$form_data{ 'application' }";
$application_name =- s/[0-9]IIg;
$project_name =- sI hg;
It
It

.

It
It
It

Build the names for the .samp and .sdet files and open them.
.samp contains the sample sheet parsed in a way that the ABI
DNA Sequencer instrument can understand and .sdet contains a
subset of the booking record delimited by "I" and used to
display the update information.

if ($application_name eq "gs")
$sample_sheet_name
"$sample sheet dir$machine\/"
"CS $date of run\ $machine\ $run number. samp";
$sample sheet name detail = "$samplesheetdetdir\_$machine\/"
"CS $date of run\ $machine\ $run number. sdet";
if ($sample sheet name ne ")

•

open(SHEET, ">>$sample_sheet_name") 11
&file open error ($sample sheet name)
open(SHEETDET, ">>$sample sheet name detail") II
& file_open_error ($sample sheet name detail);
else

•

•

open(SHEET, ">$sample sheet_name") I
&file open error ($samplesheetname);
open(SHEETDET, ">$sample sheet_name_detail")
&file open error ($sample sheet name_detail);
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.

$sample sheet gs = $sample sheet;
I
I
I
I

If the user chose to enter his name before the sample then
parse the form so that his name is put in first otherwise
just enter the sample names parsed in a way that the DNA
Sequencer can understand. Do this for GeneScan applications

if ($formdata{ 'insert

name'} eq "choice2")

.
s/ (\w+) \n/$userfirst_name\_$l\n/g;
$sample_sheet
s/ (\w+) \n/$userfirstname\$1\n/g;
$sample_sheet_gs
s/(\w+)\n/$l\tOff Off\n$1\tOff
$samplesheetgs
Off\n$1\tOff Off\n$l\tOn On\n/g;
print SHEET "$sa nple_sheet_gs";
•

else
$samplesheet_gs =- s/(\w+)\n/$l\tOff Off\n$l\tOff
Off\n$1\tOff Off\n$1\tOn On\nlg;
print SHEET "$samplesheetgs";

•

$sample sheet detail = $sample sheet;
$sample_sheet_detail
sI\n/ I $user first_name\ I $user surname\ I $email\ I $phone_extension\n/g;
print SHEETDET "$sample sheet detail";
close (SHEETDET);
close (SHEET)

I Now do the same for Sequencing applications
if ($application_name eq "seq")

S

$sample_sheet_name =
"$sample_sheet_dir$machine\/". "SEQ_$date_of_run\_$machine\_$run_number.samp";
$sample sheet_name_detail = "$samplesheet_det_dir\_$machine\/".
"SEQ $date of run\ $machine\ $run number. sdet";
if ($sample sheet name ne ")

•

open(SHEET, ">>$sample sheet_name") I I
&file open error ($sample_sheet_name);
open(SHEETDET, ">>$sample sheet name detail")
&file open error($sample sheet_name detail);
else
open(SHEET, ">$sample_sheet_name") 11
& file_open_error ($sample sheet_name);
open(SHEETDET, ">$sample sheet name_detail")
&file open error ($sample sheet name detail);

$sample sheet seq = $sample sheet;

•
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$machine matrix = $machine;
$machine matrix
S

if ($forrndata{'insertname'} eq "choice2')
sI (\w-4-) \n/$userfirstname\$1\n/g;
$sample sheet
$sample_sheet_seq =- sI (\w+) \n/$user_first_name\_$1\n/g;

if ($application temp eq "seqi")
5

$sample_sheet_seq
s/\n/\tDT
{Thermosequenasell}\tRifat Seq dRhod $machinernatrix\n/g;
if ($application temp eq "seq2")

•

$sample_sheet_seq
sI\nI\tDT {dR Set AnyPrimer}\tRifat Seq dRhod $machinematrix\n/g;
if ($application temp eq "seq3")
$sample sheet seq =- s/\n/\tDT {BD Set AnyPrimer}\tRifat Seq dRhod $machinematrix\n/g;

.
print SHEET "$sample sheet seq";
else
if ($application temp eq "seqi")
$sample_sheet_seq =- sI\n/\tOT
Thermosequenasell } \tRifat Seq dRhod $machine_matrix\n/g;
if ($application_ternp eq "seq2")
•

$sarnple_sheet_seq
sI\n/\tDT {dR Set AnyPrimer}\tgifat Seq dRhod $machinematrix\n/q;
if ($application temp eq "seq3")
$sample_sheet_seq =- s/\n/\tDT {BD Set AnyPrimer)\tRifat Seq dRhod $machine_matrix\n/g;

•
print SHEET "$sample sheet seq";

•

•

$sample_sheet _detail = $sample sheet;
$sarnple_sheet_detail
$user_first_name\
I $user surname\ I $email\ I $phoneextension\n/g;
I
print SHEETDET "$sample_sheet_detail";
close(SHEETDET);
close (SHEET)
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.
I
•

# Having done the sample sheet, now add the booking information to the
# centralised datastore file as a new booking record. First concatenate
it the information into $new row
$new row =
$new row
$new_row
$new row .=
$new row

"$nblimsid\I$application\J$machine\I$date of run\I ";
"$user firstname\I$usersurname\I$projectname\I";
"steam leader\ I $email\ I $phone extension\ I";
"$sample sheet name\ t $computer";

it Now add the $new row to datastore and release the lock on the datastore
print DATASTORE "$new_row\n";
close (DATASTORE);
&ReleaseLockFile ("$lock file');
it Get more information that is needed for the Booking Invoice
it Get the number of samples booked
$samples booked = 0;
"$auth session dir/temp $sessionfile.txt";
$tempfile
open (TEMP, ">$tempfile") II &file open error($tempfile)
print TEMP "$sample sheet";
close (TEMP);
open (TEMP, "$tempfile")
while (<TEMP>)

II &file open error($tempfile)

$samples_booked++;
close (TEMP);
•
it Get the application type
if ($formdata{'app'} eq "seq")
$disp app = $SEQAPP{$applicationtemp};

I
if ($formdata{'app'} eq "gs")
$disp app = $GSAPP{$application_temp};

$date of run =-

s/f \/

/g;

E
it Get the length of the run

0
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.

if ($formciata{'app'} eq "seq")

El

if ($run number == 3)
$rlength = "Long";
else
if ($machine ne "3771")

S

$rlength = "Short";

if (($run_nurnber == 2) && ($machine eq "377111))
$rlength = "Long";

El

}

if ($formdata{'app'} eq "gs")
$rlength = "Short";

$max no lanes = $formdata{ 'max_no_lanes' };

* Now print the Booking Invoice which the user has to bring with his
# samples to the laboratory.
print <C"

S

C,

.

0

end_of_html";

<CENTER>
<H3>Your samples have been booked, thanks.C/H3>
<Hl><FONT COLOR = "red"> Please print this invoice and bring it with
your clearly labelled samples</FONT></Hl>
<H3>NetBookingLlMS Software (Ver 1.0) Invoice</H3>
Rifat Hamoudi, M.Sc. Computing Science project.
<H4><P>Author
2000</H4>
<fiR>
C/CENTER>
<H4><ALIGN = "LEFT">
$nblimsid<P>
NetBookingLlMS Identifier
$user first name $usersurname<BR>
User Name
$dateofrun<BR>
Date of run
$machineCBR>
Machine
Run $runnumber<BR>
Run Number
$max no lanes<BR>
Total No. Lanes
$rlength<BR>
Run Length
$project_name<BR>
Project Name
$dispapp<BR>
Application
$computer<BR>
Computer that data send to
$email<BR>
Email
$phoneextension<BR>
Phone Ext.
$samplesbooked<P>
Samples booked
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Table of samples that $user_first name $user_surname has booked.</H4>

I

<TABLE BORDER = 11 2" CELLPADDING = "4" CELLSPACING = "4">
end_of_html
# Print a static table of the lane number and the sample names that
# the user booked on the invoice
$date of run

sI\_I \I /g;

I
print "<TR>";
print "<TH>Lane No.";
print "<TH>Sample Name</TH>C/TR>";

I

open (TEMP, "$tempfile")
while (<TEMP>)

II

&file_open_error($tempfile);

$count_print++;
print "<TD>$count print";
print "<TD>$ <ITO>";
print "CITR>";

S

S

S

close (TEMP)
unlink ("$tempfile")
print <C"
C/TABLE>
<CENTER>
<INPUT TYPE
<INPUT TYPE
<INPUT TYPE
<INPUT TYPE
<INPUT TYPE
<INPUT TYPE
"$formdata{ 'max
<INPUT TYPE
Booking">

end_of_html";

"hidden" NAME
"hidden" NAME
"hidden" NAME
"hidden" NAME
"hidden" NAME
"hidden" NAME
no_lanes' }">
"submit" NAME

"day" VALUE = "$formdata{'day'}">
"month" VALUE = "$formdata{ 'month')">
"Year" VALUE = "$current year">
"samp_av" VALUE = "$formdata{ 'samp_av')">
"app" VALUE = "$form_data{'app'}">
"max — no — lanes" VALUE =
"show booking table" VALUE = "Display Month

<IBODY><INTML>
C/CENTER>
endo f_html

$ Now sort the centralised datastore file on date for easy of access.
It This is of course only useful if the manager does not use SQL and
It just want to scroll through the data in text format quickly or if
It the query he wants does not exist in the Lab Reports module.
&GetLockFile ("$lock file")
open (DATASTORE, "$datastore_file") I &file_open_error($datastore_file);

I

It
It

First, add every row in our datastore file to an array called
@datastore fields

while (<DATASTORE>)

0

.

(/\I/, $);

@datastore fields = split
•

/AREM:/) # Manager can add comment to datastore with REM

if ($_

$comment row
else
# Sort the records by date which is set by $sort field

•
$sortable row = "$datastore fields ($sort field] '-";
$sortable row .=
push (@datastore rows, $sortable row);

•

@sorted temp datastore = sort (@datastore rows);
foreach $datastore_row (@sorted temp datastore)
($extraevent time, $true datastore row)
split
$datastore row);
push (@final sorted datastore, $true datastore row);
close (DATASTORE);

# Now add the comment row if one exists
open (TEMPFILE ">$temp_file")
print TEMPFILE "$comment row";

II &file open error($temp file);

# Then for each of the datastore rows stored in @final sorted datastore,
# print to the temp file and rename it as the new datastore. Then release
# the lock.

foreach $row (@final sorted datastore)
print TEMPFILE "$row";
close (TEMPFILE);
rename ($temp_file, $datastore file);
•

&ReleaseLockFile("$lock file")
exit;

•

•
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.

if##if###if##if##if######ff##if##ifif#####if##if###if##if###if#####if###if###if###if$###Jf#iflf#
•

if
if
if

Delete Sample Form

#ifif##ifif#ifif*#ifif*#ifif#ifif*ifif##ifif#ifif##if##ifif#ififif##if##ififififif#ifif#ififif#lfififififififif#ifif#ifif#

•

if
if
if
if
if
if
It

This nodule is activated when the user clicks on the Delete Samples button
form the update form. It presents the user with a table of the sample(s)
he booked for the specified run and allow him to select individual samples
or all samples for deletion.

#j$#ifif###if##ifif##ifif##if##ifif##if###if##if##ifif##if##ifif##if###if##if###if###if##ifif##ifif###if
if ($formdata{'deletesampleform'} ne "")

•

$scount
0;
$current month name = &monthname ($form data{ 'month' });
&header ("$formdata{ 'day' }, $current month name, $current_year")
if Display the deletion table

•

S

•

I

•

0

print <C"
end_of_html";
<CENTER>
<H2>$formdata{ 'day' }, $current month name, $currentyear</}42>
<H3>Machine = $formdata{'machine'}, Run Number
$formdata( 'run' }</H3>
<H4>NetBookingLlMS Software (Ver 1.0) <P>Author
Rifat Hamoudi</H4>
C/CENTER>
<fIR>
<FONT size ="4">To delete a sample, select the sample by clicking on the
Delete Sample radio button next to the lane<BR>and then click on Delete Selected
Sample button.<BR>To delete all samples booked on a run check the delete all box
and click on Delete Selected Sample button.<P></FONT>
<TABLE BORDER = "2" CELLPADDING
"4" CELLSPACING = "4">
<TR>
end_of_html
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print

"<TR>";
"<TH>Delete<BR>Sample";
"<TH>Lane No.";
"<TH>First Name";
"<TH>Surname";
"<TH>Email";
"<TH>Phone Extension</TH>";
"<TH>Sample Name</TH></TR>";

$max no lanes = $formdata( 'max_no_lanes' I;
$runno = $formdata{'run'};
$machine = $formdata{'machine'};
$cdate = "$formdata{ 'day' I $formdata{ 'month' } $formdata{ 'year' }";
$sample found = "no";

if Read the records from the centralised datastore, build up the sample
if name from it and if the sample name exists then count the samples and
if display them with radio buttons to the left hand side.

S

open (DATASTORE, "$datastore file")
while (<DATASTORE>)

II

&file open error($datastore file);

($nblimsid, $application, $abimachine, $dateof run,
$user first name, $user surname, $project name, $team leader, $email,
$phone extension, $sample sheet name, $computer) = split

(f\I/,$);

$sheet name = "$samplesheetdetdir\$machine\/";

S

if ($forrndata{'app'} eq "gs")
$sheet name = "GS$cdate\$machine\$runno\sdet"

if ($formdata('app'} eq "seq")

1

40

$sheet name .= "SEQ$cdate\$machine\$runno\.sdet";

$sample_sheet name =- slsamp$/sdetl;
$sample sheet name
s/\. \/samples\//\. \/samplesheetsdet/;
$scount = 0;
if ($sample_sheet_name eq $sheet_name)
if (open (SAMPLE, $sample sheet name) == 1)
#
#
#
#

S

Display the samples to be deleted in table format
with radio buttons. Also at the top display a checkbox
when ticked will delete all the samples listed in the
table.

print
print
print "VALUE=\"sam\"></
print
print
print
print
print
print
print

S

5

"<TD ALIGN = \"center\""
"<INPUT TYPE
\"checkbox\" NAME = \"deleteall\";

"<TD>$session first name";
"<TD>$session last name";
"<TD>$session email";
"<TD>$sessionphone</TD>";
"<TD>All Samples</TD>";

while (<SAMPLE>)
($samplename, $first, $last, $email, $ext) =
split(/\I/, $_);
$scount++;

S

if ($session email eq $email)

{

$sample found = "yes";
print "<TD ALIGN = \"center\">";

0
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print

"<INPUT TYPE = \"radio\" NAME

\ "sample to delete\"";
•

print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print

"VALUE=Y$samplename\"></TD>\n";
"<TD>$scount";
"<TD>$first";
"c?D>$last";
"<TD>$email";
TI<TD>$ext</TD>T!;
"<TD>$samplename</TD>";

•

# Inform the user with how many samples are left for this
run
$formdata{'sampav'} = $max no lanes - $scount;
$no_samp_available = $formdataf 'samp_av' };

.

if ($no samp available == 0)
$sample available = "no";

S

close (SAMPLE);
last; It exit loop
else
$formdata{ 'sampav') = $max_no_lanes;
$no samp available = $formdata{ 'samp av' };

S

I
It End of while (<DATASTORE>)

close (DATASTORE);
if ($scount == 0)

S

$formdata{'sampav'} = $max_no_lanes;
$no samp available = $max_no_lanes;

It Update the information after the deletion.

•

print "<Font size = 4>This run has $no sampavailable space(s) left on it.
C/Font>";
It If the user tries to delete samples when none exists then display
It message on form.

if ($sample found ne "yes")

•

0

end_of_html";
print CC"
<H3><FONT COLOR = "red">I'm sorry, but you have not booked samples
on this run.</FONT></H3>
end_of_html
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.

print <C"

end_of_html";

•

•

•

<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME
"$formdata{ 'max_no_lanes')">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME
Booking">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME
Sample">
</TABLE>
</FORM>
C/BODY>
C/HTML>
end of html
exit;

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

"day" VALUE = "$formdata{'day'}">
"month" VALUE = "$forTndata('month')">
"year" VALUE = "$current_year">
"run" VALUE = "$formdata{'run'}">
"machine" VALUE = "$formdata{'machine'}">
"sampav" VALUE = "$form_data{'samp_av'}">
"app" VALUE = "$formdata{'app'}">
"max — no — lanes" VALUE =

= "show_booking_table" VALUE = "Return to Month
= "delete_sample" VALUE = "Delete Selected

•

S

S

S

S

0
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I
•

Delete Samples Algorithm

# This module contains the algorithm used to carry out the processes that
occur when the user deletes samples.
It The module takes the information for the Deletion Form, parses the data
# and then deletes the sample(s) specified by the user from the .samp, .sdet
# and the central datastore file.
It

if ($form_data{ 'delete_sample' } ne ")

•

It Make sure that the user chose an item to delete with the radio button

It or checkbox. If not then display error form.
if (($formdata{'sampletodelete') eq ") && ($form data('delete all') eq

•

.

•

&header ("Error - No sample was selected"
print <<"
end of html";
<CENTER><H2>Delete Sample Error</R2>C/CENTER>
<BLOCKQUOTE>
I am sorry, I was not able to delete a sample because
none of the radio buttons on the table was selected.
Please select a sample using the radio button next to
the lane.
<R3>Please click on the back button on your browser to return to
sample deletion form.</H3>
</BLOCKQUOTE>
end_of_html
exit;

If Get a lock and create a temporary file as we did for the book routine.
&GetLockFile ("$lock file"
open (TEMPSAMP, ">$temp file") II &file open error($temp file);
close (TEMPSAMP);

•

$max no lanes = $formdata{'maxnolanes'};
$runno = $formdata{'run'};
$machine = $formdata{'machine');
$cdate = "$formdata( 'day' } $formdata( 'month' } $formdata{ 'year' }";
It Build sample sheet name information

$sheet - name = "$sample _ sheet _det dir\ $machine\/";
•
if ($formdata{'app') eq "gs")

•
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0
$sheet name .= "GS $cdate\ $machine\ $runno\ . sdet";

•

if ($form_data{'app'} eq "seq")
$sheet name .= "SEQ $cdate\ $machine\ $runno\ . sdet";

•

•

# Delete samples from .sdet file by writing all the samples that the
4 user did not select to a temp file and renaming it.
4
4 I used the difference in relational algebra to implement
4 deletion so
4
4 s' = S - T where 5' is the final sample file with samples deleted
4
S is the initial sample file and T is the temp

file which has all the samples that the user did
not select for deletion

4
4
4

open (SANPOATA, "$sheet name") II &file open error($sheet name);
while (<SA14PDATA>)
($samplename, $first, $last, $email, $ext) = split(/\I/, $_);
4 Delete selected samples

if (($samplename ne "$formdata{'sampletodelete')") &&
($form_data{ 'delete_all' } eq "))
open (TEMPSAMP, ">>$temp file")
&file open error ($temp file)
print TEMPSAMP "$_u;
close (TEMPSA14P)
•

4 while CSAMPDATA>
close (SANPDATA);

open (SAMPDATA, "$sheet name") II &file open error($sheet name);
if ($formdata{ 'delete_all' } ne "")
while (<SAMPDATA>)
•
($samplename, $first, $last, $email, $ext) = split(I\I/, $_);
4 Delete all samples

if ($email ne $session email)

•

0

open (TEMPSAMP, ">>$temp file")
&file open error($temp file);
print TEMPSA}IP "$";
close (TEMPSAI4P)
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I

close (SAMPDATA);
* Rename the temp file as the new sample sheet file .sdet
it thus deleting the samples the user specified.

•

rename($temp file, $sheet name)
&ReleaseLockFile ("$lock file");

it

•

Use the same algorithm to delete samples from the .samp file

&GetLockFile ("$lock file");
open (TEMPSAMP, ">$temp file") II &file open error($temp file);
close (TEMPSAMP)
$sample sheet name

IT$sample sheet dir$machine\/";

if ($form_data{'app'} eq "gs")
$sample sheet name . "GS_$cdate\$machine\$runno\ samp";
.
if ($form_datai'app'} eq "seq")
$sample sheet name = "SEQ_$cdate\ $machine\ $runno\ samp";

open (SAMPDATA, "$samplesheetname")
ile open error ( $sample sheet name)
while (<SAMPIDATA>)
($samplename) = split(/\s/, $);
*

if (($samplename ne "$formdata{'sampletodelete'}") &&
($form data{'delete all') eq "))
open (TEMPSAMP, ">>$temp file")
&file open error ($temp file);
print TEfIPSAMP fl$'T;
close (TEMPSAMP);

•

}

it

while <SAMPDATA>

close (SAMPDATA);
open (SAMPDETDATA, "$sheet name") II &file open error($sheet name);
open (SAMPDATA, "$sample sheet name")
&file open error ($samplesheetname);
•

if ($formdata{'deleteall'} ne "")
while (<SAMPDETDATA>)

•

($sampledet, $first, $last, $email, $ext) = split(/\l/, $);
$sampline = <SAMPDATA>;
($samplename) = split(/\s/, $sampline);

•

if ($samplename eq $sampledet)

•

open (TEMPSANP, ">>$temp file")
&file open error ($ternp file)
print TEMPSAMP "$°;
close (TEMPSAt4P);

I

close (SANPDATA);
close (SAMPDETDATA);
rename($temp file, $sample sheet name);
&ReleaseLockFile ("$lock file");
* Delete .sdet file if it is empty
$scount = 0;
open (SAMPDATA, "$sheet name")

II

&file_open_error($sheet name);

while (<SAMPDATA>)
$scount++;

close (SAMPDATA);
if ($scount == 0)
unlink($sheet name);

4t

Delete .samp file if it is empty

$scount = 0;
open (SAMPDATA, "$sample sheet name")
&file open error ($sample sheet name)
while (<SAMPDATA>)
$scount++;

close (SAMPDATA);
•

if ($scount == 0)
unlink($sample sheet_name);

I
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•

# Delete the sample sheet path from the datastore if the sample file
# .samp is empty
&GetLockFile ("$lock file")
open (TEMPSAMP, ">$temp file")
close (TEMPSAMP);

•

I

&file open error($temp file);

open (IDATASTORE, "sdatastore file")
while (<DATASTORE>)

&file_open_error($datastore_file)

II

($nblimsid, $application, $abimachine, $dateof run,
$user first_name, $user surname, $project_name, $teamleader, $email,
$phone extension, $file sample_sheet_name, $computer) = split (/\I/,$);
•

if (open (TEMPCHECK, "$file sample sheet_name") == 1)
open (TEMPSAMP, ">>$temp_file")
print TEMPSAMP "$";
close (TEMPSAMP);

11

&file_open_error($temp_file);

close (DATASTORS);
rename($temp file, $datastore file);
close (TEMPCHECK);
# Update the counter file and release the lock

S

$counter = 0;
open (DATASTORE, "$datastore_file")
while (<DATASTORE>)

11

&file open error($datastore_file)

$counter++;

•

C,

unlink ($counter file);
open (COUNTER, ">$counter file")
print COUNTER "$counter";
close (COUNTER);

II

&file open error($counter_file)

&ReleaseLockFile ("$lock file")

# Show the buttons

•

•

&header ("Rifat NetsookingLlMS Sample successfully deleted");
end _of_html";
print <<"
<CENTER>\n<FONT SflE = \"+3\"> Your sample(s) have been deleted</FONT>\n
<2>
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "da y " VALUE = "Storm data('day'}">
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "month" VALUE = "$formdata('month')">
"year" VALUE = "$current_year">
"hidden" NAME
<INPUT TYPE

•

<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "run" VALUE = "$formdata{'run'}">
"hidden" NAME = "machine" VALUE = "$formdata{'machine'}">
<INPUT TYPE
"$formdata{'sarnp_av'}">
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "samp_av" VALUE
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "app" VALUE = "$form_data{'app'}">
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "max — no — lanes" VALUE =
"$formdata 'max no lanes' }">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "delete_sample_form" VALUE = "Return to Delete
Sample Form">
</TABLE>
c/FORM>

•
C/HTML>
end_of_html
exit;

•
4t
0

Auto Scheduling Form

0
000*000*00*000*000*0 Ut 000*000* OUt 000* OUt 000*000*000*0*000*004*0 OUt 00 OUt OUt 0
0
0 This module is activated when the user clicks on the AutoScheduling Report
0 button. It will get the priority of the user and passes it onto the
0 scheduling_form subroutine.

0
if ($formdata{ 'autoscheduling form' } ne
&header ("AutoScheduling of Samples");
$session file = $formdata{ 'session_file');
$session filename = "$authsessiondir/$sessionfile.dat";

I

0 Now pass the priority group of the user to the scheduling_form
0 subroutine.
&scheduling_form ( "$session_filename")

S

•

end of_html";
print <<"
<CENTER>
<P>
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME =
<INPUT TYPE = "reset" VALUE =
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME =
Booking">
C/CENTER>
</BODY></HTML>
end of html
exit;

"schedule—samples" VALUE = "Schedule Samples">
"Cancel">
"show booking table" VALUE = "Display Month
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Schedule Samples Algorithm

# This module consist of the algorithm used to schedule the samples specified
# by the user. The final output will be a static table advising the user with
# the best path to use to book his sample(s) according to his current priority.
•
if ($formdata{ 'schedule_samples' } ne

TTI1)

&header ("Sample Scheduling Report");

•

4 Implement error checking by first getting all the variables in the
ft %form data associative array into the array @form data. This will
ft give us all the variables whether they are empty or not
Øform data = keys (%form_data);

For every element in the @form data array, check to see if the
associated value in %form data has value.
# If not, then display the error message page and quit. The user
ft can return to the form by clicking the back button on the browser.
ft
ft

foreach $variable name (@form data)
if ($formdata($variable_name} eq ")
end_of_html";

print cc"

<CENTER><Hl>Scheduling Samples Error</H1>C/CENTER>
<BR>
"+3">
<BLOCKQUOTE><FONT SIZE
Sorry but you must enter something in the
<FONT COLOR=red> <B>$variablename</B></FONT> input
•
Please click the back button on your browser and try again.
</BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML>
end_of_html
exit;

S
ft Do error checking on the number of samples entered for scheduling
$total samples = $formdata{ 'number of samples' };
if ($total samples <= 0)
end _of_html";
print c<"
<CENTER><}ll>AutoSchedule Samples Error</Hl></CENTER>
<BR>
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C
<BLOCKQUOTE><FONT SIZE = "+3">
Sorry but the total number of samples to
be scheduled must be integer more than zero.<BR><BR>
Please click the back button on your browser and try again.
</BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML>
end of html
exit;

0

If Get the application details
$app

$formdata{'application'};

if ($app eq "appi")
$appl_name = "Sequencing";
.

else
$appl_name = "GeneScan";

If

Get the variables needed for the scheduling

Stoday_jul = &todayQ;
($rnonth_now, $day_now, $year_now, $weekday_now) = &jdate($today_jul);
flab_booking_header = ("Day", "Date", "$machineO AM", "$machinel AM",
"$machinel 0/N", "$machine2 AM", "$machine2 PM", "$machine2 0/N",
"$machine3 AM", "$rnachine3 PM", "$machine3 0/N")
@runs = ("Runl", "Run2", "Run3");
# Print the AutoScheduling Report for the user

•

•

end of_html";
print <C"
<CENTER>
<H1>Automated Sample Scheduling ReportC/Hl>
<H2>$current month name/$next month name - $current_year</H2>
<H4>NetEookingLlMS Software (Ver 1.6)</H4>
<H4><P>Author : Rifat Hamoudi, M.Sc. Computing Science project.
2000C/H4>
C/CENTER>
<HR>
<H4><ALIGN = "LEFT">
<B>CU>User Details</B>C/U><P>
$session first name $session last nameCER>
Name
$totalsamples<ZBR>
Number of samples to schedule
$appiname<BR>
Application
$session_group<BR>
User Priority
$sessionemail<P>
Email
</H4></ALIGN>
Report
<TABLE BORDER = "2" CELLPADDING = "4" CELLSPACING = "4">

•
end_of_html

•
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LA

foreach $tabheader (f4lab booking—header)
print "CTH>$tabheader</TH>"
LA

print "</TR>";

fl

This is the main scheduling algorithm. I have implemented a modified
(hybrid) first cone first serve with priority scheduling algorithm
to advise the user with the best path to book his sample(s) so that
they get ran. The user enters the total number of samples he wants to
to run and the software schedules it according to priority. The scheduling
is done using nested loops similar to the one used in displaying the
dynamic table, except that in each run the software checks the priority
of the user and if he is allowed to book it will display the number of
samples to book in blue, if the space is full it will display that, and
if the space is meant to be for another application then it will display
the application. If the user does not have access to that run under the
priority scheduling scheme then the software display "LEAVE" in the
static table cell.
There are 4 priorities, 1 is highest and 4 is lowest.
Details of maximum number of runs priorities are assigned per day are

S

GeneScan

Priority

4
3
2
1

4
3
2
1

1 (highest)
2
3
4 (lowest)

Sequencing

$firstweekday = &get_first_weekday(&jday($currentmOnth, 1, $current_year));
$days of month = pop(@mymonth);
$weekday = $firstweekday - 1;
for ($day number

1; $day number < $days_of_month; $daynumber++)

$weekday++;
if ($weekday > 6)
$weekday = 0;

riLA

foreach $machine (@machines)
if ($machine eq "3770")
if (($weekday

0) && ($weekday

6) && ($day_now < $day number))

print "<TD>$WEEKDAY_ARRAY{$weekday} CTD>$daynumber</TD>";
foreach $run (@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")

U
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if ($app eq "app2")

•

if (($session group eq "Priorityl") H ($session_group eq
"Priority2") II ($session_group eq "Priority3") II ($session group eq
"Priority4")
&schedule samples ($machine, $app, $session group,
$day_number, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
else
print "<TD><B>LEAVE</B>C/TD>";

else
print "<TD>Genescan</TD>";
•

if ($machine eq "377_1")
if (($weekday

0) && ($weekday

6) && ($day_now C $day_number))

foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")
if ($app eq "app2")
if ( ($session group eq "Priorityl") II ($session_group eq
"Priority2") II ($session group eq "Priority3")
&schedule_samples ($rnachine, $app, $session_group,
$day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
•

else
print "CTD>CB>LEAVEC/B></TD>";

else
rj

print "<TD>Genescan</TD>";

if ($run eq "Run2")
if ($app eq "appl")
•

•

if (($session group eq "Priorityl") H ($session group eq
"Priority2") 11 ($session_group eq "Priority3") II ($session group eq
"Priority4"))
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&schedule_samples ($machine, $app, $session group,
$day_number, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
else
print "<TD><B>LEAVE</B></TD>";

else
•
print "<TD>Sequencingc/TD>";

if ($machine eq "377_2")
if (($weekday

0) && ($weekday 1= 6)

&& ($day now C $day_number))

foreach $run (@runs)
if ($run eq "Runi")
if ($app eq "app2")

I

if ( ($session group eq "Priorityl")

($session group eq

"Priority2")

$day number,

&schedule_samples($machine, $app, $session group,
$currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
else
print "<TD><B>LEAVE</B>C/TD>";

•

else
print !u<TD>Genescan</TD>IP;

if ($run eq "Run2")
•
if ($app eq "appi")
if ( ($session group eq "Priorityl")
($session group eq "Priority3"))

($session_group eq

j

$day_number,

&schedulesaraples ($nachine, $app, $session group,
$currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
else

•

II

"Priority2")

print "<TD><B>LEAVE</B></TD>";

else

•

print "CTD>Sequencing</TD>";

if ($run eq "Run3")
•
if ($app eq "appi")
if ( ($session group eq "Priorityl") II ($sessiongroup eq
"Priority2")

•

&schedule_samples ($machine, $app, $session group,
$day_nuinber, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
else
print T<TD><B>LEAVE</B></TD>";

else
print "<TD>Sequencing</TD>";

if ($machine eq "3773")
if (($weekday 1= 0) && ($weekday 1 = 6) && ($day_now C $daynuniber))
foreach $run (@runs)
•

if ($run eq "Runl")
if ($app eq "app2")
if ($session group eq "Priorityl")

•

&schedule_samples ($machine, $app, $session_group,
$day_number, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
else
print "<TD>CB>LEAVEC/B></TD>";

else
•
print "<TD>Genescan</TD>";

I
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if ($run eq "Run2")
•
if ($app eq "appi")
if ($session_group eq "Priorityl")
&schedule samples ($machine, $app, $session group,
$day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
•
else
print "<TD><B>LEAVEC/B>c/TD>";

else
print "<TD>Sequencing</TtTh";

if ($run eq "Run3")
if ($app eq "appi")
print "<TD>CB>LEAVE</B></TD>";
else
print "<TD>Sequencing</TD>";
•

•

print "</TR>\n";
if ($weekday == 0)
print "C/TR>\n";

•

} # End of the first month display of the report for ($day number -. etc)

# Now start for the next month display
@nextmonth = &make_month_array(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $current_year));
$currentmonth++;
$firstweekday = &get first weekday(&jday($currentmonth, 1, $current year));
$days_of month = pop(@nextmonth);

•
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$weekday = $firstweekday - 1;
for ($day number = 1; $day number <= $days_of_month; $daynumber-f+)
•
$weekday++;
if ($weekday > 6)

$weekday = 0;
•
foreach $machine (@machines)
if ($machine eq •'377_0")
if (($weekday
•

0) && ($weekday != 6))

print "<TD>$WEEKDAYARRAY{ $weekday} <TD>$daynumber</TD>";
foreach $run (Iruns)
if ($run eq "Runi")
if ($app eq "app2")
if ( ($session group eq "Priorityl") 11 ($session group eq
"Priority2") I I ($session group eq "?riority3") I
($session group eq
"Priority4"))
&schedulesamples($machine, $app, $session_group,
$daynuxnber, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);

•

else
print "<TD><B>LETWE</B></TD>";

else
•

•

print "<TD>Genescan</TD>";

if ($machine eq "3771")
if (($weekday 1= 0) && ($weekday

foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Runl")
•
if ($app eq "app2")

•
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6))

I

if ( ($session group eq "Priorityl") H ($session_group eq
"Priority2") 11 ($session_group eq "Priority3"))
•

&schedule samples ($machine, $app, $session group,
$day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
else
print "<TD><B>LEAVE</B></TD>";

•
else
print "<TD>GeneScanc/TD>";

if ($run eq "Run2")

•

if ($app eq "appl")
if ( ($session group eq "Priorityl") II ($session group eq
"Priority2") 11 ($session_group eq "Priority3") J1 ($session group eq
"Priority4"))
&schedule_samples($machine, $app, $session group,
$day_number, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
else

•

H

print "CTD>CB>LSAVEC/B>C/TD>";

else
print !u<TD>sequencing</TD>IP;

S

if ($machine eq "377_2")
if (($weekday 1= 0) && ($weekday N 6))
foreach $run(@runs)

•

if ($run eq "Runl")
if ($app eq "app2")
if ( ($session_group eq "Priorityl") I ($session_group eq
"Priority2")
•
&schedule samples ($machine, $app, $session group,
$day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);

•
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else
print "<TD><B>LEAVE</B></TD>";

•

else
print "<TD>Genescan</TD>";
•
if ($run eq "Run2")
if ($app eq "appi")

•

"Friority2")

ii

if ( ($session group eq "Priorityl")
($session_group eq "Priority3"))

II

($session_group eq

&schedule samples ($machine, $app, $session_group,
$day_nuxnber, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
else
print "<TD><B>LEAV</B></TD>";

•
else

print "<TD>Sequencing</TD>";
•
if ($run eq "Run3")
if ($app eq "appi")
if (($session group eq "Priorityl")

II

($session group eq

"Priority2"))
&schedule_samples ($machine, $app, $session group,
$day_number, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
else
print "<TD><B>LEAVE</B></TD>";
•
else
print "<TD>Sequencingc/TD>";

}}

•
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if ($machine eq "377_3")
if (($weekday 1= 0) && ($weekday

6))

foreach $run(@runs)
if ($run eq "Run!")
if ($app eq "app2")
if ($session_group eq "Priority!")

•

&schedulesamples($machine, $app, $session group,
$day number, $currentrnonth, $currentyear, $run);
else
print "<TD><B>LEAVE</B></TD>";

•
else

print "<TD>Genescan</TD>";
•
if ($run eq "Run2")
if ($app eq "appi")
it ($session group eq "Priorityl")
&schedule samples ($machine, $app, $session group,
$day number, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $run);
else
print "<TD><B>LEAVE</B></TD>";
•
else
print "<TD>Sequencing</TD>";

•

if ($run eq "Run3")
if ($app eq "app!")
print "<TD><B>LAVE</B>C/TD>";
else

•

•

print "<TD>Sequencingc/TD>";
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n

•
print "</TR>\n";
if ($weekday == 0)

print "</TR>\n";
•

•

•

•

•

LA

•

print <<"
end of html";
</TABLE>
<CENTER>
<F>
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "autoscheduling form" VALUE = "Return to
Autoschedule Form">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "show booking table" VALUE = "Display Month
Booking">
C/CENTER>
</BODY></HTML>
end of html
exit;

fl
ft ft #it ft ##ft

#ftftftftft

ft #ftft ft #ftft#ftft

ft
ft

ftftft ftftft ft ftftft #0 #0

ft ft H ft H ft #### ft H ft #### Oft

##ft ft Oft

ft ft Ift

SQL Queries Form

ftft###ft##ft#ftftftftftftft#ft##ftft##ftft#ftft#ftftftftftft#ftftft#ftftftftftftftftft#ftftft#ftftftftftftftftftft#ftftftftjfftft#

•

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

ft
ft

This module is activated when the user clicks on the Lab Reports button.
Only the user with group name of Manager (i.e the Manager of the lab)
can access this module. This module generates a copy of the centralised
data store file and converts it to comma delimited format that is compatible
with SQL LOADER software from Oracle/SQL. It then executes SQL Loader to
read the records from the comma delimited ASCII file into a proper relational
databased called in this case nblirnsdb. This is so that it can be interrogated
further by sqlplus in the next module.

ftft##ft#ftftftftftftftftftftftft#ftft##ft#ftftftft#ftft#ft##ftft##ftft####ftftft##ft#ftftft#4tftftftftft#ft#ftft#ftftft#ftft
•

if ($formdata{'sqlqueriesform'} ne ")
ft

Print the header

&header ("SQL Queries form for Lab Reports");
ft
ft
ft

Now convert the data in the centralised datastore which is in
ASCII format to an ASCII format but comma delimited file with
the same name as the datastore but extension .sql

open (SQLDATA, ">$sqldata file") II &file open error($sqldatafile)
open (DATASTORE, "$datastore_file") Ii &file_open error($datastore file)

.

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

ft

Convert the data from the Ott! delimited datastore to "," delimited file
that is compatible with SQL Loader program. this is done by first
reading the data from the datastore into an array and then writing the
array elements with a comma between each value of the array.
To prevent the software from adding after the last field we mark it
with
and then convert ---, to nothing.

while (<DATASTORE>)
•

@datastore_fields = split(/\I/, $);
Qdatastore fields[$sort field]

ft

Read data into array

s/\/,/g;ft delimit date with comma

@datastore fields[$last field] .= "--.";

ft

Mark end of row with

foreach $row (@datastore fields)

S

$row = $row . ","; ft put comma between each array element
$row =- s/V-V-\,//g; ft get rid of
print SQLDATA $row; ft write data to SQL data file

close (DATASTORE);
close (SQLDATA);

ft

0

If the administrator of the software has set it to on then do
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•

# incremental upgrade into SQL by deleting the centralised datastore
# file after it has been converted and setting the counter to 0.
# This means that the .sql file will have the latest data and that
we don't get duplicate data
if ($deletedatastore eq "on")
unlink ($datastore file);
$counter = 0;
unlink ($counter file);
open (COUNTER, ">$counter file") J1 &file open error($counter file);
print COUNTER "$counter";
close (COUNTER);

•

•

# Set the path for Oracle/SQL at Department Computer Science, Birkbeck
# College.

It Rhea path

a

$ENV{"ORACLEMOME"} = "$rhea oracle home";
$ENV{ "ORACLE SID") = "$rheaoraclesid";
$ENV{ "TNS ADMI N " } = " $ rhea oracle tns admin";
$ENV{"TWOTASK"} = "$rhea oracle two task";
It
It
It
It

Build the command for sqlldr to covert the comma delimited ASCII
information into a proper ROBMS. The name of the RDBMS in this case
is nblimsdb and it is specified in the control file for sqlldr.
Make sure you run the sqlldr command in the background hence &

$command = "$sqlldr command SILENT=HEADER, FEEDBACK
USERID= $ username\/$password CONTROL=$sqlldr ctrl file LOG = $sqlldr log file &";
It Change the current directory to the SQL directory

chdir ("$sql_dir"),
S
It Now execute the sqlldr command using system call

system($command);
It Go back to the directory you were in
I

chdir

C

ii

It Now get the SQL form with a choice of 7 queries

$session file = $formdata( 'session_file' );
$session filename = "$authsessiondir/$sessionfile.dat";
&sqlforxn("$session filename");
•

I

print <C"
<CENTER>

end of html";
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•

<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "sql_queries" VALUE = " Generate SQL Query">
<INPUT TYPE = "reset" VALUE = "Cancel">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "show_booking_table" VALUE = "Display Month
Booking">
</CENTER>
</BODflC/HTML>
end _of_html
exit;

It

*

SQL Queries Algorithm

It
It#It#######It#######It###It######It##ItIt######It######It##It##ltIt###It##It####It###It###It
It
It This module contains the algorithm that is used to generate the Oracle/SQL
It queries from the user selection in the SQL Queries Form and the executes
It them running SQLPLUS and passing the query to it. The output is then parsed
It and displayed to the user.

It
######It##ItIt####It#It###############It###It##It##It######It#######It##It#It#It#It#ItIt#fl#
if ($form_data('sql_queries'} ne "")
&header ("SQL Laboratory Reports");

.

print <<"
end_of_html";
<CENTER>
<H2>SQL Queries Laboratory Reports</H2>
<H4>$current_month_name - $current_year<P>
NetBookingLlMS Software (Ver l.0)<BR>
<P>Author
Rifat Hamoudi, M.Sc. Computing Science project. 2000
</CENTER><P>
<BR>
<U>SQL Query Generated</U></H4>
end_of_html

ft
It
It Now we will generate the queries from what the user selected.
It First get parse the query and get rid of all the letters and keep
It the number to identify the query number.
It
•

$query = $formdata{'SQLQueries'};
$query = s/[a-zA-Z]//g;
* Next we append the $query to get the $application chosen via the
It associative array
$application = $form data ( "application$query" };

•

It Next we append the $query to the machine to get the machine chosen.

$machine = $form data{ "machine$query" };

•
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I

•

It Then convert the array identifier to the machine name. A is when
# the user wants to have a query with All machines.
if ($machine eq "A")
$machine = "A";
elsif ($machine == 0)

•
$machine = "3770";
elsif ($machine == 1)
"3771";

Smachine
•

elsif ($machine == 2)

$machine = "377211;
elsif ($machine == 3)
$machine = "3773";

0
It

.

•

Get the other query variable information

$teamleader = Storm_data { "teamleader$query" };
$teamleader = $TEAI4LEADER($teamleader);
$nblimsid = $formdata{"nblimsid$query"};
$firstname = $form_data{ "firstname$query" };
$surname = $form_data{"surname$query"};
$begin_day = $form data{ "begin_day$query" };
$begin_month = $form_data{"beginmonth$query"};
$begin_year = $ form_data { "begin year$query" I;
$begin year = $YEARARRAY{$beginyear};
Send —day = $formdata{ "end_day$query" H
$end_month = $form_data{"end_month$query"};
send_year = $form data { "end year$query" };
Send year = $YEARARRAY{$endyear};

ft
print "app = $application, machine = $machine, query = $query, teami =
$teamleader, nblimsid = $nblims±d, firstname = $firstname, surname = $surname,
day = $begin_day, month = $MONTH ARRAY{$begin month), year = $begin year, to day
= send —day, month = $MONTEI ARRAY{$end month), year = send—year";

It
It

It Now we carry out queries parsing and generate the query
It

S
It

it

0

Query

& 2

if C ($query == 1) 11 ($query

2))

@field_header = ("Application", "Machine", "Day", "Month", "Year");
$sql = "SELECT DISTINCT application, machine, day, month, year\n";
$sql .= "FROM $sqldb\n";
"WHERE ";
$sql
•

if ($application eq "both")
if ($machine eq "A")
$sql .= "((day >= $begin_day) AND (month >=
$beqin month) AND (year >= $begin year)) AND ((day <= send_day) AND (month C=
$end month) AND (year <= send_year));";

•

else
$sql -= "((machine = '$machine') AND ((day >
$begin_day) AND (month >= $begin month) AND (year >= $begin_year)) AND ((day <=
send— day) AND (month <= $end month) AND (year <= $end_year)fl;";
elsif ($application eq "appi")
if ($machine eq "A")
$sql .= "((application like \'\%SEQ\%\') AND (day >=
$begin day) AND (month >= $begin month) AND (year >= $begin year) AND (day <=
Send— day) AND (month <= send —month) AND (year <= send_year));";
else
$sql
"((application like \'\%SEQ\%\') AND (machine =
'$machine') AND (day >= $begin day) AND (month >= $begin month) AND (year >=
$beqin year) AND (day <= Send day) AND (month <= Send_month) AND (year C=
Send year));";

elsif ($application eq "app2")
if ($machine eq "A")

•

$sql
"((application like \'\%GS\%\') AND (day >=
$begin day) AND (month >= $beqin_month) AND (year >= $beqin year) AND (day c=
Send — day) AND (month <= $end month) AND (year <= Send _year));";
else

•

$sql .= "((application like \'\%GS\%\') AND (machine =
'$machine') AND (day >= $begin day) AND (month >= $begin month) AND (year >=
$begin_year) AND (day <= Send day) AND (month <= Send month) AND (year <=
Send—year));";
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•

# Query
It

elsif ($query == 3)
@field_header

S

("Team Leader", "Machine", "Day", "Month", "Year");

$sql = "SELECT DISTINCT teamleader, machine, day, month, year\n";
$sql .= "FROM $sqldb\n";
if ($machine eq "A")
$sql .= "WHERE ((teamleader = '$teamleader') AND ((day >
$begin day) AND (month >= $beqin month) AND (year >= $begin_year)) AND ((day C=
Send — day) AND (month <= $end_month) AND (year <= send—year)));";
else

•

$sql .= "WHERE ((teamleader
'$teamleader') AND (machine =
'$machine') AND ((day >= $begin day) AND (month >= $begin month) AND (year >=
$begin_year)) AND ((day <= $end day) AND (month c= $end_month) AND (year <
send_year) ) );";

It Query 4

S

It

elsif ($query == 4)
Qfield header = ("Project Name", "Team Leader", "Machine", "Day",
"Month", "Year");

S

$sql = "SELECT DISTINCT projname, teamleader, machine, day, month,
year\n";
$sql .= "FROM $sqldb\n";
if ($machine eq "A")

•

$sql .= "WHERE ((teamleader = '$teamleader') AND ((day >
$begin_day) AND (month >= $begin_month) AND (year >= $begin year)) AND ((day <
send —day) AND (month C= send—month) AND (year <= $end_year)fl;";
else

•

•

$sql .= "WHERE ((teamleader = '$teamleader') AND (machine =
'$machine') AND ((day >= $begin day) AND (month >= $begin month) AND (year >=
$begin year)) AND ((day <= Send day) AND (month C= Send month) AND (year <=
$end_year)fl;";

ft
ft

Query

ft
ft

elsif ($query

5)

@field header = ("Firstname", "Surname", "Project", "Application",
"Machine", "Day", "Month", "Year")
$sql = "SELECT DISTINCT firstname, surname, projname, application,
machine, day, month, year\n";
$sql .= "FROM $sqldb\n";
if ($machine eq "A")
*

$sql -= "WHERE ((firstname = '$firstname') AND (surname
'$surname') AND ((day >= $beqin day) AND (month > $begin_month) AND (year >=
$begin year)) AND ((day <= $end_day) AND (month <= $end month) AND (year <=
$end_year)));";
else
$sql
"WHERE ((firstname = '$firstname') AND (surname =
'$surname') AND (machine = '$machine') AND ((day >= $begin day) AND (month >=
$begin month) AND (year >= $begin_year)) AND . ((day <= $end day) AND (month <=
$endmorith) AND (year <= $end_year)));";

if ((firstname eq "") II (surname eq

""H

print "eroor surname firstname\n";
exit;

S
ft

Query 6

ft
ft

elsif ($query == 6)
øfield header = ("NBLIMSID", "Application", "Machine", "Day",
"Month", "Year", "Firstname", "Surname", "Project", "Team Leader", "Email",
"Phone", "Sample Sheet Location", "Computer Type");
$sql = "SELECT DISTINCT \*\n;
$sql .= "FROM $sqldb\n";
$sql
"WHERE (nblid = '$nblimsid');";

0
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It Query 7
It

elsif ($query == 7)
@ field_header = ("NBLIMSID", "Application", "Machine", "Day",
"Month", "Year", "Firstname", "Surname", "Project", "Team Leader", "Email",
"Phone", "Sample Sheet Location", "Computer Type");
"SELECT DISTINCT \*\n';
$sql
$sql .= "FROM $sqldb\n";
if ($machine eq "A")
•

$sql
"WHERE ((day >= $begin_day) AND (month >=
$beqin month) AND (year >= $begin year)) AND ((day C= $end day) AND (month
$end month) AND (year <= $endyear));";

C=

else

•/

$sql
"WHERE ((machine = '$machine') AND ((day >=
$begin day) AND (month >= $begin month) AND (year >= $begin year)) AND ((day <=
$end_day) AND (month <= $end month) AND (year < $endyear)fl;";
}
else
if ($query != 2)

•

S

•

print "<STRONG><P> You need to choose one of the queries provided on
the form. <P>Click on the back button to return to the query form.</STRONG>CP>";
exit;

II

open(SQLQLJERYFILE, ">$sqlquery_file")
&file open error($sqlquery file);
print SQLQIJERYFILE "SET LINESIZE 1000\n";
print SQLQUERYFILE "SET HEADING OFF\n";
print SQLQTJERYFILE "SET COLSEP \'\I\'\n";
print SQLQUERYFILE "$sql\n";
print SQLQUERYFILE "EXIT;\ri";
close (SQLQUERYFILE);
print <<"

end_of_html";

<BLOCKQUOTE>
$ sql
</BLOCKQUOTE>
<H4>
<U>Query Result Table</U></H4>
end of html
$ENv{ "ORACLE HOME" } = $rhea oracle home;

0
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rj

$ENV{ "ORACLE SID"} = $rheaoraclesid;
$ENV{ "TNS ADMIN" } = $rheaoracletnsadxnjn;
$ErW{ "TWO TASK" } = $rheaoracletwotas)c;

open (SQLPLUSPIPE, "$sqlpluscornmartd -silent $username/$password
\@$sqlquery file I");

if ($query 1= 2)
$format table =
$headerfonnat =
foreach (@field header)
$format table .=
$header_format .=

$format table .= "C/PR>";
$header format .=
It Print the header for the columns to be returned

S

print "<TABLE BORDER>\n";
printf $header format
"\n", @field_header;
$rowcount = 0;
while (<SQLPLUSPIPE>)

•

if ($

I\!/)
s/\I *\II\I\j/g;
/A *//;

$rowcount++;
$format table .=
@field_values = split(/\I/);
printf ($format table, @field values);

close (SQLPLUSPIPE);
# unlink("$sqlquery file")

S

print "</TABLE><P>\n";

else
$rowcount = 0;
•

while (<SQLPLUSPIPE>)
if ($_ =-

S

AM
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fl

$rowcount+i-;

print "<STRONG><P> Total number of bookings =
$rowcount</STRONG><P>";
close (SQLPLUSPIPE);

•

if ($rowcount

0)

print "<P><STRONG>No Records Found in the database NBLIMSDB
or Oracle/SQL is down</STRONG><P>";

•

.

rj

S

0

print <<"
<CENTER>

end of html";

<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "sql_queries form" VALUE = "Return to SQL
Queries Form">
<INPUT TYPE = "submit" NAME = "show_booking table" VALUE = "Display Month
Booking">
</CENTER>
c/BODY>
C/HTML>
end of html
exit;

I

it

FORMS SUBROUTINES

it

I
it1t#itit##it###it#4t###itit##it##it###it##it##itit##it###it#####4it##it###itit#4###t#######it###it#
it
it

Implementation of the subroutines that specify the forms.

it

S
it

sequencing submission form

it
it
it

•

it This subroutine generates the sequencing application form to the user.
it This is implemented by writing PERL code that generates HTML code which
it accesses the relevant information specified in netbookinglims.conf
it

it

Input parameters are

it

it

$session_filename needed to remember and display the user information

it###it##ititit##it#####it#it##it###############itit###it########ltlt#######it##it####it####ltit
sub sequencing_submission_form
local ($session filename) =
open(SESSION, "$session filename") H &fileopen_error($session_filename);
It Display header information

•

print <<.'
end_of_html";
<CENTER>
<H4>$current month_name - $current_year NetBookingLlMS Software (Ver
l.0)<BR>
<P>Author : Rifat Hamoudi M.Sc. Computing Science project. 2000
C/CENTER>
CHR></H4>
end_of_html
while (<SESSION>)

•

($sessionusername, $session group, $session first name,
$session last name, $session_email, $session_phone) = split(/\II, $);
close (SESSION);
it

Display the user information from the $session_file

if ($session first name ne liii)
print <<"
end of html";
<TABLE BORDER = "0" CELL
SPACING
"2" CELLPADDING = "2">

0
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<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>User Name</TH>
CTD>$sessjon first name $session last name</TD>
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT-'>
<TH>Email</TH>
CTD>$sessionemail</TD>
CTR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Phone Extension</TH>
<TD>$sessionphone</TD>

•

end_of_html

•

It

•

Project text box

print <C"
end _of_html";
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<Tft>Project Name<ITH>
CTD><INPUT TYPE = "text" NAME = "project name" SIZE = "60"
MAXLENGTH
end_of_html
$ Sequencing type pop down menu
print <C"
end of html";
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TU>Sequencing Application</TH>
CTD>
<SELECT NAME = "application">
end_of_html

•

foreach $seqapp_value (@seqapp_values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$seqapp value\">$SEQAPP{$seqapp value} \n";

It

Team leader pop down menu

print <C"
end of html";
</SELECT></TD></TR>

•

<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
CTH>Team Leader</TH>
<TD>
<SELECT NAME= "team_leader">
end_of_html
foreach $teamleader value (@teamleader values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$teamleader value\">$TEAt4LEADER{ $teamleader value } \n";

$ Computer data pop down menu

•

.

end _of_html";
print cc"
</SELECT></TD></TR>
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Computer to send data</T}{>
<TD>
<SELECT NAME = "computer">
end_of_html
•

foreach $computer value (@computer values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$computer value\ ">$COMPUTER{ $computer value) \n";

It Put the user first name before sample choice pop down menu
LA

•

print <C'
end_of_html";
</SELECT></TD></TR>
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Put your name in<BR>front of sample?</TH>
<TD>
<SELECT NAME= "insert name">
end of html
foreach $insert name value (@insert name values)
print "<OPTION VALUE
\"$insertnamevalue\">$INSERTNAME{$insertnamevalue}\n";

It

Sample sheet textarea for users to type or paste sample sheet into

print <C"

•

•

</SELECT></TD>
<ITR>
<TR ALIGN=LEFT>
<TH>Sample
(Type sample namecBR>
and press Enter or use<BR>
NBSAI4PGEN then cut<BR>
and paste into area.cBR>
Name must end in <BR>
Letter or Number) C/TM>
<TD><TEXTAREA WRAP = "virtual" NAME = "sample—sheet" ROWS = "10"
COLS = "30">c/TEXTAREA></TO>
C/TABLE>
end_of_html

•

•

end_of_html";

r

seq_run details

I

# This subroutine implements the algorithm used to generate the dynamic
* booking table.
*
# Input parameters are
•
4
*
*
4
*
4

specifies the run number
$run
$machine : instrument ID
$length
the length of sequencing run (e.g. short or long)
$day number, $current month, $current_year needed for the date

•
sub seq_run_details
local ($run, $day number, $currentrnonth, $currentyear, $machine, $length)

4 Get the data and setup the variables
if ($run eq "Run2")
$runno = 2;

if ($run eq "Run3")
$runno = 3;

$max lanes = 64;
$samples_booked = 64;

S

4 Build the sample sheet filename from the data obtained
$sample_sheet_name = "./samples/$machinelSEQ";
$sample sheet name . =
"$day_number\_$currentmonth\_$currentyear\_$machine\_$runno\ . samp";

•

4 If the sample sheet filename exists then count
4 the number of samples.
if (open(SAME', $sample sheet name) == 1)
$no_samples_booked = 0;
while (<SAN?>)

•

$nosamples_booked++;
$samples booked = $max lanes - $no_samples booked;

0
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I
close (SAMP);

.

.

in

$run length = $length;
$appl
* Setup the run-specific variables in a list that will
It be passed as hidden variables used to maintain the
It state of the web pages and identify the specific
It information relating to the run at each step of
It the data flow
$run variable list
$run variable list = ITday=$daynumber&month=$currentmonthTl;
$run variable - list =
&year=$currentyear&machine=$machine&run=$run_no";
$run variable list .= "&samp av-$formdata( 'samp av' )";
$run_ variable_list . "&max_no_lanes=$max_lanes&app=$appl";
$run variable list .= "&session file = $session file';
$run_variable_list = "&month booking update=on';

It
It If the run has space then display a hyperlink with the
It application the run length and the number of samples
It available out of the total number of samples. The hyperlink

It will have the run-specific data from the $run_variable_list
* above which is used to maintain the state.
It

if ($samples booked == 0)
•

print "<TD>CA HREF= \ "$this script url?$run variable list\ ">SEQ$runlengthcsR>
FULL RUN</A></TD>";
else

print "<TD><A HREF=\"$this_script_url?$run_variable_list\ °>SEQ$runlengthcBR>
$samples _booked/$max lanes</FONT></A></TD>";
•

S

I

0
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I

if

genescan submission form

It

.

if

if
It
It

This subroutine generates the GeneScan application form to the user.
This is implemented by writing PERL code that generates HTML code
accesses the relevant information specified in netbookinglims.conf

which

if

S

It

Input parameters are

It
if

$session_filename : needed to remember and display the user information

It
####It#ItItIt#ifif##ifItIt##It#It#ItIt#ifItIt#It#ifItif#ifItIt##ItIt#ItIt##It#ifIt#if#It#ifif##ifIt####ItIt##ItItIt##It

sub genescan submission_form
S

local ($session filename) =
open(SESSION, "$session filename") 11 &file_open_error($session_filename);

while (<SESSION>)

S

($sessionusername, $session group, $session first name,
$session last name, $session email, $session phone) = split(/\I/, $_)
close (SESSION);

I

S

end_of_html";
print <<"
<CENTER>
<H4>$current month name - $current year
NetBookingLlMS Software (Ver 1.0)<BR>
<P>Author
Rifat Hamoudi, M.Sc. Computing Science project.
2000
C/CENTER>
<HR>< /114>
end_of_html
if ($session first name ne ")

•

•

I

print <C"
end_of_html";
<TABLE BORDER = "0" CELLSPACING = "2" CELLPADDING = "2">
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>liser Name</TH>
<TD>$session first name $session last name</TD>
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Email</TH>
<TD>$sessionemailC/TD>
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Phone Extension</TH>
<TD>$sessionphone</TD>
</T R>
end of html

n

•

S

•

print <<"
end_of_html";
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Project Name<ITH>
<TD><INPUT TYPE = "text" NAME
MAXLENGT}3 =
</ TR>
end_of_html

"project name" SIZE = "60"

print <C"
end of html";
</ T D>
C/PR>
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>GeneScan Application</TH>
<TO>
<SELECT NAME = "application">
end_of_html
foreach $gsapp value (@gsapp_values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$gsappvalue\">$GSAPP{$gsappvalue}\n";

•

print <C"
end _of_html";
</SELECT></TD></TR>
<PR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Team Leader</TR>
<TD>
<SELECT NAME= "team leader">
end of html
foreach $teamleader value (@teamleader values)

*

print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$teamleader value\ ">$TEAMLEADER( $teamleader value} \n";

foreach $pre_ determined _value (@gs sample sheets values)
•

print "<OPTION VALUE =
\"$pre_determined_value\">$GS_SAMPLE_SHEETS

t

$pre determined value } \n";

print <C"
end_of_html";
</SELECT></TD></TR>
•

<PR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Computer to send data</TH>
CT D>
<SELECT NAME= "computer">
endo f_html
foreach $computer value (@computer values)

•

•

print "<OPTION VALUE =
\"$computer_value\">$COMPUTER{ $computer_value } \n";
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•

•

print <C"
end of html";
</SELECT>C/TD></TR>
CTR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Put your name in<BR>front
<TD>
<SELECT NAME= "insert name">
endo f_html

of sample?</TH>

foreach $insert name value (@insert name values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\"$insertnamevalue\">$INSERTNAME($insertnamevalue}\n";

•

•

fl
0

print <<"
end of html";
</SELECT></TO>
</TR>
<TR ALIGN=LEFT>
<TH>Sample SheetCBR><BR>
(Type sample name<BR>
and press Enter or use<BR>
NBSANPGEN then cut<BR>
and paste into area.<BR>
Name must end in <BR>
Letter or Number)</TH>
<TD><TEXTAREA WRAP = "virtual" NAME =
COLS = "30"></TEXTAREA></TD>
</TR>
C/TABLE>
end_of_html

"sample—sheet" ROWS = "10"

.

gsrun details
•

It This subroutine implements the algorithm used to generate the dynamic
It booking table.
It

* Input parameters are
•
$run
specifies the run number
$ $machine instrument ID
It
It
It

$day_number, $current month, $current year : needed for the date

It
It

0$ It###*## *######$### 0* 0* ####$###It##$### $### It #0 ###$####It 0$ It It#$

sub gs run details
local ($run, $day_number, $currentmonth, $currentyear, $machine) =

•

$runno
1;
$max lanes = 36;
$samples_booked = 36;
$sample_sheet_name = ". /samples!$machine/GS";
$sample_sheet_name . =
"$daynumber\$currentmonth\$currentyear\$machine\$runno\ samp";
It print "$sample sheet name";

•

if (open(SAMP, $sample_sheet name) == 1)
$no samples booked = 0;
while (<SANP>)
$no samples booked++;
$nosamples_booked = $no_samples_booked I 4;
$samples_booked = $max lanes - $no samples booked;
close(SAMP);

•

$appl =
$run variable list =
$run_variable list = "day=$daynumber&month=$currentmonth";
$run variable — list =
—
"&year=$currentyear&machine=$machine&run=$runno";
$run_variable — list .= "&samp_av= $form_data{ 'samp_av' }";
$run variable list .
"&max_no_lanes=$maxjanes&app=$appl";
$run variable list .= "&session file = $session file";
$run_yariablejist . = "&month_booking_update=on";
if ($samples booked == 0)
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print "CTD><A HREF = \"$this script url?$run variable list\">GS<BR>
FULL RUNC/A>C/TD>";
•

else
print "<TD><A }IREF = \ "$this script url?$run variable list\">GS<SR>
$sarnplesbooked/$maxlanes</A>c/TD>";

rj

•

S

S

S

S

0

LA

scheduling_form
•

# This subroutine generates the scheduling form to the user.
# Input parameters are
It

•

It

$session filename needed to remember and display the user information

It

sub scheduling_form
local ($session filename) =
LJ

open(SESSION, "$session_filename") II &file open error($session filename);
while (<SESSION>)

•

($session_username, $session group, $session first name,
$session last name, $session email, $session phone) = split(/\I/, $);
close (SESSION);

a

V

•

•

•

0

print <<"
end_of_html";
<CENTER>
<H2> Automated Sample Scheduling Form </H2>
<H4>$current month name - $current_year<P>
NetBookingLlMS Software (Ver 1.0)<BR>
<P>Author : Rifat Hamoudi, M.Sc. Computing Science project.
2000
</CENTER>
<HR></H4>
end_of_html
if ($session first name ne ")
print <C'
end _of_html";
<TABLE BORDER = "0" CELLSPACING
"2" CELLPADDING = "2">
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>User Name</TH>
<TD>$session first name $session last name</TD>
CTR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Email</TH>
<TD>$sessionemail</TD>
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Phone Extensiort</TH>
<TD>$sessionphone</TD>
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>User Priority</TH>
<TD>$session_group</TD>
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.

end of html

•

print <C'
end _of html";
<PR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Application</TH>
<PD>
<SELECT NAME = "application">
end_of_html

•

foreach $app value (@app values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$appvalue\">$APP{$appvalue}\n";

•

•

print <<"
end of_html";
</SELECT></TD></TR>
<TR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>Enter number of <BR>
samples to schedule</TH>
<TD><INPUT TYPE = "text" NAME = "number of samples" SIZE = "20"
t4AXLENGTH =
</TR>
</TABLE>
end_of_html

•

•

.

0
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schedule samples
•

# This subroutine implements the algorithm used to generate the static
It scheduling table.
It

It Input parameters are
•
specifies the run number
$run
instrument ID
$machine
# $app
the application type
It $session_group this passes the user priority
It $day number, $current month, $current year needed for the date
It
It

It

•
sub schedule_samples
local ($machine, $app, $session group, $day number, $currentmonth,
$currentyear, $run) =

It If the application chosen is sequencing application
if ($app eq "appi")
if ($total samples >= 1)
It

Build the sample file name from the data given

$max lanes =
$run number
$ run number
$date of run
$ sample_file
"SEQ$dateo frun\$mach

64;
= $run;
= "$daynumber\$currentmonth\$currentyear"
= "$sample_ sheet _dir$machine\/".
Lne\$run_number. samp";

It If the sample file exist then count the number of samples
if (-e $sample_file)
$scount = 0;
open (TEMP, "$sample - file")
•

II &file -open error($sample file);

while (C]?EMP>)
$scount-i-+;
close (TEMP);
It

Update the count so that it has the available number

$scount = $max lanes - $scount;

•
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It If the total number of samples to be scheduled is more
It than the maximum lanes in a run then check if the number
it available is not zero and is less than the maximum lanes,
it if so then display in blue color the word Book_ followed
it by the all available space. Otherwise display the word
it FULL—RUN
if ($total_samples > $max_lanes)
if (($scount != 0) && ($scount C $max lanes))

•

print "CTD><FONT COLORV'b1ue\">
<B>Book$scount</B></FONT>C/TD>";
$total samples = $total samples - $scount;
else
•

print "<TD>FULLRUN</TD>";

else

•

It
it
it
It
It

Here the implementation
space, e.g. if the user
has 4 spaces left on it
scheduling by putting 4
on the next

is for booking partial run
has 6 samples and the run
then fit it on FCFS
samples on this gel and 2

It

if (($total samples > $scount) && ($scount >= 1))
print "<TD><FONT COLOR=\"blue\">
CB>Book$scountC/B>C/FONT></TD>";
$scount = $total_samples - $scount;
$total_samples = $scount;
•

elsif ($scount == 0)
print "<TD>FULLRUN</TD>";
else

•

print "<TD>CFONT COLOR=\"blue\">
<B>Book$totalsamplesC/B>C/FONT></TD>";
$total_samples = $total samples - $scount;

else
if ($total samples C $max lanes)
•
print "<TD)<FONT COLOR=\"blue\">
CB>Book_$total_samplesC/B></ FONT></TD>";

•

Lfl

else
print "<TD>CFONT COLOR=\"blue\">
<B>Book$maxlanes</B></FONT></TD>";
$total samples = $total samples - $max lanes;

else
It If this run is not needed for samples then dispay FREE and
It the total number of available lanes (space)
print "<TD>FREE_$max_lanes</TD>";
S
It

Do exactly the same scheduling but for GeneScan

if ($app eq "app2")
if ($total samples >= 1)
$max lanes = 36;
$run number = $run;
sI[a_zA_Z]*I/;
$run number
$date of run = "$daynumber\$currentmonth\$currentyear"
$s ample_file = "$sample sheet dir$machine\/".
"GS$dateofrun\$machi e\$runnuxnber. samp";
if Ne $sample file)
$scount = 0;
open (TEMP, "$sample file") H &file open error($sample file);
while (<TEMP>)
S
$scount-4-+;
close (TEM?);

rj

$scount = $scount / 4;
$scount = $max lanes - $scount;
if ($total_samples > $max_lanes)
if (($scount C $max lanes) && ($scount != 0))
print "<TD><FONT COLOR\TTblue\IT>
<B>Book$scount</B>C/FONT>C/TD>";
$total samples = $total_samples - $scount;
else
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print "<TD>FULLRUN</TD>";

else

•

if ($total samples > $scount)

•

print "CTD><FONT COLOR=\°blue\">
<B>Book$scount</B></FONT></TD>";
$scount = $total_sanples - $scount;
$total samples = $scount;
else
print 'T <TD>CFONT COLOR = \ "blue\">
CB>Book$totalsamples</B>C/FONT></TD>';
$total samples = $total samples - $scount;

S
else
if ($total_samples C $max_lanes)
•

print "CTD><FONT COLOR=\"blue\T>
<B>Book$totalsamplesC/B></FONT></TD>";
else
print °CTD><FONT COLOR=\"blue\">
CB>Book$maxlanesC/B></FONT>C/TD>'t;

0

$total samples

$total samples - $max_lanes;

else
print "CTD>FREE_$max_lanesC/TD>";
•

}

S

S
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sql form
•

•

It
It This subroutine generates SQL form with 7 form based queries to the user.
It
* Input parameters are
It
It $session filename needed to remember and display the user information
It

sub sql_form
•

local ($session filename) =
open(SESSION, "$session_filename") II &file open error($session filename);

while (<SESSION>)

•

($sessionusername, $session group, $session first name,
$session last name, $session email, $session_phone) = split(/\j/, $);
close (SESSION);

-

print <C"
end of html";
<CENTER>
<H2> SQL Queries Form for Laboratory Reports</H2>
<H4>$current month name - $currentyear<P>
NetBookingLlt4S Software (Ver 1.0)<BR>
<P>Author
Rifat Hamoudi, M.Sc. Computing Science project. 2000
</CENTER><P>
<HR>< / H 4>
end of html
if ($session first name ne "")

•
print CC"
end of html";
<TABLE BORDER = "0" CELLSPACING = "2" CELLPADDING = "2">
<PR ALIGN "LEFT">
<TH>User Name :
<TD>$session first name $session last name</TD>
<ITR>

•

<PR ALIGN = "LEFT">
<TH>User Priority : c/TM>
<TD>$session_group</TD>
C/Ta>
C/TABLE>
endo f_html

•

•
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It
* Query 1 Audit
It

•

It Find $application booked on $machine between specified period of time
It

•

print <C"
end_of_html";
<TABLE BORDER = "0" CELLSPACING = "2" CELLPADDING = "2">
CTR ALIGN = "LEFT">
CH3><B><U>Audit Report Queries</U></B></H3><P>
end of html
print "<INPUT TYPE = \"radio\" NAME = \"SQLQueries\"";
print "VALUE = \ "Queryl \ >\ri;

•

print <<"
end_of_html";
Find
<SELECT NAME = "applicationl">
end_of_html
foreach $app value (@app sql_values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$appvalue\">$APPSQL{$appvalue}\n";

end of html";
print <<"
C/SELECT>
applications booked on machine
<SELECT NAME = "machinel">
end_of_html
foreach $machine value (@machines sql values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$machine value\ ">$MACHINE SQL ARRAY { $machine value } \n";

•

print <<"
end_of_html";
</5 ELECT>
between<BR> day
<SELECT NAME "begin dayl">
end_of_html
foreach $day_value (@day_values)

I

print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$dayvalue\">$DAYARRAY($dayvalue}\n";

print <C"
end_of_html";
</5 ELECT>
month
<SELECT NAME = "begin_monthi">
end_of_html
foreach $month value (@month values)
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L

print "<OPTION VALUE =
\"$rnonthvalue\">$MONTHARRAY{$monthvalue}\n";

S

•

print <C"
end_of_html";
C/SELECT>
year
<SELECT NAME = "begin yearl">
end_of_html
foreach $year value (@year values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$year_value\">$YEAR_ARRAY{$year_value}\n";

•

print <<"
end of html":
<IS ELECT>
and<BR> day
<SELECT NAME = "end_dayl">
end_of_html
foreach $day_value (@day values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$dayvalue\">$DAY_ARRAY($day_value}\n";

print <<"

end_of_html";

<Is ELECT>
month
<SELECT NAME = "end monthl">
end_of_html
•

foreach $month value (@month values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$month value\ ">$MONTH ARRAY ( $month value } \n";

•

print <<"
end_of_html";
C/SELECT>
year
<SELECT NAME "end yearl">
end_of_html
foreach $year_value (@year_values)

•

print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$year_value\">$YEAR_ARRAY{$year_value}\n";

I
I

# Query 2 Audit
# Count $application booked on $machine between specified period of time

print <C"
C/SELECT>

end of html";

<P>
end_of_html
print "<PD>";
print "<INPUT TYPE = \"radio\" NAME = \"SQL_Queries\";
print "VALUE=\"Query2\">\n";
print <<"
•

end of html";
Count the number of
<SELECT NAME = "application2">
end_of_html
foreach $app_value (@app sql values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$appvalue\">$APPSQL($app_value}\n";

print <C"
end of html";
C/SELECT>
applications booked on machine
<SELECT NAME = "machine2">
end_of_html
foreach $machine value (@machines sql values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\"$machinevalue\">$MACHINESQLARRAY($machinevalue}\n";

•

end_of_html";
print <C"
C/SELECT>
between<BR> day
<SELECT NAME = "begin day2">
end_of_html
foreach $day value (@day values)

I

print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$dayvalue\">$DAY_ARRAY($day_value}\n";

end_of_html";
print <C
</SELECT>
month
<SELECT NAME = "begin month2">
end_of_html
•

foreach $month value (@month values)
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I
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$month value\">$MONTH ARRAYf $month value } \n";

print <C"
end_of_html";
C/SELECT>
year
<SELECT NAME = "begin_year2">
end_of_html
•

foreach $year value (@year values)
print "<OPTION VALUE \"$year_value\">$YEAR_ARRAY{$year_value}\n";

•

print <C"
end_of_html";
</SELECT>
and <BR> day
<SELECT NAME = "end day2">
end_of_html
foreach $day value (f9day_values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$dayvalue\">$DAYARRAYI$dayvalue}\n";
end_of_html";
print <C"
C/S ELECT>
month
<SELECT NAME "end month2">
end_of_html

•

foreach $month value (@month values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$month value\ ">$MONTH ARRAY { $month value) \n";
print <C"

•

end of_html";

C/SELECT>

year
<SELECT NAME = "end year2">
end_of_html
foreach $yea_value (@year_values)
•

print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$yearvalue\">$YEARARRAY{$yearvalue}\n";

•

•
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I

It Query 3 Usage
It

Find $teamleader bookings on $machine between specified dates

It

print <C"
end—of html";
C/SELECT>
C/TABLE>
<P>
<fiR>
<2>
<TABLE BORDER = "0" CELLSPACING = 11 2" CELLPADDING =

11211>

<H3><B><(J>Usage Report Queries<IU></B><1H3><P>
•

end_of_html

print "<INPUT TYPE
\"radio\" NAME = \"SQLQueries\";
print "VALUE=\"Query3\">\n";
end _of html";
print <C"
Find the team leader
<SELECT NAME = "teamleader3">
end_of_html
foreach $teamleader value (@teamleader values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\"$teamleadervalue\">$TEAMLEADERj$teamleadervalue}\n";

I

end_of_html";
print <C"
</5 ELECT>
bookings on machine
<SELECT NAME = "machine3">
end of html
foreach $machine_value (@machines_sql_values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$machine value\ ">$MACHINE SQL ARRAY { $machine value } \n";

•

print <C"
end _of_html";
</5 ELECT>
between<BR> day
<SELECT NAME = "begin day3">
end of html
foreach $day_value (@day values)

I

0

print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$dayvalue\">$DAY_ARRAY($day_value}\n";
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print <C"
end_of_html";
</5 ELECT>
month
<SELECT NAME = "begin month3">
end_of_html
foreach $month value (@month values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$month value\ ">$MONTH ARRAY ( $month value } \n";

I

end_of_html";
print <<"
C/SELECT>
year
<SELECT NAME = "begin year3">
end_of_html
foreach $year value (@year_values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$year_value\">$YEAR_ARRAY{$year_value)\n";

.

print <C"
end_of_html";
C/SELECT>
and<BR> day
<SELECT NAME = "end_day3">
end_o f_html
foreach $day value (@day values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$dayvalue\">$DAYARRAY{$day_value}\n";

end_of_html";
print <C"
C/SELECT>
month
<SELECT NAME = "end month3">
end of html
foreach $month value (@month values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$month value\ ">$MONTH ARRAY ( $month value } \n";

end_of_html";
print CC"
<IS ELECT>
year
<SELECT NAME = "end year3">
end of html
foreach $year_value (@year_values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$year_value\">$YEAR_ARRAY{$year_value}\n";
I

0
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It
It Query 4 Usage
It

It Find all the projects managed by $teamleader and booked on $machine
* between specified dates
It
print <'C"
</ SELECT>
<p>
end_of_html

end_of_html";

print "<INPUT TYPE = \"radio\" NAME = \"SQL_QueriesV'";
print "VALUE=\"Query4\">\n";
•

end _of_html";
print <<"
Find all projects managed by team leader
<SELECT NAME = "teamleader4">
end_of_html
foreach $teamleader value (@teamleader values)

•print "<OPTION VALUE =
\"$teamleadervalue\">$TEAMLEADER{$teamleadervalue}\n";

print <<"
end_of_html";
</SELECT>
and booked on machine
<SELECT NAME = "machine4">
end_of_html
foreach $machine_value (@machines sql values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$machine value\ ">$MACHINE SQL ARRAY{ $machine value) \n";
•
print <<"
end_of_html";
C/SELECT>
between<BR> day
<SELECT NAME = "begin day4">
end_of_html
•

foreach $day_value (@day values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$dayvalue\">$DAYARRAY($dayvalue}\n";

•

end_of_html";
print <<"
C/SELECT>
month
<SELECT NAME "begin month4">
end_of_html
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foreach $month value (@month values)

•

•

print "<OPTION VALUE =
\"$monthvalue\">$MONTHARRAY( $month value } \n";

print <<"
end_of_html";
C/SELECT>
year
<SELECT NAME "begin year4">
end_of_html
foreach $year value (@year values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$yearvalue\">$YEARARRAY{$yearvalue}\n";

•

print <C"
end_of_html";
C/SELECT>
andCBR> day
<SELECT NAME = "end day4">
end_of_html
foreach $day value (@day values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$dayvalue\">$DAYARRAY($dayvalue}\n";

print <C'
end_of_html";
C/SELECT>
month
<SELECT NAME = "end month4">
end_of_html
foreach $month value (@month values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$month value\ ">$MONTH ARRAY ( $month value } \n";

S
end_of_html";
print CC"
<IS ELECT>
year
<SELECT NAME = "end year4">
endo f_html
•

foreach $year_value (@year_values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$year_value\">$YEARARRAY{$yearvalue} \n";

•

•
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# Query 5 Usage
•

It Find all projects and applications booked by $firstname and $surname
on $machine between specified dates

it
It

print <C"
C/SELECT>
C/TABLE>

end_of_html";

•
<TABLE BORDER = "0" CELLSPACING = "2" CELLPADDING = "211>
end_of_html
print "<INPUT TYPE = \"radio\" NAME = \"SQL_Queries\";
print "VALUE= \ "Query5\ ">\n";
end _of_html";
print CC"
Find all projects and applications booked by first name
"20" MAXLENGTH = "20">
<INPUT TYPE = "text" NAME = "firstnameS" SIZE
end_of_html

.

print <C"
and surname
<INPUT TYPE
end_of_html

end_of_html";
"text" NAME = "surnameS" SIZE = "20" MAXLENGTH = 112011>

print CC"
end_of_html";
on machine
<SELECT NAME = "niachine5">
end of html
foreach $machine_value (@machines sql_values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$machine value\ ">$MACHINE SQL ARRAY { $inachine value } \n";

end_of_html";
print <C"
C/SELECT>
between<BR> day
<SELECT NAME = "begin dayS">
end_of_html
•

foreach $day value (@day values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$day_value\">$DAY_ARRAY{$day_value}\n";

•

n
LJ

print CC"
end_of_html";
C/SELECT>
month
<SELECT NAME = "begin_monthS">
end of html
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foreach $month value (@month values)

I

5

print "<OPTION VALUE =
\"$monthvalue\">$MONTHARRAY($monthvalue}\n";
print <<"
end_of_html";
C/SELECT)
year
<SELECT NAME = "begin yearS">
end_of_html
foreach $year value (l3year_values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$year_value\">$YEAR_ARRAY{$year_value}\n";

•

print <C"
end of html";
</S ELECT>
and<BR> day
<SELECT NAME = "end_dayS">
end_of_html
foreach $day value (@day values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$dayvalue\">$OAY_ARRAY($day_value}\n";

print <C"
end_of_html";
</5 ELECT>
month
<SELECT NAME = "end monthS">
end_of_html
foreach $month value (@month values)
print "<OPTION VALUE
\ "$month value\ ">$MONTH ARRAY ( $month value) \n";
•
end of html";
print <<"
C/SELECT)
year
<SELECT NAME = "end year5">
end_o f_html

I

foreach $year value (@year values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$year_value\">$YEAR_ARRAY{$year_value}\n";

S

•
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# Query 6 Troubleshooting

I

# Find all the attributes of a booking with $nblimsid

end of_html";
print <C"
C/S ELECT>
C/TABLE>
<P>
<fiR>
<H3>CB><U>Troubleshooting Report Queries</U></B>C/H3><P>
<TABLE BORDER = "0" CELLSPACING = 11 2" CELLPADDING = "211>
end_of_html
print "<INPUT TYPE = \"radio\" NAME = \"SQLQueries\";
print "VALUE = \"QueryG\ ">\n";

I

print <C"
end_of_html";
Find all attributes of a booking with NBLIMS ID
<INPUT TYPE = "text" NAME = "nblimsid6" SIZE = "40" MAXLENGTH = "40">
<F>
endo f_html

It Query 7 Troubleshooting
It
It Find all booking's attributes on $machine between specified dates
It

S

print "<INPUT TYPE = \"radio\" NAME = \"SQL_Queries\";
print "VALUE=\"Query7\">\n";
print <C"
end _of_html";
Find all bookings' attributes on machine
<SELECT NAME = "machine7">
end_of_html

S

foreach $machine value (@machines sql values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\ "$machine value\ ">$MACHINE SQL ARRAY { $machine value } \n";

end of_html";
print <C"
C/SELECT>
between<BR> day
<SELECT NAME = "begin day7">
endo f_html
foreach $day value (@day_values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$day_value\">$DAY_ARRAY{$day_value}\n";

print <C"

0

end_of_html"
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.

•

C/SELECT>
month
<SELECT NAME = "begin month7">
end_of_html
foreach $month value (@month values)
print "<OPTION VALUE =
\"$monthvalue\">$MONTHARRAY{ $month value } \n";

.
print <C"
end_of_html";
<IS ELECT>
year
<SELECT NAME = "begin year7">
end_o f_html
•

foreach $year value (@year values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$year_value\">$YEARARRAY{$yearvalue}\n";

print <C"
end of html";
<IS ELECT>
and<ER> day
<SELECT NAME = "end day7">
endo f_html
foreach $day value (@day values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$dayvalue\">$DAYARRAY{$dayvalue}\n";

S
print <<"
end_of_html";
</5 ELECT>
month
<SELECT NAME = "end month7">
end of html
•

foreach $month value (@month values)
print "<OPTION VALUE
\ "$month value\ ">$MONTE ARRAY { $month value } \n";

•

print <<"
end of html";
<ISELECT>
year
<SELECT NAME = "end year7">
end_of_html
foreach $year value (@year values)
print "<OPTION VALUE = \"$yearvalue\">$YEARARRAY{$yearvalue}\n";

print <<"

0

end of_html"
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<IS ELECT>
</TR>
CITABLE>
end_of_html

•

•
LibRequire

•

# This subroutine checks if the library file exists and has the correct
# permissions. This subroutine is needed to provide feedback to the developer
# when trying to access libraries that are outside this script file.
II Input parameters are
* @require_libs array that contains the libraries to require
H #41*414141*414141*4141*414141*41*41* 414141$ 41*41*41*41*41*4141*414141*41*41*4141*4141*4141*41*41*41*4141 41*414141*41*41*41

sub LibRequire
local (@require_libs)

Check to see if the library file exists and has the correct permissions
41 if so then require it, otherwise print an error message that helps in
41 debugging the script.
41

S

foreach $lib file (@requirelibs)
if (-e "$lib file" && -r "$lib file")
require "$lib file";
else
print "Sorry, I was not able to open $lib file. Please check that
$lib file exists and has the correct permissions?";
exit;
•

9

•
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if! /usr/local/bin/perl
##ifif#ifif#ifif##if##if###if##if##ifif##if##ifif##if#Sifif#ifif#sififsifififififif#ifif#ififif#ifififififififififififif
•

NBL-LIB.PL Library of common subroutines that support NetBookingLlMs

if

S

Author

if

Rifat Hamoudi

if

•

*

Date

S
S

Purpose

: 7/7/2000
A suite of subroutines that NetBookingLlMs relies upon

if
if if US if ifS if if 5* if if U if #555*5 if if#S if U if #5 if #5*

if##if if #5 if##if if##if #55 if # U if ifs if #5 #if #55 if if #5 if

#if##if#*if#*##**#if**###*#if#Sif##*if##if#Sif###if#5if#**if######ifif#5if*5if#*55#**ifif##5if
if

•

get_first_weekday subroutine that gets the first weekday

if
if

if#Sifif#*ifif*Sif*#SifUififUifUS##Sif#Sif#*#ifif#if#*Sifif#*if##ififUifif*#ififS#if*Sififif*S#*5sif

sub get—first—weekday
if Assign local variables to get the Julian calendar date

S

local($juldate) =
local ($month, $day, $year, $weekday);
local ($tempjdate, $firstweekday, $numdays, $lastweekday)
if Get the date of the passed parameter

($month, $day, $year, $weekday) = &jdate($juldate);
S Get the date based on the first of the month
$tempjdate = &jday($month, 1, $year);
if

•

Get the weekday of 1st of the month

($month, $day, $year, $weekday) = &jdate($tempjdate);
$firstweekday = $weekday;
if

return the weekday of the 1st of the month

return $firstweekday;

•

# make —month— array subrountine returns array of dates of a chosen month

sub make—month—array

# Assign local variables to get the Julian calendar date
.
local($juldate) =
local ($month, $day, $year, $weekday);
local ($tempjdate, $firstweekday, $numdays, $lastweekday);
local (@myarray);
# Get the date of the passed parameter
($month, $day, $year, $weekday) = &jdate($juldate);
# Get the date based on the first of the month
$tempjdate = &jday($month, 1, $year);
It Get the weekday of 1st of the month
($month, $day, $year, $weekday)
$firstweekday = $weekday;

&jdate($tempjdate);

$currentmonth = "$month";
$currentyear = "$year";

S

$month++;
if ($month > 12)
$month = 1;
$year++;

S

S

$tempjdate = &jday($month,l,$year);
$tempj date--;
($month, $day, $year, $weekday) = &jdate($tempjdate);
$numdays = $day;
$lastweekday = $weekday;
for ($index = 0; $index

C

$firstweekday; $index++)

$myarray[$index] = "

for ($index = 1; $index

C=

$numdays; $index++

$myarray[$index + $firstweekday - 1] = $index;
rj

for ($index = $lastweekday; $index

0

C
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6; $index++)

push(@myarray, Ut!);

I

push(@myarray, $numdays);

return @myarray;

I
header display the header on the browser
4
4
4 #44444* #44*4444444444*4 #44 #4444*444* ##########*### * #4*444*444444*444*
sub header
4 Assign local variable to get the title name if one is passed
local ($title) =
if ($title eq "")
$title = "Rifat NetBookingLlMs demo";
print <<"
end_of_html";
<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>$title</TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY>
<FORM METHOD = "post" ACTION = "$this script url">
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "session file" VALUE = "$session file">
end_of_html

I
I

I
0
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LA

S

counter—sub increment the count in the counter file when record
is added to the .records datastore file

sub counter—sub

•

# Assign to the local variable $record counter file, the filename that was
# passed in the subroutine call
local($record counter file) =
# Check to see if the counter file exists. If not, then create it

•

if (!(-e $recordcounter file))
open (RECORDCOUNTERFILE, ">$record counter file")
& file_open_error ($record counter file);
print RECORD_COUNTER FILE "O\n";
close (RECORD_COUNTER__FILE);

# Open the counter file. If the counter file cannot be opened,
# however, access the &file openerror routine passing it the filename
open (RECORD—COUNTER—FILE, "$record counter file") II
&file open error ($record counter file);
# Check to see what number the counter is currently on and assign that
# value to $
while (<RECORD_COUNTER_FILE>)
$item number =
close (RECORD—COUNTER—FILE);
•
# Increment the count number, change the counter file to the new number,
It return the number to the main script, and close the counterfile.

•

$itemnumber++;
open (TEMP, ">$record —counter—file")
& file_open_error ($record counter file);
print TEMP "$itemnumber\n";
close (TEMP);
return $item number;

S

•

#

file_open error handles error resulting from inability to open file

sub file_open_error

It Assign to the local variable $file name, the filename that we passed
It to this subroutine from the referenceing routine.

•

local ($filename)

0;

It Let the client know that the script was unable to open the requested file
It and then use die to stop the calling routine

•

print "I am really sorry. I am unable to open CP>$filename<P>Can you please
make sure that the filename exists, and has the right permissions relative to
the web browser. Thank you.";
die;

##ItIt##It4t#Itlt####It####It###4t%####Itit#####Itit4t#It4t4t#It4t######It###4t###It###It##ItIt#
ft

GetLockFile : creates a file and exclusively locks it to allow
for records to be added without deadlock

It

ft
ft

It 4t#It4t#####ft#######It##ft It## It### It##It##ft##ft

ft##ft

It #0 It ##ft##ft It### It It #0

sub GetLockFile

ft

Assign local variable $lock filename as the locking file
local ($lock filename) = 0;

*

It

Set endtime to wait for 120 seconds
local ($endtime);
$endtime = 120;
$endtime = time + $endtime;

It

•

It

if a file lock exists from a program that crashed or been killed
then wait for 120 seconds before removing the file
while (-e $lock filename && time < $endtime)
It

Do Nothing

}
It

create the lock file

•
open(LOCKFILE, ">$lock filename");

•
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•

#

ReleaseLockEile opposite of GetLockFile, it release the lock file
by deleting it

sub ReleaseLockFile
local ($lock filename) =

•

close(LOCKFILE);
unlink ($locic filename);

1;

•

•

S

•

ri

Li

1*

I

S

Name

N8SampGen

Title

program that creates multiple sample sheet automatically
linking up with NetflookingLlMS web based software

Author

Rifat Hamoudi, M.Sc. Computing Science project

Date

15/7/2000

Version

1.5

Language

ANSI C

*1

#include <stdio . h>

*
1*

Definition of 96 (8x12) and 384 (16x24) wells microtitre plates the
implementation is (9xl3) and (17x25) to make it easier to access the
wells in their natural format
rj
typedef struct
char letter[9];
mt number[13];
is

I

Plate96;

typedef struct
char letter[17];
mt number[25];
Plate3S4;

main C)
/* Variables decleration */
.

FILE *fp;
char filename[20], common name(80], answer;
mt index, nun index, let — index, num lanes, gel, startlane, start lane d,
end- lane, mtype = 1;
mtlet, nun, tubesamplesheet, microtitre_sample sheet;
mt start lane nun, end lane num;
char str[80), begin lane[8], start — lane — c, repeat;
Plate96 plate96;
Plate384 plate384;

0

.

repeat = '1';

0

while (repeat

system("clear");
7*

3

•

7*

Clear the screen *1

Displaying program header */

printf("Program that creates multiple ABI sample sheets
automatically\n\n");
printf("Programmer
Rifat Hamoudi\n\n");
printf("M.Sc. Computing Science project, 2000\n\n");
printf (TI Version 1.5\n\n")

1* Name of sample sheet file */

printf("\nlnput the sample sheet filename
scanf("%s", filename);
/* Initialisation of 96 well plate
•

*7

let—index = 1;
for (index = 'A'; index C= 'H'; index++)
for (nun index = 1; nun index Cr 12; numindex-f-+)
plate96.letter[let index] = index;
plate96.number[num index] = num index;

Is
let index++;

/* Initialisation of 384 well plate

0

*7

let—index = 1;
for (index = 'A'; index <= 'P'; index++)
for (num index = 1; nun index <= 24; nun index++)

0

•

plate384 .letter(let index) = index;
plate384.nuniber[num index] = nun index;
1
let index++;

printf("\nEnter the type of sample or microtitre plate of your
sequences\n");
printf("\nl) Individual samples (or tubes) \n2) 96\n3) 384\n");
printf("\nlnput your selection please (1,2 or 3)
scanf("%d", &mtype);
strcat(filename, ".txt");

•

if ((fp

fopen(filename, "w")) == NULL) /* open file */

printf("\nERROR : the file %s cannot be allocated, reload program
and\n", filename);
printf("input the correct filename\n);
exit (1);

is

/* Choose labware format */
if (mtype == 1) /* Tubes labware

*1

printf("\nEnter the number of samples you want to book (maximum = 64)
scanf("%d", &num lanes);
if (nun lanes > 0)
/* Tubes choice */

•

printf("\nEnter type of tube sample sheet you want
printf("\nl) Automatic (e.g. 1 -> max lane no.)");
printf("\n2) You fill in sample name one at a time");
printf("\n3) Add name at beginning and add name one at a time");
printf("\n\nlnput your selection please (1,2 or 3)
scanf("%d", &tube sample sheet);
/

Automatic number generation

*1

if (tube_sample_sheet == 1)
for (index = 1; index <= nun — lanes; index++)
fprintf(fp, "%d", index);
fprintf(fp, "\n");

/* Filling in sample name

*1

if (tube_sample_sheet == 2)

•

printf("\n")
for (index = 1; index <= num lanes; index++)
printf("Sample No. %d
scanf("%s", str);

fprintf(fp, "%s", str);
fprintf(fp, "\n")

•
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", index);

.

/ Entering common sample name

*1

if (tube sample sheet == 3)
printf("Enter common name at the beginning of sample
scanf("%s", common name)
for (index = 1; index <= nun — lanes; index++)
printf("Sample No. %d : ", index);
scanf("%s",
fprintf(fp, "%s%s°, common name, str);
fprintf(fp, "\n");

•

/* End of tubes labware

/ Choose microtitre labware
if (mtype == 2)

/* 2 is 96 microtitre

/* Choices */

S

printf("\nEnter type of sample sheet you want
printf("\nl) Vertical Automatic (e.g. Alname,Blname,Clname, etc -> max
lane no.)");
printf("\n2) Horizontal Automatic (e.g. Alname,A2name,A3name, etc ->
max lane no.)");
printf("\n3) Vertical Manual");
printf("\n4) Horizontal Manual");
printf("\n\nlnput your selection please (1,2,3 or 4)
scanf("%d", &microtitre sample sheet);

*1
•

/* vertical and horizontal automatic 96 plate sample generation attributes

if ( (microtitre_sample sheet == 1) H (microtitre sample sheet == 2))
printf("\nEnter the number of samples you want to book (maximum =
64)

")
scanf("%d", &num lanes);
printf("\nEnter the coordinate of the starting lane (e.g. d8)
scanf("%s", begin lane);
printf("\nanter the common name or expression (e.g. T7214k23.2fc)
scanf("%s", str);

sscanf(begin lane, "%c%i", &startlanec, &startlaned)
start_lane_c = toupper(startlanec);
start — lane = start—lane—c;

0
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let = start - lane - 64;
num = start-lane-d;
•
else

if (mtype == 3)

1* 3 is 384 microtitre vertical format

printf("\nsnter the number of samples you want to book (maximum = 64)
scanf('%d", &num lanes);
printf('\nEnter the coordinate of the starting lane (e.g. d8)
scanf("%s", begin_lane);
printf("\nEnter the common name or expression (e.g. T7214k23.2fc)
scanf("%s",

•

sscanf(begin lane,

"%c%i", &startlanec, &startlaned);

start_lane_c = toupper(start_lane_c);
start - lane = start-lane-c;
let = start - lane - 64;
nun = start-lane-d;

if (mtype == 2)

/* 96 microtitre sample generation

if (microtitre sample sheet == 1)

/* Vertical automatic (A1->H1)

..etc

*1
for (nun index = 1; nun index <= nun lanes; nun index++)
{
fprintf(fp, "%c%d%s", plate96.letter[let], plate96.number(num), str);
fprintf(fp, "\n");
let++;

•

if (let > 8)
•

let =l;
num-t--1-;

if (microtitre sample sheet == 2)
.etc I

/* Horizontal automatic (Al->Al2)

•
for (nun- index = 1; nun - index <= nun- lanes; nun index+-4-)

•
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S
fprintf(fp, T %c%d%s", plate96.letter(let), plate96.number(num], str);
fprintf(fp, TI\nr!)
nuzn++;

S

if (num > 12)
num = 1;
let++;

•
I

Generate 96 microtitre sample sheet manually */

if (microtitre_sample_sheet == 3)
•

/

Vertical manual */

answer = 'N';
for (num = 1; nun <= 12; num++)
printf ("\nDo you want to enter data in column %d? (y, n)

•

", nun);

scanf("%s", begin_lane);
sscanf(begin lane, "%c", &answer);
answer = toupper(answer);
if (answer == 'Y')
printf ("\nEnter the start letter for col. %d (e.g. B)
scanf("%s", begin_lane);

", nun);

sscanf (begin_lane, "%c", &start lane);
start — lane = toupper(start lane);
printf ("Enter the end letter for col. %d
scanf("%s", begin lane);

(e.g. G)

", num);

sscanf (begin_lane, "%c", &end lane);
end— lane = toupper(end lane);
printf ("\n");
for (let = start — lane; let <
•

printf("Enter name for coordinate %c%d :
scanf("%s", str);
fprintf(fp,
fprintf(fp,

"%c%d%s", let, num, str);
"\n");

•

•

end— lane; let++)
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", let, num);

if (microtitre_sample_sheet == 4)

S

7* Horizontal manual

*/

answer = 'N';
for (let = 'A'; let <= 'H'; let++)
printf ("\nDo you want to enter data in Row %c? (y, n)
scanf("%s", begin_lane);
sscanf(begin_lane, "%c", &answer);
answer = toupper(answer);

•

", let);

if (answer == 'Y')
printf ("\ncnter the start number for row. %c (e.g. 2)
scanf("%s", begin—lane);

", let);

sscanf(begin lane, 'Id", &start lane);

•

start — lane = toupper(start lane);
printf ("Enter the end number for row. %c (e.g. 11) : ", let);
scanf("%s", begin—lane);
sscanf(begin_lane, "%d", &end_lane);

•

end — lane = toupper(end lane);
printf ("\n");
for (num = start — lane; num <= end — lane; num++)
Ok

printf("Enter name for coordinate %c%d
scanf("%s", str);

", let, num);

fprintf(fp, "%c%d%s", let, num, str);
fprintf(fp, "\n")
}
S

/* End of 96 plate microtitre labware sample sheet generation /

/ Generate vertical format 384 microtitre sample sheet automatically *7

Li
if (mtype == 3)
if (let % 2 != 0)

7* Skip the even wells i.e. B, D, F ..etc

for (nun index = 1; nun index C= (nun lanes*2); nuxrtindex++)
if (let % 2 1 = 0)
•
fprintf(fp, "%c%d_%s", plate384.letterllet], plate384.number[num),
str)

0
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n
L.4

fprintf(fp, fl\nTT)

let++;

•

if (let > 16)
let = 1;
num++;
•

if (let % 2 == 0)

/* Skip the odd wells i.e. A, C, E ..etc

for (num index = 1; num index <= (nun t lanes*2); numindex++)
if (let % 2 == 0)
fprintf(fp, "%c%d%s', plate384 .letter[let], plate384 .nurnber(num]
str);
fprintf(fp, "\n");

let++;
if (let > 16)
let = 1;
num++;
•

/* End of 384 plate microtitre labware sample sheet generation

•

fclose(fp);
/* Ask user if they want to generate further sample sheets

•

printf("\nThe sample sheets have been created in a file called
filename);
printf(°\nDo you want to creat another sample sheet (y or n)?
scanf("%s', begin_lane);
sscanf(begin_lane, 'Ic", &repeat);
repeat = toupper(repeat);
/* End of while repeat

•

/* Software footer */
printf("\n\nThank you for using the software\n");
printf("\nGoodbye\n");
/* End of program

•

1

*1
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/

Appendix II- Software Documentation and Tutorials
C
Introduction
NetBookingLlMS (InterNet Booking Laboratory Information Management System) software is a multi0

user, multi-tasking management software designed to filly automate the workflow of the processes within a
scientific laboratory which has many instruments, employs many staff and is used by many scientific
researchers (users) with different requirements and priorities. Thus NetflookingLiMS is suited for small,
medium and large scale (industrial) sized laboratories. It also carries out error checking to prevent users

•

from overbooking a run and date checking to prevent users from booking runs on the same day.
Clients are categorised in three different types; manager, members of staff and users (scientific researchers).
A manager can only view the bookings on a run and interrogate the relational database maintained and

.

administered by the software, staff can only view the bookings on a run including bookings on the current
thy and users can view the bookings on a run, book, delete and schedule samples for a project.

Testing NetBookingLlMS Software
To test the software, register with a user name and password you specify then login and go to the two
dimensional dynamic booking table. Click on the hyperlink of the run. This will display how many lanes are
available on the gel and who booked it. Refer to the set of tutorials in the next pages to see how to use the
software. The software is very intuitive and is implemented using user friendly Web forms.
S

S

•

0
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Appendix III - Installation and configuration of Perl on Unix
and PC Web server software to run Perl CGI scripts.
Installation of Apache Web Server Software on Unix platform
I) Log in as root to the Unix platform where you intend to install the Apache Web server software.
2) Download the Apache software from http://www.apache.org
3) Extract the software using tar as follows:
zcat apache_1.3.8.tar.gz I tar xvf -

•

4) Change the setting in file named "Configuration" so that the C compiler is the correct one on your
system e.g. CC=gcc and any flags settings are correct
5) Type Configure to create a Makefile that is customised for your platform
6) Type make to compile and link the server software
7) The Apache server assumes that the server root is located in /usr/local/etc/httpd unless stated otherwise.
Inside this directory you can create the cgi-bin directory. It also assumes that /usr/local/etc/httpdlhtdocs
for the document root where hypertext documents are places e.g. NetBookingLiMS software
documentation hypertext document. You can change the server directory options if you want
8) Start the server by going to the directory and type httpd

S
For more details refer to the apache manual available from the Web site above.

S

•

S

S
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I
Unix File Permissions
When you create a file or directory on a Unix server, its permissions are set and restricted automatically.
Files start with 666 while directories start with 777. The restrictions are determined by the value of the
umask, which is usually set at 022, although you can change it if you want.
Thus to find out and set permissions on a file type Is —al <filename> and then:
1) Determine which permissions you want to bestow on which groups
2) Assign value of 4 for read (r) permission, 2 for write (w) permission and 1 for execute (e) permission
3) Add the values of the permission together for each individual group
I
4) Type chmod oga <file/directory name>, where o is the sum of the values for the owner's permissions,
g is the sum of the values for the group's permission and a is the sum of the values for the all (i.e.
everyone else's) permissions
e.g. a file or directory with permissions 644 indicate that the owner can read and write (4 for read + 2
for write) the file, the group and everyone else can only read it. Permissions of 755 means that the owner
can read, write and execute (4 for read + 2 for write + I for execute) the file but the group and everyone
else can only read and execute it.
5) To change the ownership on the file you need to be root and type chown <new owner> <file/directory
name>. To change the group ownership on the file type chgrp <new group> <file/directory name>

S

S

r
0
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I

Running CCI Scripts at the Birkbeck College's Web site

S

This section deals with setting up your Web site to run CGI programs at Birkbeck college department of
computer science Web site.
I) Type cd to go to your home directory
2) Type chmod o+x. to make sure everyone can access it. Do not forget the DOT, which stands for
current working directory

S
3) Type mkdir public_www to create the top-level web directory
4) Type chmod a+rx public_www to change the permissions so that everyone can access the directory
5) Type cd puhlic_www to move into this directory
6) Type cp /home/sg/public_www/template.html home.html to copy the home page template file
7) Type chmod a+r home.html to change the permissions so that everyone can read the file
8) You should now have a template of a home page which you can edit to include your details.
S

When you have created your home-page you will have to place the file which must be called home.html
in a subdirectory called public_www. The file home.html must have the correct permissions set. This is
so that visitors to your page can specify the address:
http ://www.dcs.bbk.ac.uki—login {where login is your Unix user id ubac}
and access your web page.
If you want a link from the students page then ask the system group to setup a link to your area in
public_www.

5

9) To run CCII script from your user area, create a directory called cgi-bin inside public_www and give it
the read, write and execute permissions then cope the CGI files inside it. Then ask the system group to
setup an alias link in their Web server software to point to the cgi-bin you created. This will ensure that
your cgi script will work from your directory at public www/cgi-bin
For more details and HTML basics refer to the system group's document at:
http://www.dcs.bbk.ac.uk/sg/doc/unix/wwwpage.html

I

S

0
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S

Installation of Perl Software on Unix Platform
S
I) Log in as root in the Unix platform where you intend to install Pen.
2) Download Pert software from http://www.perl.com

5

3) Extract the software using tar as follows:
zcat perl.tar.gz I tar xvf -

4) By default Pertwill be installed in /usr/local/bin directory on Unix.
5) When you are writing a PertCGI script, use a Unix editor such as vi or textedit but make sure that the
first line of the script is as follows
/1 !/usr/local/bin/perl

6) To execute your script from command line you can type:
perl scriptname

•

Installation of Microsoft Personal Web Server Software on PC-Windows 95/98 Platform
I) Download the Microsoft Personal Web Server software from
http ://www.microsoft.com/ntserver/web/exec/featurelPWS.asp , unzip the file and install it using the
installation wizard

•

2)

Run the server by clicking on Start from the main Personal Web Server window

3)

By default Personal Web Server installs its file in a directory called Inetpub on the C: drive

4)

Within Inetpub put the hypertext document files in a directory called wwwroot and any executable
CCI script file in directory called scripts

5) To execute CCI script from a Web browser type in the URL the address of the server as a local server
then the script name. For example to run NetBookingLlMS from a Web browser software such as
Netscape or Internet Explorer, copy the software files to the C:\lnetpub\scripts directory then from the
Web browser type the URL as http ://127.0.0.I/scnipts/nblfrontpage.cgi to run the software locally but
using Web browser software

•

•

•
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C

Installation of Perl Software on PC-Windows 95/98 Platform
I) Download Perl for Windows 95/98/NT from htw://www.aetivestate.com/Products/ActivePerl/
2) Create Pens folder on your hard rive and extract the contents of the self-extracting .exe to that directory
3) Run the perlw32-install.bat batch from the C:\PenIS\bin directory
4) Make sure that the installation updated your path in the autoexec.bat file
S
Configuration of Pen Software on PC-Windows 95/98 Platform
1) Click on Start, Run, regedit.exe
2) Expand HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, System, CurrentControlSet, Services, W3Svc, Parameters and
Script Map
3) Right click within the right pane/frame and select New, string value
4) Enter.pl
S
5) Modify .pl and enter the full path to the penl.exe program algon with "%s %s", e.g. c:\PerlS\bin\perl.exe
%s %s
6) Create additional entries for ".cgi"
•

7) Exit Regedit
8) If Microsoft Personal Web Server is running then stop and start the server to activate the Pert
configurations made earlier. Now the server is able to run CGI script written using Notepad or Microsoft
Word

S

•

•

•
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S

Configuring and Testin g Pert CCI Scripts on Web Server
S

This section contains scripts that can be used to test that the web server runs Pert CCII scripts and to
troubleshoot any problems to do with running CGI scripts.
For Unix you can use emacs, vi or textedit to write and edit your script, for PC you can use Notepad or
Microsoft Word to write it. If you are using Microsoft Word make sure that you save it as text only format.
It is best to give the script the extension .cgi, and to run it you need to activate the Web server software and
toad the URL that points to the CGI script.

S
Simple script to test the environment variable values on a server

S

U /usr/local/bin/perl
print "content-type: text/htrnl\n\n";
print"<HTML><BODY><PRE>";
print"<ul>";
foreach (sort keys %ENV)
print "<li> Env Var key: $ value $ENV($)";

S

print "</ul>";
print "</br>";
print "</PRE></BODY></HTML>";
exit 0;

Simp le script to test that Oracle SQL Plus can be called from COl script
S

U /usr/local/bin/perl
print "content-type: text/html\n\n";
print"<HTML><BODY>CPRE>";
#$ENV{"ORACLEHOME"} = "/oraoneol/app/oracle/product/8 .1.6";
#$ENV{ "ORACLE ID"}
"teach";
"/oraoneol/app/oracle/product/8 .1 .6/network/admin";
#$ENVI"TNS_ADMIN")
#$ENV("TWO TASK"} = "teach.dcs.bbk.ac.uk ";
S
$ENV("ORACLE HOME") = "/oatlasol/app/oracle/product/8.0.5";
$ENV("ORACLESID"} = "teach";
$ENV( "TNSADMIN") = "/oatlasOl/app/oracle/product/B.O. 5/networic/admin";
"teach.dcs.bbk.ac.uk ";
$ENV{"TWOTASK"}
$command " /oatlasOl/app/oracle/product/B .0. 5/bin/sqiplus -silent
ops\\\$ahamo0l\/ahamo0l \@sql comrnand.sql > r.txt";
S

#chdir("SQL");
print "$conimand";
system($conunand);
#system "/oraoneOl/app/oracle/product/B.l. 6/bin/sqlldr", "userid=ops\\\$ahamool\/ahamool
control=nblimsdb.ctl log =nblimsdb. log";
print "</PRE></BODY></MTML>";
exit

0

0;
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.

Simple script to test that Oracle SQL Loader can be called from CGI script
•

•

#! /usr/local/bin/perl
print "content-type: text/html\n\n";
print" <IITML><BODY><PRE>";
#$ENV( "ORACLE_HOME") = "/oraoneOl/app/oracle/product/8 .1.6";
#$ENV("ORACLESID"} = "teach";
#$ENV("TNSADMIN") 11/oraoneOl/app/oracle/product/8.1.6/network/adxnin";
=
1#$ENV("TWOTASK"} = "teach.dcs.bbk.ac.uk ";
$ENV{"ORACLEHOME"} = "/oatlasOl/app/oracle/product/B.O.S";
$ENV{"ORACLESID") = "teach";
$ENV{"TNSADMIN"} = "/oatlasOl/app/oracle/product/8.0.5/network/admin";
$ENV("TWO TASK") = "teach.dcs.bbk.ac.uk ";
$conunand = "/oatlasol/app/oracle/product/8.0.5/bin/sqlldr userid=ops\\\$ahamo0l\/ahamo0l
control=nblimsdb. ctl log=nblimsdb. log &";
#chdir("SQL");

•

$coniniand = "/oatlasOl/app/oracle/product/8 .0. 5/bin/sqlldr userid=ops\\\$ahamoOl\IahamoOl
control=nblimsdb. ctl log=nblimsdb. log";
print "$conmtand";

system($command);
•

#system "/oraoneOl/app/oracle/product/8,1. 6/bin/sqlldr", "userid=ops\\\$ahamo0l\/ahamo0l
control=nblimsdb.ctl log =nblimsdb. log";
$system("/oraoneol/app/oracle/product/8. l.6/bin/sqlldr userid=ops\\\$ahamoOl/ahamoOl
control=nblimsdb.ctl log=nblimsdb. log");
print "</PRE></BODY></HTML>";

•

exit 0;

n

Lfl

•
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